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ABSTRACT
The purposeof this program was to investigate all the promising types of ampli-
fiers for a 1-kW, S-bandspacecraft transmitter, to provide the basis for the best
choice for anyparticular mission. The approachwas to makedetailed design studies
of four specific microwave tubes: a magnetically focused klystron, an electrostati-
cally focusedextended-interaction klystron, a helix-circuit traveling wave tube, and
an axial-injection crossed-field amplifier. Thesestudies were mainly calculations,
cold tests, andproposedmechmlical designs, but someexperiments were performed
on obscure features.
A reliability study was made of existing klystrons which may be applicable to
many of the devices investigated.
Experimental work was done in two areas of tube technology: thermal dissi-
pation in a ceramic-supported slow-wave circuit and improvements in high-temperature
beam collectors which radiate directly into space.
The results of the device studies were critically comparedwith each other and
with other types not extensively studied.
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I. INTR()DUCTION
To make this report useful as an isolated document, it will be prefaced with
a summary of the purpose, background, and scope of the work tmdertaken on the
contract.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has from the start been
involved with the problem of eommmfication from space vehicles back to earth. The
power amplifier for a space-borne radio transrnitter is a critical component, since
both its performance (effieieney l and its reliability may be limiting factors in ttle
overall system. The amplifiers are now thermionic vacuum tubes and will remain
so for a long time (as far as we can presently foresee the development of electronic
devices). Present communication is "microwave" frequencies. \_llile there is a
technical possibility of using higher millimeter-wave or optical frequencies, the
system difficulties are severe, and the transmitting devices are less efficient and
reliable.
Previous tube developments for space transmitters have bee_ at power levels
of 100 watts and lower. When longer-range flights and higher data rates are required,
the power needed of course increases.
The scope of this project as defined by NASA, Langley Research Center, was
to investigate transmitter tubes at S-band, specifically at the l-Mlowatt level. All
the promising lmown types of tubes were to be evaluated with the objective of
accumulating enough information so that for any specific mission conditions the
optimum tube type could be preseleeted, and work on hardware development and
proving could be started immediately.
Where experimental results necessary to give an authoritative evaluation of
a device are missing, the program included doing the necessary experiments. The
time and effort available was not sufficient to justify building complete working models
of tubes. These would really be significant only when coupled with a large reliability
testing program. Therefore, the emphasiswas on a broad evaluation study, with
experiments on specific areas of techniquesneededto complete the evaluation.
In addition to the prescribed ranges of power and frequency, the only other
condition was that the transmission would not be amplitude modulated. With phase,
freqttency, pulse repetition rate or pulse length modulation, the tube operates only at
saturated outputpower. All the knowntypes of microwave tubes suffer in efficiency
whenthe output is modulated downwardfrom saturation. Many schemeshave been
proposed to alleviate this loss, but nonehas beenproven to be really practical.
Later information from NASA personnel indicated some interest in the
amplitude -modulation characteristics of the tubes, so this is included to the extent
that the information is available.
The propertics of greatest interest for a space transmitter which have been
investigated include:
LIFE. Missions may last for years, and the life of a few thousand hours
which may be acceptable for maintained ground equipment is completely inadequate
for space flight. We must think in tens of thousands of hours. Life studies include
available test results and qualitative predictions based on physical mechanisms.
RE LIABILITY. The probability of reaching the inherent life capability is
hard to predict on mechanistic grounds. We include some available statistics and
consideration of possible failure modes.
EFFICIENCY. With present sources, prime power is obviously very expensive.
Hence the efficiency of the final amplifier is a most important consideration. Forseeable
development of nuclear sources may make plentiful prime power available, but the
problem of radiating the waste power will be even more severe, and efficiency will
still be vital.
COOLING. The system needed to dispose of the waste power from the
transmitter tube can be a significant factor in weight and reliability. Different
species of tubes have different requirements, and a sizeable part of the study is
concerned with waste power disposal.
GAIN. The gain of the output tube is important if it makes necessary or
unnecessary a second vacuum tube as a driver with accompanying decrease of
reliability.
BANDWIDTH. Present information bandwidth requirements can be met by any
of the favored tube types. Future extensions of bandwidth may rule out some approaches,
so the bandwidth capabilities are important.
NOISE. Spurious noise restrictions are highly dependent on the particular
system operation, so the needs in terms of in-band, out-of-band, and harmonic power
cannot be defined with generality. The program includes the available information on
noise characteristics.
To get the broadest scope and highest expertise applied, the program was
organized into three subtasks:
A. Study of specific kinds of microwave tubes by engineering groups specializing
in each variety, with regard to the space application.
B. Study of tube technologies peculiarly applicable to space transmitters.
C. Intercomparison and evaluation of tube types to provide a basis for selection
for particular missions.
A. TUBE TYPES
1. Crossed-Field Amplifiers
This family of tubes contains many permutations, each useful for particular
applications.
The types are distinguished by their combination of the following properties:
a. (Linear beam) vs (reentrant beam)
b. (Regenerative beam) vs (nonregenerative)
c. (Emitting sole) vs (injected beam)
d. (Forward-wave circuit) vs (backward wave)
e. (Thermionic cathode) vs (secondary emission)
In a following section these many types will be discussed in detail. For
the purposes of this project the one feature of the crossed-field amplifier which would
make it considered for a transmitter is the high efficiency available. This is obtained
only with reentrant circular beam tubes, so this subgroup is the only one given serious
consideration. It is obvious from the list of choices above that a great deal of pre-
selection must be made to single out the few tube types worthy of extensive study.
This involves consideration of known performance and the characteristics expected
due to the operating principles.
It appeared at the outset that the reentrant injected-beam forward-wave
tube was the most likely candidate, so a large part of the effort was spent studying
this relatively new type.
2. O-Type Linear Beam Amplifiers
Several types of linear beam tubes have properties which would make
then desirable, depending on system and mission requirements. The following tubes
were considered, the extent of the study dependingon their prospects for fulfilling
the needsas we visualized them and on the completenessof previous knowledgeof their
performance.
a. Maa-neticallyFocusedKlystron
This device is well-known and proven. The study merely involved
reviewing the state-of-the-art pertaining to an applicable design.
The conventional klystron offers simplicity andproven reliability,
at the expenseof weight andmagnetic field.
b. Magnetic-Lens-Focused Klystron
A minor study project considered replacing the uniform field with
short magnetic lenses (somewhatanalogousto PPM or to electrostatic
lens focusing). The advantageis greatly decreasedweight and leakage
field. The schemehas really not beentried experimentally.
c. Electrostatically FocusedKlystron (ESFK)
Considerable effort was devotedto the ESFK. Lower power tubes of
this type had beenchosenfor previous space transmitter developments,
but the tube is still a relatively new device. Its advantagesare light
weight and complete elimination of magnets.
d. Traveling-Wave Tube (TWT)
The TWT could becomea necessary choice if bandwidth requirements
get large enough. Even for restricted bandwidth it offers light weight
with periodic permanent magnetfocusing and fairly well proven
performance. Theparticular parameters called for by this program
are somewhatoutside the usual range so a design study was undertaken.
B. TECHNOLOGY
The second group of subtasks was concerned with the study and advancement
of pertinent tube technology. These areas are common to several species of linear-
beam tubes. They apply specifically to space transmitters and are areas where more
information is needed.
1. Radiation-Cooled Collectors
One advantage of all linear beam tubes is that most of the waste energy
is dissipated in a collector remote from the rf circuits. Previous lower power
klystrons had used a very hot (1300 ° C) tungsten collector radiating directly into space
through a sapphire window. The present program set out to answer experimentally
three specific questions regarding radiating collectors for higher power.
a. Can we increase the thermal emissivity of the collector surface to
improve efficiency and decrease size?
b. Will the collector run for long periods without forming heat-absorbing
deposits on the window?
c. Can we eliminate the window with a hot radiator which is part of the
vacuum envelope ?
2. Cathode Life in Linear-Beam Tubes
Many data are available on life of oxide-coated cathodes in low-power tubes.
For tubes of the 1-kilowatt level, using (probably) impregnated tungsten cathodes,
very few controlled life tests have been run. The task consisted of collecting applicable
data from field performance records. It is assumed that all linear-beam tubes are
similar with respect to the cathode. Crossed-field tubes have quite different conditions.
3. Heat Transfer in Helix-Type Circuits
Present ESFKs and TWTs use helix (or ring-bar) rf circuits. (Crossed-
field amplifiers for 1-kW may also use a form of helix.) These circuits have been
ment of high-purity beryllia and techniques for brazing helices to beryllia support
members made it desirable to back up calculations with an experimental measurement
of heat transfer in a structure suitable for the space transmitter (specifically the TWT).
C. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION
The final section of the program calls for a critical comparison of the results
of the studies of tube types. The goal of this is to ascertain and catalog the important
properties to form a basis for the proper selection of a tube type for a particular
mission. Difficulties are bound to be encountered with conflicting claims due to the
personal and organizational pride of the practitioners of the various devices. In
Varian Associates we have experts and experience in all the principal microwave
tubes, so we can avoid the first, or corporate, level of prejudice. There will always
remain the pressure of the individual "intense advocate" (without whom progress would
really bog down). The project manager has the task of justifying and balancing the
information.
II. SUMMARY OF DEVICE STUDIES
A. MAGNETICALLY FOCUSED KLYSTRON (MFK)
1. Conventional Tube
The magnetically focused klystron (MFK) is the oldest, simplest, and
best understood microwave power amplifier. Consequently, it can form the known
standard with which other devices are compared.
An outstanding characteristic of the klystron is the availabilityof high
gain with complete stability. Rf feedback in the tube is essentiallyzero, so gains of
the order of 60 dB are possible in 1-kW tubes (though not generally desirable). The
stabilityis inherent and is independent of operating voltages, rf drive, and load match-
ing.
Efficiency is quite good compared with other tubes. Fifty percent is
obtainable with fairly standard designs, and 60% has been seen in some high-power
tubes where circuit losses are low. Since the basic electronic conversion efficiency is
high, the use of a depressed collector (as in TWTs) has not been common. It is, how-
ever, feasible to pick up an extra 5 or 10% efficiency with a depressed collector.
In noise performance the klystron is the only high-power microwave
tube which has been well evaluated. Typically the AM noise in a 1-MHz band (in the
passband of the tube) will be 100 dB below the saturated carrier. Poorly designed
klystrons may be 40 dB worse than this, but the good noise performance can be reliably
obtained without sacrifice of any other properties.
Power handling capability of the MFK is the greatest of any known tube
type. There is no electron interception on the rf circuit. The circuit resonators have
low rf losses (compared with medium-power traveling-wave circuits) and are part of
a solid metal body with great capacity for heat removal. For the present study, power
handling is significant only in that 1.0 kW is ultraconservative.
Klystron resonators are built-in filter circuits, so the harmonics and
other out-of-band noise are reduced. Harmonic content is a function of the power
level becausethe impedanceand hencethe loaded Q of the output resonator is matched
to the beam impedance. For a power of 1 kWthe secondandthird harmonics are
typically 35 dB below the saturated carrier andhigher harmonics much lower.
The klystron is a true linear amplifier. Its dynamic range is limited
only by the backgroundnoise level which is independentof rf drive. AM distortion
occurs whenthe peak signal goes into the saturation region. Expressed as two-tone
intermodulation ratio, distortion would typically be -25 dB for drive 10 dB below the
saturation value and output 6 dB below saturation.
Life and reliability of MFKs havebeen fairly well proven from field
experience in ground andairborne environments. For power klystrons of the type
concernedhere, there have been only a very few controlled life-test programs, due to
the high cost involved. In general, one can say that life expectancyof a few tens of
thousandsof hours can be designedinto a MFK.
To study the applicability of the MFK to spacetransmitters, wehave
gonethrough the paper design of a tube to meet the NASArequirements. We canbe
quite confident that the tube will perform as calculated. The proposedtube differs
from standard, proven designsonly in the cooling arrangements. While it could
certainly be cooledby a conventional circulating liquid system, the direct-radiating
collector described later in the ESFKand the Technology sections offers great advan-
tages for a space-vehicle environment. Experimental verification of the radiating
collector performance has beensufficient that we canpropose it as the first choice for
a cooling system.
In a MFK the beam current interception is negligible, so the heat dissi-
pated in the tubebody is quite small, consisting mainly of rf losses in the output cavity.
The body canbe cooledeasily by conductionto a cold plate but probably will needno
cooling provisions.
The properties of the proposedklystron are listed in the following
table:
Frequency 2.3 GHz
Power output 1.0 kW
Efficiency 50%
Gain 30 dB
Weight 40 lb
Bandwidth 6 MHz
Voltage 5.0 kV
Current 0.4 A
2. Magnetic Lens Focusing
There are three aspects in which the MFK has less desirable properties
than some other tubes: The efficiency is not as high as some crossed-field tubes, the
bandwidth is smaller than most traveling-wave devices, and the size and weight of the
focus magnet is greater than in other tubes. The large magnet is no drawback for
many ground-based systems. (It has been demonstrated that the higher the magnetic
field, the less sensitive the klystron is with regard to operating conditions. ) However,
for a space transmitter, both the weight and the leakage field of the magnet may be
undesirable. Solution of this problem by electrostatic focusing is discussed separately.
The thoery and experiments with ESF have proven that it is possible to get reasonable
performance by refocusing the beam with a series of lenses spaced between the cavities.
Very similar results can be obtained with magnetic lenses -- the focusing properties
differ only in the aberrations. Separate magnetic lenses (as distinguished from
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close-spaced periodic fields as used in TWTs) have beenused successfully but very
rarely. The advantageof eliminating the high-voltage electrodes in the ESFK led us
to investigate magnetic lenses. The magnetweight and leakage field for a series of
short lenses is enormously less than for a straight-field magnet.
Calculations were made of electron trajectories, using a Varian com-
puter program which takes into accountelectrostatic, magnetic, and space-charge
forces. They showedthat a laminar beam with predictable ripple canbe produced.
The next step was a partial experimental test of lens focusing. A
klystron available from another program hadsteel drift tubes, so the magnetic field
was concentrated in the interaction gaps which formed magnetic lenses betweenthe
drift tubes. The klystron was tested with anunidirectional applied field (there was no
way to apply a reversing field). Thus the field in the beam area approximated a series
of field-free regions separatedby lenses. All the lenses were of the samepolarity,
but in principle this makesno difference. The test results showednear-normal gain
and efficiency for the tubewith the total magnetomotiveforce considerably less than
the straight-field standard model.
We believe the feasibility of magnetic lens focusing is demonstrated.
The tube would be almost as simple as a conventionalklystron. It shouldhave equiva-
lent reliability. Performance wouldbe essentially as goodexcept for somewhathigher
body current interception. Weight wouldbe comparable to an ESFK. Onedisadvantage
is that the beam scalloping with magnetic lenseswould form potential minimum ion
traps between lenses. This would result in a possible AM noise level as high as
-50 dB.
The next useful step wouldbebuilding a complete tube with field-reversal
lenses; however, this is beyondthe scope andeffort of the present contract.
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B. ELECTROSTATICALLY FOCUSED KLYSTRON (ESFK)
Tubes for space-based transmitters which so far have been used or have com-
pleted development have been largely of three classes:
Grid-controlled tubes, for UHF bands
TWTs, largely for communication satellites
ESFKs for spacecraft.
The gridded tubes are made in quantities such that statistical reliability infor-
mation is good. They are not applicable, however, to high power at microwave fre-
quencies. TWTs, as used in communication satellites, have been well-evaluated and
successful for powers of the order of 10 watts.
The most advanced high power tube is the 100-watt ESFK developed by Varian
for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The initial choice of this type of tube for the JPL
system was influenced by two special requirements: To avoid interference with mag-
netic field measurements, the tube's leakage fields had to be completely eliminated.
Electrostatic focusing does this automatically. Also the tube had to be efficiently
operable over a 5:1 power range. If electrostatic lenses are run at cathode potential,
changing power by varying the beam voltage at constant perveance has no effect on the
focusing properties. By contrast, magnetic focusing of the light-weight PPM or the
Brillouin type is optimized only for a particular voltage. The JPL tube proved to have
very good performance, bearing out the design calculations, and no unforeseen dif-
ficulties were found.
With this background, the optimum approach to a 1-kilowatt ESFK was chosen
to be an extension of the same basic design to higher power. Complete sets of design
calculations were made for each of twovalues of beam perveance, 0.5 and 0.7 x 10 -6 A/
V 3/2. These cover the range over which the periodic focusing is practical. The cal-
culations included beam focusing and small- and large-signal electronic interactions
as simulated by digital computer programs. The properties of the resonant circuits
were calculated and measured by cold tests on models.
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The resultant tubedesign is shownin Figure B-1 of AddendumB. The electron
beam from a conventional convergentgun is focusedby a series of negatively biased
einzel-lenses interspersed betweenthe resonators. The focus electrodes run at
cathodepotential. The resonators in the "driver" or voltage amplifier section are
cooling. The circuits are grounded to the outside shield at each end. They are elec-
tricallya half-wavelength long, so the electric fieldgoes through zero and reverse at
the middle. At the ends the fieldsfalloff as they penetrate into the drifttube hole.
The axial fieldthus resembles one fullwavelength of a sinusoid, and thisapproxima-
tion was used for the calculations. These distributed-interactioncircuits have high
interaction impedance, giving good bandwidth even with the low perveance required by
the periodic focusing. The driver resonators are stagger-tuned to give a broad band-
pass response.
The output circuithas circulating current (and hence losses) too high for helices.
Itis a pair of cavities coupled tightlytogether operating in the _ mode (fieldsreversed
in the two gaps). Electronic transit angle for the beam between the gaps is less than
the synchronous value, being about 2.5 radians. This gives an effectsimilar to over-
voltage in a TWT, the firstgap providing a rebunehing of current for the second gap.
The extended-interaction circuit has approximately twice the bandwidth of a single
cavity, at no sacrifice in efficiency.
The spent beam is dissipated in a collector cooled by direct radiation. The
collector is a hollow tungsten bulb running at about 1300°C. Itis backed up by a
reflector to direct the thermal radiation away from the tube body and out into space
through a sapphire vacuum window.
The predicted characteristics of one preferred ESFK are shown in the follow-
ing table:
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Frequency 2300MHz
Power output i. 0 kW
Efficiency 63%
-3 dB Bandwidth 42 MHz
Gain (saturated) 34 dB
-6
Perveance 0.5 x i0
Weight i0 ib
Length 16 in.
Cooling: Conduction 250W
Radiation 450 W
The following characteristics are predicted on the basis of similarity to con-
ventional klystrons:
Signal-to-noise
(in 1 MHz band)
Dynamic range (40 MHz band)
Harmonic ratio
Phase linearity
Intermodulation, 2-tone
100 dB
85 dB
-25 dB
+ 10 °
-26 dB
Output 6 dB below saturation.
The credibilityof the design calculations was tested by using them on a tube
with measured performance. The X-3064 JPL tube mentioned before was calculated
to have beam conversion efficiency of 42 %. Experimental measurements gave 39%.
C. TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
The traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier has been brought into prominence by
its wideband capability. In many applications where a high-gain broadband amplifier
is required, the TWT is the only suitable device.
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The TWT has beenprogressing as a high-power device also, both as a cw
amplifier for the 100W to 10 kW levels and as a pulsed amplifier up to several mega-
watts.
The present study of a TWT for 1.0 kW represents an in-between case where
not a great deal of experience is at hand. As in anyTWT design, one starts by select-
ing the slow-wave circuit. It turns out that for the moderately high perveance required
for high efficiency, at 1.0 kW output the wavevelocity of the circuit (5 kV equivalent)
is not in the well-documented domains. The simple helix circuit is beginning to be
plaguedby backward-wave instabilities at 5 kV. The most suitable circuit is the ring-
loop design, which is electrically conformal with the cross-wound helix used at higher
voltages. 5 kV is, however, near the lower limit of wavevelocity practical with the
ring-loop. As part of the TWT design we madecold-test measurements of circuit
velocity and impedance.
A complete TWT electrical design wascarried out. In addition to the circuit
measurements, electronic interaction was calculated by a digital computer program
which calculates the motions of a finite number of electrons simulated by discs of
charge having the diameter of the beam. Theparameters of the tube were varied to
maximize the efficiency. It was concludedthat the best design was a circuit with wave
velocity synchronous with the beam through the small-signal region. Near the output
the circuit wave velocity tapers to slower values as the electrons lose kinetic energy
to the circuit.
The requirements for focusing the beamwith a periodic permanent magnet
(PPM) stack were calculated and a magnet design formulated.
The heat dissipation of the slow-wave circuit is a most important item. Since
background experience and techniquesin this area are fairly new, the thermal investi-
gation was set up as a separate study described in Paragraph G of this section.
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The calculatedproperties of the TWT are listed:
Circuit voltage 4.33 kV
Beam current 0. 513A
Beam conversion efficiency 45%
Efficiency with depressed
collector 55%
Bandwidth _15%
Body dissipation 215W
Length 15 in.
Diameter i. 6 in.
Weight i0 Ib
D. CROSSED-FIELD AMPLIFIERS
The detailed study of crossed-field amplifiers was assigned to SFD Laboratories,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Varian Associates completely specialized in crossed-
field microwave tubes. SFD capability covers all the variations of these tubes.
Development and manufacturing experience covers many kinds of reentrant beam tubes.
This group contains all the very highest efficiency microwave amplifiers.
1. Selection of Type for Study
As described previously, the first task was to narrow the field of many
types of crossed-field tubes to allow careful study of the most promising. Table I
gives a graphical outline of the combinations possible in these tubes and indicates some
of the sets which have been developed into useful devices. There are also some com-
binations which have not been tried because they promised no useful characteristics.
For the present study we can eliminate some whole classes. The basic
r_tuirement is for an amplifier, so the entire "oscillator" category is only interesting
for reference. If we have only frequency or pulse modulation, we still can consider
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the "locked oscillator" tubes. Theseare the tubes with reentrant electron beams
whoseinternal regeneration and gain causethem to produce noise or spurious fre-
quencyoscillations whennodrive is injected, but which behaveas amplifiers for
large drive signals.
We can also eliminate the "linear beam" amplifiers. (Wereally mean
nonreentrant beams, for someof the tubes are built in a circular layout. ) These tubes
which use the electrons only oncein a single passageturn out to have efficiency of the
order of 40%or less, comparable with O-type linear beam tubes. They dohave other
useful properties (suchas self-pulsing by rf drive alone in the caseof the "Dematron"),
but these are not particularly applicable to the present application. The structures
tend to be more complex than 0-type tubes. Life has not beenproven to be long, and
there are physical factors leading one to expect shorter life than in 0-type tubes. With
an injected beamthe available cathodearea is small, or with an emitting sole the
cathodeis subjectedto damagingbombardment by electrons andby ions. In either
easethe slow-wave circuit receives a sizeable fraction of the input power, and the
circuit at S-bandis fairly delicate. Thus, it appears that for our purpose the M-type
nonreentrant tubes are not advantageous.
The class of tubes of greatest promise are the reentrant beam ampli-
tiers. Theseare the tubeswhich develop the really high efficiency, becausethe
electrons simply do not get collected until they have delivered most of their energy to
the rf field. Two families of reentrant tubes are important -- those with emitting
"soles" (the sole is the negative electrode paralleling the positive slow-wave circuit)
andthose in which the electrons are injected from a gun removed from the rf region
and the sole is merely a potential-determining electrode.
Emitting sole tubes are made with both forward-wave andbackward-wave
circuits. Eachhas its ownbenefits -- the backward-wave circuits give higher imped-
anceunder some conditions while the forward-wave circuits have much greater band-
width. The really important consideration here, however, is not the circuit but the
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cathode. Electrons leave the cathodewith very small energy. Thosewhich enter the
rf field in the wrong phaseare accelerated by the field and driven back into the cathode.
The result is extra heat and some damageto active surface layers by the energetic
bombardment.
In addition to the electrons there is positive ion bombardment. These
tubes have a high density of circulating electron current in the cathode-anodespace,
so gas molecules have a goodchanceof getting ionized. The resulting heavypositive
ions are little affected by the magnetic field -- they are accelerated straight to the
cathode. There, their contribution as heat is negligible, but since they are of molecu-
lar mass they are quite effective in removing surface atoms by the sputtering process.
With a thermionic emitting sole in a tube with high averagepower, the
damageby overheating andbombardment hasgenerally resulted in short life compared
with competing devices.
The situation is different with a cold, secondary-emission cathode.
(The hot, so called thermionic cathodes actually deliver a large part of their current
by secondary emission, but the replenishment of the active surface layer is the same
as in pure thermionic cathodes. ) These cathodes are widely used in high power (pulsed
or cw) crossed-field amplifiers. The cold cathode can be liquid cooled so the energy
of back heating is not harmful. The particle bombardment remains, however. The
pulsed tubes generally have used a high-yield secondary-emission cathode formed by
o
a thin (i00 A ) layer of the oxide of an active metal (AI, Mg, Be) on a substrate of the
metal or its alloy. These layers have good emission for bombarding energies encoun-
tered in tubes of peak power from I kilowatt to 1 megawatt. However, the oxide layer
is slowly sputtered away. When it is removed down to clean metal, the secondary
emission ratio falls to a maximum of about I. 5, which is insufficient for proper tube
operation. Unlike the situation in hot cathodes, there is no automatic mechanism for
replenishing the active layer. (Schemes such as admitting oxygen to the tube have had
limited evaluation. )
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Experience with the oxide-layer cathodehas showngoodlife in pulsed
tubeswith low duty factor where the integrated on-time is short. (Betweenpulses,
nothing is happeningin these cold-cathode tubes.) In cw usagethe life hasbeen limited
to the order of 1000hours maximum, and it doesnot appear that the prospects are
very goodfor improving it enoughto meet the needsof this program.
Oneother cold-cathode approachis to use a thick cathodesurface of a
goodbulk secondaryemitter. Platinum has beenused successfully -- its yield ratio is
higher than other uncoatedmetals but lower than the thin-film cathodes. To keep the
surface clean, it has beennecessary to plate the adjacent parts of the tube with platinum,
particularly the anode. The all-platinum tube looks like a goodcandidate to solve the
life problem. Unfortunately it is best suited for high powers of the order of 100kilo-
watts. At thevoltages used in a 1-kilowatt tube, the energy of bombarding electrons
is below the 300- 500volts for which the secondaryyield is a maximum and the average
yield is too low for really efficient operation.
2. The Iniected-Beam Reentrant CFA
The above considerations led us early to the conclusion that emitting-
sole tubes were not candidates for extended study and that we should concentrate on an
injected-beam reentrant mnplifier. A thermionic cathode remote from the rf field
region avoids the back-bombardment problems and can have adequate area. Its life
should then be comparable to that experienced in 0-type tubes. With the beam re-
entrant around the rf circuit, high efficiency is available. We chose for particular
study a configuration with a forward-wave circuit and a drift space free of rf field
between the output and input ends of the circuit. The forward-wave circuit provides
beam-to-circuit wave synchronism over a wide frequency band. The drift space reduces
feedback by ac components of the electron current. The combination allows wide
electronic bandwidth. A further refinement is to provide axial drainage of unused
electrons to a collector electrode. This allows the drive level to be reduced, without
the onset of noise, much farther than in conventional reentrant tubes -- providing an
amplitude-modulation dynamic range up to 20 dB and some efficiency improvement.
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The bandwidthand AM capabilities of this tube may be important, but
evenfor narrow-band saturated output service it would still be the most attractive
type of crossed-field amplifier. Therefore, the study program was concentratedon
the paper design of a specific 1-kilowatt S-bandtube and calculation of its predicted
3. Description of the Tube
The general layout of the tube is shown in Figure D-32. It uses a
copper helix circuit of square cross-section brazed to a beryllia ceramic support to
conduct away the heat. The tube body and collector are liquid cooled. Electron flow
through the tube is illustrated by Figures D-6, D-7, D-9 and D-28. A thin cylindrical
electron beam is drawn axially from a magnetron-injection gun. It enters the inter-
action space between the anode circuit and a sole electrode which is negative with
respect to the cathode. The beam drifts axially through this space. Meanwhile the
crossed field forces generated a circumferential velocity considerably larger than the
axial drift. This circumferential velocity is synchronous with the circuit wave and
provides the rf interaction energy. As shown in Figure D-7, the input and output signals
are coupled through coaxial windows to their respective ends of the helix. Between
these ends is a "drift space" free of rf field where the electron bunches spread out,
reducing regeneration by rf beam current.
After drifting axially past the circuit, any electrons remaining in the
beam strike a three-section collector. Each section is at a potential, between that of
the sole and the anode, corresponding to the space potential at its radius. Thus elec-
trons of different potential energy (and corresponding average radius) are collected
with minimum energy loss. Figure D-30 illustrates the trajectories.
Magnetic field is provided by a permanent magnet with a self-shielding
iron return path.
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, Operating Characteristics
The characteristics calculated for this tube are:
Frequency 3 GHz
Power output i kW
Gain 17 dB
E ffic iency 70 %
Anode voltage +4.5 kV
Sole voltage -1.55 kV
Magnetic field 3900 gauss
Weight 7.6 lb
Cooling, FC-75 2 gal/min
Cathode current 0.5 A
Bandwidth 10 %
Signal-to-noise ratio 40 dB
(est.) 100 kHz band
The axial-injection crossed-field amplifier is a new device, and experi-
mental verification of calculated performance is far from complete. Results from
other (company-sponsored) programs have demonstrated 55% efficiency with a three-
section depressed collector in a tube operating at about 10 dB gain (75% efficiency
has been seen very recently). Ratios of saturated signal to noise in a 100-kHz
have been measured at 50 dB in a tube with large drive signal and only a few dB gain.
The signal-to-noise ratio goes down with higher gain and lower drive, but quantitative
data are lacking.
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E. RADIATING COLLECTOR
The direct radiating collector described in Section II-B in connection with the
ESFK is equally applicable to any 0-type linear beam tube. In these tubes only a small
fraction of the electron beam strikes the interaction circuit. This fraction can vary
from 0.1% in a tube focused with a very strong straight magnetic field to a few percent
in a TWT with periodic magnetic focus and up to 5 or 10% in an electrostatically focused
tube. The intercepted electrons are slow ones which have lost energy to the rf field,
so the percentage of beam power intercepted is less than the percentage of current.
In any good tube no more than a few percent of beam power is lost in the circuit. Thus,
the waste energy in the beam after the rf interaction is practially all dissipated in the
collector. (Careful design is needed to avoid interception in the mouth of the collector. )
The collector is typically insulated and moderately isolated from the tube body, so
cooling it "can be treated as a separate problem.
Radiation cooling has long been applied to grid-controlled tubes. Its use in
microwave tubes is an old concept which has, however, been applied only once, in
the X-3064 100-watt ESFK for Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The practicability was
demonstrated in that tube. Seventy-five percent of the collector dissipation was radi-
ated, with 25% finding its way back to the body via conduction and back-radiation.
As part of the study of a 1-kW tube, we set out to improve the radiating
collector. Two varieties were investigated: high-temperature collector with vacuum
window and vacuum envelope collector.
o High-Temperature Collector With Vacuum Window
The previously used collector is a tungsten bulb suspended inside the
vacuum envelope on thin struts and radiating out through a clear sapphire window.
.......... _,,_ may be defined as the ratio of heat _o_o_ through the _,,_ .... to
the total of that radiated plus that returning to the body. This efficiency can be
increased by raising the temperature. Radiation increases faster than the fourth
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power of temperature (becausethe emissivity goesup with temperature), while
conductionloss goes up almost as the first power of temperature difference.
Unifortunately we are limited in temperature by the vapor pressure of the ttmgsten.
If it evaporates and coats the window with a layer which absorbes or reflects the
infrared, runaway failure will result.
a. Emissivity
tungsten.
body.
One improvement that can be made is in the emissivity of the
A smooth surface at 1300°C radiates only 0.2 times as much as a black
We experimentally tried several methods of blackening the
collector. Carbon was tried in the form of pyrolytic graphite, and a composite surface
of alumina was tried on a tungsten substrate. Various methods of producing a rough
surface of pure tungsten were tried. These included (a) coating with sintered-on
tungsten powder, (b) a process of oxidizing and then reducing the surface,
(c) a chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) process which grows a tungsten surface in the
shape of closely packed pyramids, and (d) fabrication from bulk porous tungsten which
is made by sintering tungsten powder.
All these surfaces were made on ribbon filaments which were
mounted in evacuated glass bulbs for testing. The emissivity was measured and
observation tests made for blackening of the bulbs. Some resulting total emissivities
at 1300°C are:
Smooth tungsten 0.21
Graphite 0.54
Alumina-composite 0.32
Oxidized and reduced W 0.47
Sintered W powder 0.47
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CVD crystals on W
Porous W body
0.57
0.27
The CVD material appears to be a definite advancein the art and
the improvement of 2.7 in radiation is valuable.
b. WindowBlackening
The possibility of windowblackening after very long operation is
hard to evaluate theoretically andwill be evenharder to test experimentally. We know
the evaporation rate of pure tungsten accurately. The unknownfactor is the contami-
nation present in the collector andthe rest of the tube. It should bepossible to clean
up the collector itself by high-temperature processing. In all the measurements that
havebeen made of residual gas evolution in vacuumtubes, it turns out that H20 and,
most persistently, CO are always with us. Both these gases react with hot tungsten to
form volatile compoundswhich could deposit on the window. (Thesegases are easily
gettered chemically, so the picture is not all discouraging. )
The experimental radiating ribbons were run in their glass bulbs
for several hundred hours at 1300- 1400°C,andthe bulbs were examinedfor blacken-
ing.
Very slight deposits were observed from the roughenedpure
tungsten, possibly due to platinum from the thermocouples. The alumina coating pro-
ducedconsiderable deposit, possibly aluminum from reduction of alumina by tungsten.
The graphite gave novisible deposit. The porous tungsten body and the CVDtungsten
did not receive decisive tests for sublimation.
2. Vacuum Envelope Collector
The window problem can be completely avoided by making the collector
part of the vacuum envelope. This changes the problem drastically. We assume that
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the tube must be capable of being tested in the earth's atmosphereand that it wouldbe
desirable to have it operable in the atmospheresof other planets. Therefore, the
collector cannotrun as hot as the present one with a window. Also the collector wall
cannotbe completelydegassedthrough its entire thickness -- the outside of its skin
will be in a gas-absorption equilibrium with earth atmosphereduring tests, at a
temperature determined by the combined cooling of air-conduction and radiation. In
space, at a temperature determined only by radiation cooling, the outside will be in
a long-duration equilibrium with the residual gasesaround the spacecraft.
The question of whether a vacuum-enveloperadiator is practical thus
dependson the rates of absorption of gas by its outer surface and diffusion through the
wall. We undertookto measure these rates, as a function of temperature, for the
materials whichappearedoptimum. A test vehicle was constructed with tungsten
walls coatedon the outside with molybdenumdisilicide. Great difficulty was experi-
encedin fabricating the experimental tube. Leaks occurred which could not be re-
paired.
The unfortunate conclusion of this task is that we were unable to per-
form the experiment. Positive information of considerable significance is that with
present technologythe reliable construction of sucha collector is very difficult.
F. CATHODE LIFE
The reliability requirements for space tubes are of course very different from
those of ground-based systems. With only a few tubes needed and the cost of failure
very high, it is feasible (or even imperative) to conduct long burn-in tests which will
sort out the early failures. The early failures will contain a concentration of the tubes
with manufacturing defects. For the surviving population we can be more concerned
with actual wear-out processes which have not in practical experience been an im-
portant factor in ground-based equipment.
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The most obvious (if perhaps not most prevalent) wear-out mechanism is the
cathodedepletion, since all thermionic cathodesoperate by virtue of continual replen-
ishment of the surface with active material produced chemically.
We set out to sh!d4rcathodelife as actually experienced in microwave tubes.
Theoretical calculations typically predict lives far beyondanything recorded, so they
only prove the possibility of long life. In all the 0-type linear-beam tubes studied, the
conditions imposed on the cathode are quite similar, so it is expected that the con-
clusions will apply to any linear-beam device. Conditions are quite different in the
conventional crossed-field tubes (magnetrons, amplitrons, etc. ) in which the emitting
cathode faces the slow-wave circuit. There the entire cathode is bombarded by
electrons and ions, and this study is not applicable. In crossed-field tubes with in-
jected beams, the cathode environment is not clear. The bombardment is certainly
reduced and life conditions may be very good. Nevertheless, in view of the limited
knowledge and data wemust assume that all crossed-field devices are different and
that this particular study applies only to 0-type tubes.
It turns out that the available life data, particularly on power tubes, is mostly
from field experience. The information one gets is on tube life, with much less in-
formation on the cause of failure. The data is almost all on klystrons, since high
power TWTs have not accumulated much total experience. The conclusions certainly
apply to magnetically focused klystrons of the type described in Addendum A. By
mechanistic reasoning we can say that the cathode life of the ESFK and TWT should be
as good. Other failure modes peculiar to the ESFK or TWT (such as breakdown of
ceramic electrode supports) are independent.
Three classes of data were analyzed:
1 Controlled life tests of reflex klystrons with oxide cathodes, electro-
static focus, low voltage, and around 0.1 A/cm 2 emission density.
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. Field performance data on power Idystrons with magnetic focus and
high voltage. Some have impregnated cathodes with around i. 0 A/cm 2
cw loading. Others have oxide cathodes with around 0.1 A/cm 2 cw or
i. 0 A/cm 2 for long pulses.
3. Meager controlled life tests of 1-kW cw power tdystrons with impreg-
nated cathodes, magnetic focus, and 1.0 A/cm 2.
The results of this study show that both the oxide cathode tubes at 0.1 A/cm 2
and the impregnated cathode tubes at 1.0 A/cm 2 can have tube life expectancy in the
20,000 to 30,000 hour range. The data include many tubes still operating or removed
from test before failure. With this kind of data the classical "MTBF" index is not a
good indicator. MTBF for certain reflex ldystrons varies from 10,000 hours to
60,000 hours. For one power ldystron it is 45,000 hours. In both cases these numbers
are optimistic for total expected life because MTBF assumes a purely random failure
occurrence and neglects wear-out effects at particular life spans which do not show up
in the tubes run for a short time without failure.
A better index proposed is "median" life, defined as the ratio of tubes surviving
a given age to the sum of those and the ones failing before that age. This definitely
pessimistic index gives a medim_ life of 20,000 to 40,000 hours for the better reflex
klystrons.
The power ldystrons are harder to specify, but the data show an average life
of the order of 20,000 hours (with very large spread). In these tubes, loss of cathode
emission is not one of the principal modes of failure.
On another program, controlled life tests were made on four tubes. These
klystrons are 1-kW, ew, X-band amplifiers. They have liquid cooling and permanent
magnet focus. All four tubes survived with 9,000 hours accumulated when the tests
were stopped. (There were interrul)tions(lue to c([tfil)ment failures.) Webelieve that
life indices based on this kin(I ()fdata al'e meaningless. Tube characteristics changed
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only slightly during the tests. Cathode emission fell 5 to 10%. We believe this to be due
to blackening of the metal surface surrounding the cathode which reduced the-cathode
temperature. The effect has been seen in similar gun designs and not seen in other
different designs.
G. HELIX COOLING
Both traveling wave tubes and electrostatically focused klystrons of the 1-kW
power level use slow-wave circuits which are related to the helix. The particular
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circuit proposed for our TWT study and the perveance 0.5 x 10 ESFK is a so-called
"ring-loop" (Figure G-5) which is made by stamping from sheet metal a series of rings
connected by bars (Figure G-4) and folding the bars to form the meanderline structure.
Electrically the circuit is like two helices of opposite pitch connected at their cross-
overs. The extra series inductance in the loops slows down the wave velocity so it
can be synchronous with electrons in the 5 - 10 kV region.
The circuit must be electrically insulated from the surrounding tube body, so
cooling it is a problem in tubes with high average power. Our study task was to evalu-
ate the thermal properties of a circuit cooled by conduction through ceramic support
rods to the tube body. Similar circuits have been used in tubes generating 1 kW at
C-band and 2 kW at S-band, but in view of the small amount of experience in this area
it appeared that a thorough analytical and experimental investigation was necessary to
establish confidence in the reliability of the 1-kW tube.
Recently developed techniques have resulted in good brazed joints between the
metal parts and high-purity beryllia ceramic support rods. The resistance to heat
flow is thus removed from the metal-ceramic interface and is embodied in the thermal
conductivity of the circuit elements. The thermal problem is now quite susceptible to
theoretical heat-flow analysis.
We have carried out the analysis for the TWT circuit. Similar circuits can be
readily treated using the formulas derived, The analysis assumes uniform generation
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of heat around the circuit circumference (by beam interception and ohmic heating).
Also a lumped heat input (by current in the loop) is included. Dielectric loss is assumed
concentrated near the junction of the circuit and ceramic where electric fields are
highest. Nonlinear variation of thermal conductivity of materials with temperature is
included. Radiation losses are neglected.
The result of this analysis is a set of curves relating maximum temperature
in the metal circuit and in the ceramic to the power dissipated. For the particular
circuit calculated it turns out that for a maximum temperature of the molybdenum ring
of 600°C and a body temperature of 100°C, the total dissipation is 690 watts per inch
of length. This is at least a factor of 2 above the anticipated loss in the TWT.
An experimental verification of the thermal behavior was made on a completely
brazed section of circuit in a water-cooled body. The circuit was heated in vacuum
by passing 60 Hz ac through it. This approximates the dissipation conditions in a tube
but differs in that excess heat is generated in the loops, which have high currents and
also are affected by the nonlinear thermal and electrical conductivity. In an actual
tube the loops receive no energy from beam interception, which is the major total
power loss.
A measured 560 watts per inch was dissipated. (The true maximum limit was
not found because the next power step was a large one and the circuit failed. ) The
loops were around 800°C and the rings not over 600°C. Adjusting the results for the
excess power in the loops gives an estimated maximum temperature of 400°C. This
is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical calculation.
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III. COMPARISON OF DEVICES
In this section we shall try to combine the conclusions from the various device
studies to come up with a critical intercomparison. In this effort it must be remem-
bered that the backgroundnf knowledgeand experienceis much more extensive in
some areas than in others. The confidence factor in any of our quantitative numbers
dependson the experience background as well as the credibility of the actual calcula-
tions and measurements made during the project.
The extent to which the individual device studies were carried was adaptedto
their background experience level and to our reconsiderations during the program of
their expectancy of profitable outcome.
A. TERMINATION STATUS OF DEVICE STUDIES
The first tabulation will be a review of the state of knowledge of the devices
at the point of termination of their study (or the end of the contract).
1. Magnetically Focused Klystron
a. Straight- Field Magnet
The study of this tube was very short because background knowledge
covered all the characteristics which seemed important. It consisted only of going
through a standard design calculation to delineate the properties of a tube to meet the
particular requirements. Confidence level in these results and in the life and relia-
bility is very high. We also have good information on many "fine points"of klystron
performance.
b. Magnetic Lens Focusing
Background in this area is very limited. Our study terminated early
with theoretical calculation of focusing properties and test of a related pulsed tube. The
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scheme is very promising but the next logical step of building an experimental tube
was beyond the limits of the program. The confidence level is about as high as itcan
be for a device which has not been built,because of the close resemblance to electro-
staticfocusing. Possible troubles which have not now been solved are excessive noise
and instabilitydue to reflection of slow electrons.
2. ElectrostaticallyFocused Klystron
This study was pursued throughout the contract. Since the ESFK was first
choice for a previous space transmitter, it was obviously deserving of extended inves-
tigation. It terminated with a completely calculated electrical and a rough mechanical
design, supported by cold tests.
Confidence level in the tube's performance is fairlyhigh, based on the very
similar lower power experimental tubes and on many ground-based ESFKs. Possible
future troubles are dielectricbreakdown of lens circuit insulation and excessive beam
interception.
3. Traveling Wave Tube
This study also continued through the program. Background experience
in high-power helix-type TWTs is not extensive. Directly comparable tubes have
been built on an experimental basis only. We ended up with a tube design whose
electrical properties are firmly predictable on the basis of cold tests and general TWT
design procedures. The mechanical design is attested by one thermal experiment and
some related tube performance. Confidence level is moderately high. Possible
troubles are thermal-mechanical failure of the circuit or electrical breakdown of the
insulating supports.
4. Crossed-Field Amplifier
This study terminated fairly late in the program. All the profitable calcu-
lationsand a paper design were finished. Background experience with the
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axial-injected-beam, crossed-field amplifier is limited to experiments on preliminary
tube designs. The theoretical calculations are not as firm as for the electronically
simpler 0-type tubes. Confidence in the predicted properties is moderate. Possible
troubles are cathode bombardment (not known), circuit insulator breakdown, and
_ttino" "irl r_r_mhin_t-'_n_n n,a'rf_'r,m,_nr_a nvr, na'r,f_c, ,,,_1._ h .... 1-, ........... ..1 ...... _-_1..
5. Ranking Confidence Levels
At the risk of being subjective and/or wrong, the proposed devices are
listed in order of our confidence that they will perform as predicted, without consider-
ing what those predictions may be.
(a) Magnetically focused klystron
(b) Electrostatically focused klystron and traveling wave tube
(c) Magnetic lens focused klystron
(d) Injected-beam crossed-field amplifier
B. OPERATIONAL VALUES
In this section we shall compare the predicted properties of the various devices.
For relative confidence level in these predictions, refer to the preceding paragraph.
1. Variations of Useful Tube Types
The tube types compared are basically the ones described in the device
studies. It should be noted that other combinations of elements are possible and may
be useful for specific purposes.
a. Traveling-Wave Devices Selected
The multiplicity of the crossed-field-amplifier types is covered
_'_ .... +_' ...... :_-_ _,,_ _u_l_ narrowing "_- _Luuy down to "'----_,,_,-,_,,_,.y in preceding _LI_,_, where *_ '^- '_^" -'--_UL Lilt:: blJt:_
axial-injected-beam reentrant tube is developed.
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Traveling wave tubeshave fewer mutations. In the TWT study we show
that the particular tube with its ring-loop circuit and PPM focusing is optimum for
this application. We are here also considering this single, defined design.
b. Klystron Variations
In the klystron area there appear to be more variants worth considering.
Wehave considered three means of focusing; straight magnetic field, magnetic lenses,
and electrostatic lenses. The straight field andthe magnetic lenses were assumed
to be used with conventional, single-gap cavity resonators which provide limited
bandwidth. The electrostatic focus was investigated in connectionwith extended-
interaction resonators which have more bandwidth. These combinations grew out of
previous usageand are not at all exclusive. Electrostatic focus hasbeen used
operationally in cavity klystrons with quite narrow bandwidth. Magnetic lenses can
focus a higher perveance (e. g., 1.0 x 10.6 A/V 3/2) beam than electrostatic lenses.
Usedwith cavity resonators, they wouldgive bandwidth increase of at least 50%. With
helix resonators we have shownthat higher perveance does not increase bandwidth.
-6Straight-field magnetic focus permits perveance of 1.5 (or possibly 2.0) x 10 at the
1-kW level andwould allow a corresponding increase in bandwidth with any kind of
resonators.
The following table of estimated values displays those properties of
klystrons which are determined by the choice of focusing means and resonators. The
values are obtainedfrom our calculations from data on existing tubes and from
interpolation by scaling laws.
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TABLE II.
KLYSTRONTYPES
Straight
Field
FOCUS
I MagneticLe s I ElectrostaticLens
Conversion
Efficiency
Depressed
Collector
Efficiency
• Simple cavities 0.35%* 0.25% i 0.2% 50% 55%
_D
40 lb 12 lb 12 lb
' Staggered cavities 0.7% 0.5% 0.4% 45% 50%
80 lb 14 lb 14 lb
Extended interaction 3.0%° 1.8% 1.8% 50% 60%
38 lb 10 lb 10 Ib
Maximum
Microperveance 1.5 1.0 0.7
*The upper figure in the boxes is % bandwidth and lower figure is estimated tube
weight for 30 dB gain.
(I) Bandwidth
The "simple cavity" circuit refers to singly resonant cavities.
Three cavities would be used for 30 dB gain with the intermediate cavity detuned
slightly from synchronism to maximize the efficiency. For the "simple cavity"
klystron described in Addendum A, the bandwidth was calculated at 0.26% from
the beam impedance and typical cavity Qs. The value is confirmed by measurements
on similar tubes such as the VA-802 described in Addendum A. If we want to maximize
bandwidth we would increase the perveance. Perveances of i. 5 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 have
been successfully used in tubes of comparable power. The beam impedance scales
as the -4/5 power of perveanee. The cavity shunt resistances are directly propor-
tional to beam impedance. The characteristic impedances (shunt resistance divided
by Q) of cavities scale down a little as perveance increases, because they must be
made shallower for the lower velocity beam. The net result is that the loaded Qs of
the cavities scale about as (perveanee) 3/4. This scaling factor gives us the 0.35%
-6
bandwidth for perveance i. 5 x I0 The values for magnetic and electrostatic lenses
scale from the lower perveance.
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The "staggered cavity" circuit refers to the common broad-
band klystron in which the intermediate cavities are detuned to give a flat-topped
filter response as in Figure A-7. (The VA-884C described by Figure A-7 can be
broadband tuned to I. 2%.) Also, the output cavity is made as a double-tuned circuit,
slightly overcoupled for a two-peak response. This is usually done by coupling to the
load through a second tuned cavity. Both filter theory and wide experience show that
these broadbanded klystrons can achieve about twice the bandwidth of a simple 3-cavity
tube. Stagger tuning decreases the gain per stage so more cavities (four or five) are
needed and the tube is longer. The weight will be about double that of the simple
klystron.
The "extended interaction" circuit refers to the arrangement
described in Addendum B with resonant helix buncher circuits and an output with two
gaps in two cavities so tightly coupled that only a single resonance is effective. The
i. 8% bandwidth is obtained in Addendum B from measured circuit data and calculated
electronic interaction. Here, the increased perveance permitted by magnetic lenses
would not allow more bandwidth because the accompanying larger beam and circuit
diameter reduces the circuit interaction impedance rapidly. With straight-field focus,
however, the beam can be kept as small as desired, so the decreased beam impedance
obtainable with high perveance will allow more bandwidth (as in the cavity circuits).
-6
The 1.8% scales to 3.0% at perveance 1.5 x i0
(2) Efficiency
"Conversion efficiency" is pretty much independent of the
focusing means. At least, for any of the systems it should be possible to adjust for
the same optimum efficiency. (The straight field is less critical of adjustments than
lens focusing. ) The 50% reported for a simple klystron is regularly obtained in
practice.
In the broadband klystron it almost always turns out that
efficiency is sacrificed. The stagger-tuned driver stages are not able to deliver an
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optimally bunched beam over the whole band. The penultimate cavity is tuned out of
the band on the high-frequency end to shove out of the band a "zero" which occurs
just above its resonance. At the low end of the band this penultimate cavity has an
inductive impedance too small to provide good bunching. Another effect is in the
uuuu_-_uJ_U uuLput,w,uL_ u_u ,,,LUJ-'_.ULtU_.mp_u_l_u_ _L_ L_.UL_V_ components ,va_
the band edges which reduce the conversion efficiency. A 45% conversion is realistic.
The extended-interaction conversion efficiency of 50% is calcu-
lated by theory which agrees with measurements on other tubes.
"Depressed collector efficiency"is estimated for single-gap
klystrons as a 5% improvement. Larger improvements have been measured in low-
efficiency klystrons, but the amount of waste energy that can be recovered decreases
as the conversion efficiencygets better. With the extended-interaction output circuit
the velocity spread in the spent electron beam is less than in a simple klystron. (It
is even less in a traveling wave output.) Therefore, the collector can be depressed
lower in voltage before electrons are reflected and more improvement in efficiency
can be obtained.
Our calculations show a net 63% efficiency which has been
editorially trimmed to 60%. The greater efficiency improvement is not all due to the
extended interaction effect described above. The calculated tube had its output loaded
more heavily than the loading for maximum conversion efficiency, to increase band-
width. The resulting lower rf voltage swing decreases velocity spread in the spent
beam and allows more collector depression.
The weight estimates of 40 pounds for the simple klystron and
10 pounds for the ESFK are taken from the device study sections. Adjustments to
other tubes have used an estimated 1.0 pound per cavity added or subtracted and a
VA-802 type magnet for the broadbanded cavity klystron.
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2. Comparison of Specific Tube Types
The above comparison was intended to cover the variations between
klystron types of only those properties affected by circuit and focusing choices. In
the next section we shall compare the specific TWT and CFA studied with the particu-
lar klystrons covered by the device studies. In Table IH we have listed some properties
which have been grouped according to our interpretation of mission requirements. The
first group "Vital Properties" are judged to be those which for the usual system
could unequivocally dictate a selection or rejection of the device. The second group
"Operating Parameters" contains properties which may lead to a choice between
tubes which are both acceptable for their "vital properties."
a. Vital Properties
(1) Bandwidth
The bandwidth will undoubtedly be fixed by mission requirements.
These and variations of other klystrons have been covered in Table II. For both of
the traveling wave devices, 10-15% is easy since we are in the range of helix
circuits essentially. (There are no attractive tradeoffs for unnecessary bandwidth
here. )
(2) Efficiency
Efficiency has been documented in the device studies and some
second-guessing has been applied in editing based on the extent of experimental proof.
It is seen that the range between devices of 50% to 65% is not extremely large. The
CFA appears to promise the highest efficiency. We have not tried to relate the
efficiencies to power supply efficiency and weight which would be different for the
different voltages and for the number of depressed-collector sections.
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TABLE III.
COMPARATIVEPROPERTIESOF TUBE TYPES
¢)
¢9
>
_D
4-a
b_
_D
©i
Tube Type
Bandwidth (%)
Conversion efficiency (%)
Depressed Collector
efficiency (%)
Cooling (watts)
(saturated radiation
drive) I conduction
(no drive) _radiation
Iconduction
Tube Weight (Ib)
Body Cooler Weight (Ib)
Total Weight (lb)
Leakage field (gauss at
1.0 m)
Reliability (rank order)
Gain (dB)
Noise in I MHz band (dB)
Harmonic ratio (dB)
Intermodulation (2-tone,
drive 10 dB below sat. )
(dB)
Voltage (beam)(kV)
tuodu._ul)_kY )
Current (A)
Klystrons
Cavity Circuits,
Magnetic Focus
Straight
Field Lenses
ESF
Extended
Interaction
0.25
5O
55
630
220
1550
3OO
4O
7
47
-1
10
1
3O
-100
-30
-26
5.0
4.5
0.4
0.25
50
55
570
280
1520
330
12
7
19
-4
10
2
3O
-50
-30
-26
5.0
4.5
0.4
1.8
50
60*
450
250
1390
310
10
7
17
10-5
4
3O
-100
-25
-26
7.0
5.5
0.3
Traveling
Wave
Tube
15
45
50*
630
400
1680
350
10
8
18
-4
10
3
3O
-50
-20
-20
4.3
3.5
0.5
Crossed-
Field
Amplifier
i0
45
65*
0
580
0
430
8
8
16
-3
10
5
17
-30
-15
N.A.
4.5
(V_"¢
0.5
*Estimates adjusted from calculated values for conservative prediction of experi-
mentally unmeasured performance.
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(3) TubeWeight
The weights are all estimates basedonpreliminary mechanical
designs but are probably accurate to at least + 25%. The 40-1bklystron weight is
basedon Alnico V and could bedrastically changedby introduction of new materials.
Alnico VIII, if it could be obtained in the proper geometry, would be a big improvement.
Weightsof the other devices, around 10 lb, are not sufficiently different to be ascribed
a firm rank at this time. The CFA hasbeenthe most accurately estimated. These
weights are for the tube alone anddo not include heat conducting meansfrom the body
to a disposal site, except for the radiating collectors on the 0-type tubes.
(4) Cooling
The heat dissipation figures given in Table III are summaries of
the thermal analyses shown in Table IV. We have calculated the case for saturated
rf drive and also for zero drive. The following estimates were used in arriving at
the values:
(a) Total beam efficiencies, with depressed collector, per
Table III of 55% for a MFK, 60% for an extended-interaction ESFK, 65% for the CFA,
and 50_zo for the TWT.
(b) 30 watts cathode heater power for the 0-type tubes and 40 watts
for the C FA, as calculated in the respective device studies.
(c) Rf circuit loss in a klystron, all in the output cavity, is 30
watts. I_aded shunt resistance is taken equal to the beam impedance
Rsh = 5000 V/.4A = 12,500 ohms. Characteristic impedance Rsh/Q _ 140 ohms, a
typical value for this kind of cavity.
l_oa,Icd Q _ Rsh _ 12_= 90
L Rsh/Q 140
,1()
Unloaded Q _ 3,000 (typicalS-band cavity)
U
QL 90
Circuit loss - x P - x 1000 = 30 watts
Qu 3,000
In the ESFK, loss in the final helix was calculated at 10 W. The
output cavity would by simple theory have half the loss of a single-gap klystron cavity
(half the voltage in each cavity, therefore one-fourth the power loss in each). But in
the _-mode circuit, the rf current is concentrated in the support member, so the loss,
instead of 30/2 = 15 W is estimated as 20 W. This gives a total circuit loss of 30 W.
(d) Beam interception is zero for the MFK. Experimentally 99.5%
current transmission is measured in good tubes and the power loss is not measurable.
For the lens-focused tubes, interception is 30 W (~ 2%) for no drive
and 80 W (_ 5%) for saturated drive. This is based on data from typical ESFKs. The
fractional current interception is higher (15%) under full drive, but the intercepted
electrons are mostly low-energy ones.
(e) The 0-type tubes have a radiating collector. We assume the
collector will be designed to radiate the full beam input power (no-drive condition).
At this maximum dissipation we estimate the radiating efficiency will be improved
from the 75% measured on existing smaller tubes to 85% radiated, 15% returned to
the body. When the tube is run with saturated rf output, the reduced dissipation in the
collector is assumed to reduce the radiating efficiency to 80%.
(f) In the CFA all waste heat goes to the body. The beam power input
depends on the rf drive. Data in Addendum D show input power reduced by a factor
of 4 when drive is removed.
Inspection of the above thermal calculations shows that, for 0-type
tubes, it is of some importance to decide whether the system is to be designed to
allow full beam input without rf drive. It has been the custom to design 0-type tubes
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to withstand no-drive conditions. Many crossed-field tubesbecomenoise generators
without drive, so it hasoften beenassumedthat drive will be present. The axial-
injected-beam tube studied showsan actual decrease in total dissipation when drive is
removed, so the problem is not important thermally. If one interlocks the beam supply
to the rf drive, the radiating collector could be designed for maximum temperature
under driven conditions, and its efficiency could then be the estimated maximum of
85% instead of the 80% at reduced temperature. The lower section of Table IV gives
the heat flows for this alternative. The values summarized in Table III are taken from
the preceding conventional design which allows full beam power dissipation.
(5) Leakage Field
The straight-field klystron is assumed to have an open permanent
magnet. About 10 -1 gauss at 1 meter is calculated from the dipole moment. Shield-
ing such a magnet would require a shield about 1 foot in radius and would also add to
the weight. A self-shielded magnet, such as proposed for the CFA, would also be
much heavier due to the long gap-length and inefficient use of the magnetic material.
New advanced magnetic materials might make possible a self-shielded magnet with
comparable weight and a reduction of leakage by one or two orders of magnitude.
The estimate of 10 -4 gauss leakage for periodic permanent
magnets on the TWT is based on measurements made previously with commercial
unselected magnet units in an unshielded configuration in which the fundamental dipole
and quadrupole moments are balanced out. The residue far-field is a dipole field due
to imperfect balancing. This can probably be reduced further by shielding, but the
fine art of shielding must be given careful respect.
The magnetic lens tube is self-shielded and periodic. It is
assumed the leakage dipole moment can be balanced to the same value as the un-
shielded shorter-period PPM of the TWT. This order of leakage has been achieved
in an experimental low-power klystron developed for JPL.
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The CFA with self-shielded magnet will have a residual dipole
-3due to the finite permeability of the iron flux-return path. The estimated 10 gauss
is basedon using goodlow-carbon steel. More exotic materials might be used, but
their compatibility with vacuumtube technique requirements has not beenproven.
The ESFKcanapproach "zero" magnetic leakage. Onemust of course
assume that electromagnetic fields due to the currents are properly cancelled. The
ESFbeam is deflected by ambient magnetic fields and wouldhave to be shielded from
the earth's field. The principal magnetic disturbance by an ESFKwould be the resid-
ual magnetizationby external fields. If we assume a residual of 0.1 oersted in a
-5high-permeability shield, we can calculate about 10 gauss leakageat 1 meter. This
is getting downto where measurementsare difficult.
(6) Reliability
Here we leave the realm of data and delve into "expert opinion. "
As pointed out in the section on "Life, " applicable data are really available only for
magnetically focused klystrons. There is related data on low power PPM TWTs used
in satellites.
The straight-field klystron is rated No. 1 because the data exists,
because designs have been debugged over many years, and because the structure with
all-metal circuits has fewer possible failure modes than most others.
The magnetic lens klystron is rated No. 2 in spite of the dearth
of applicable operating results. This faith is based on the demonstration that the beam
can, in fact, be focused and the conclusion that the other properties of the tube are
the same as those of the proven standard klystron. The slightly higher body current
interception and the trapping of ions are factors which have been widely experienced
in poorly designed klystrons for many years. They affect the performance slightly
but not the reliability.
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The TWT is rated No. 3 becauseextreme reliability has been
proven for helix-circuit tubes (at much lower powers). Oneunknownfactor, compared
with the klystron, is the durability of the ceramic helix support under extendedhigh-
power operation. If the ceramic becomescoatedby evaporation or sputtering of a
1 _ • _ .1 1 • • 1. , I 1 _ 1
cuz_uucL.vematerial, ia,mz'e cuulu occu[', in some neux tuues, coaLin_ .ave uee[t
observed which are attributed to ion-plating from volatile molecules ionized in the
electron beam.
Ranking the ESFK No. 4, slightly below the TWT, may be hard
to justify. However, extensive life experience has not been accumulated on ESFKs.
Mechanistically, we have the added complexity of the high-voltage lens elements and
their supporting insulators. The field strengths in this area may be higher than in
the gun region, although the insulators are not exposed to as much evaporated material.
Also, there are more high voltage elements. On the plus side, the ESFK has its
ceramic-supported helices at a lower rf power point than the output circuit of a TWT.
The CFA is ranked No. 5 in reliability mainly for lack of knowledge.
The device as we would use it is relatively new. The operating parameters have not
all been experimentally determined and there is, of course, no life and reliability
data. The rf circuit reliability considerations are somewhat similar to the TWT,
since the circuit is supported on ceramic. Power dissipation in the CFA circuit is
higher because it collects the beam. An added factor is the presence of a dc electric
field between the circuit and the sole. Ions formed in this region by the high circu-
lating electron current will strike the sole with kilovolts of energy. Metal sputtered
from the sole might coat the circuit support ceramic.
The cathode of the inj ected-beam C FA is not subj ected to the
high electron and ion bombardment of an emitting-sole tube. The extent of its bom-
b_ardment is really not known however. It might or might not be a factor in reliability.
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(7) Body Cooler Weight
Removal of wasteheat from the tube body canbe doneby metallic
conductionto a low-temperature radiator or by circulating fluid. The linear beam
studies did not cover this point, andthe CFA designassumeda pumpedfluid system.
A metallic conductorwould addmuch weight, however, and the use of a rotating pump
presents reliability problems.
The optimum cooling meansis probably a heat pipe connectionto
a radiating panel. A preliminary heatpipe design has beencarried out for the CFA
based onwork sponsoredby NASA-Lewis ResearchCenter. The heat-pipe system
would run at 200°Cusing water as a medium. The radiator would be coatedwith a
material suchas "Pyromark" which hasan absorptivity for sunlight of 0.25 and an
2
, the panel wouldemissivity at 200°Cof 0.8. Looking directly at the sun's 0.9 W/in.
rise only 20°C.
For 1.0 kW capacity, the design calls for 7 ft2 of 0. 060-inch
aluminum radiator panel, weighing 6 pounds. This is connectedto the body by eight
heatpipes 1/2 inch in diameter and clamping means totaling 5-1/2 pounds. The scaling
factors usedin obtaining these figures assumethe panel area proportional to the power,
andthe weight of the pipes andclamps proportional to the linear dimensions of the
panel.
If we scale the cooler to the actual maximum dissipation calculated,
we get 3.5 poundsfor the panel and 4.2 pounds for pipes and clamps. Total weight of
tube and cooler becomes16pounds.
For the linear beam devices, the conduction path is longer because
the radiating collector must face perpendicular to the skin of the vehicle. Therefore,
eventhoughthe bodypower is lower, the clamps and pipes will probably weigh at
least as muchas for the CFA. We estimate 5.5 pounds. The total cooler weight scales
to about 7 poundsfor the klystrons and 8 pounds for the TWT.
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b. Operating Parameters
In the following section we shall discuss the secondpart of Table III,
properties of the tubes which may not always beabsolute deciding factors in a selection
process but which might becomecritical for somesystem requirements or which might
influence a choice betweenotherwise acceptablealternates.
(I) Gain
Gain of 30 dB was chosen for the 0-type tubes because 1-watt
drive is available from solid-state sources, and larger gain adds to the weight and
size of the vacuum tube. Gains up to 50 dB are readily obtainable if desired. (The
MFK would get very heavy. )
In the CFA, 17 dB appears to be a reasonable value. In any case a
vacuum tube driver would be required, and reliability considerations favor using a
proven 20-watt satellite TWT.
(2) Noise
The importance of noise depends entirely on the system operation,
particularly whether the receiver listens at an adjacent frequency during transmission.
Noise performance listed is AM power in a 1-MHz band inside the passband of the
transmitter tube. Noise outside this band is discussed in detail in the klystr0n section.
For traveling wave devices out-of-band noise can be much larger du to higher order
passbands.
The value of -100 dB for straight-field klystrons is well docu-
mented (in Addendum A data are given for 1.0 kHz band) on many tube types. The
ESFK has not been extensively tested but is believed to be equivalent because the
basic interaction is the same. Excessive "ion" noise which occurs in some poor MFKs
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is not likely in the ESFKbecauseeachnegative lens element drains out positive ions
from the beam.
The magnetic lens klystron on the other handhas a deliberately
scalloped beam with accompanyingpotential wells which can trap ions. Experience
with MFKs hasshownthat this kind of beamprofile is apt to produce ion noise up to
-50 dB. The noise is mostly close to the carrier (10 kHz). A TWT with periodic focus
has the samesituation, but with smaller scallops. Wedo not have much supporting
data, but in its absencemust charge the TWT with the possibility of ion noise.
CFAs have an inherent source of noise in the slipping-stream-
amplification effect. The level dependson many variables, particularly drive level.
The injected-beam tube studied is superior to most other CFAs, but its complete
noise performance under the proposedoperating conditions is not known. The -30 dB
value is estimated from results under other conditions.
(3) Harmonic Ratio
Listed is the ratio of total power in all harmonics to the carrier
power. In aklystron this is mostly in the secondand third harmonics. All klystrons
are alike in the harmonic content of the beam current. The harmonic output depends
on the coupled impedanceof the output cavity at the harmonic frequencies. This is a
function of its Q (dependentonpower and perveance) and the possible accident of a
higher-mode resonance at a harmonic frequency. (The latter should be eliminated by
careful design. ) Conservatively typical for a 1-kW klystron is -30 dB. The ESFK is
estimated higher at -25 dB becauseof its lower Q and increased density of higher
modes in the coupled cavities. This estimate has not as yet beenconfirmed by mea-
surements.
The TWT has a muchbroader bandwidth circuit with accompanying
harmonic output. The ring-loop circuit selected is considerably more dispersive than
the simple helix and hencedoes not provide the amplification of harmonic power which
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plagues octave-bandwidthtubes. Nevertheless, there is considerable harmonic
current induced in the output circuit, giving rise to the -20 dB figure.
The CFA has harmonic considerations much like the TWT, except
that the induced currents are larger. The -15 dB figure is basedon measurements
described in AddendumD.
_,_=rmouu_ation(4) -*_ _'-_ "
We have in general assumed that the amplifier would run saturated,
with FM or pulse modulation. There may be applications where amplitude modulation
characteristics are important. A common measurement of distortion is the two-tone
intermodulation test described in Addendum A. It has been shown that all klystrons
are similar, the nonlinearity being inherent in the nature of the beam-bunching process.
The complete data are shown in Figure A-2, but a useful comparison point is the inter-
modulation for drive 10 dB below saturation. This gives -26 dB, applicable to any
klystron including presumably the extended-interaction tubes.
TWTs are not quite so reproducible, since the large-signal
interaction takes place over a length of circuit which may have varying parameters such
as velocity tapers. The value of-20 dB is believed typical.
The CFA has not been considered to be a linear amplifier. The
injected-beam tube does have considerable dynamic range (up to 20 dB) but is inherently
nonlinear.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
In the preceding sections we have described the state-of-the-art and the results
of our investigations on space transmitter tubes. The information on the results and
on our confidence-factors in them should provide a basis for further specific develop-
ment work and guidance with regard to which lines of development to pursue.
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It is recognized that there is a strong tendencyto follow the lines that have bec_
started, andwhere ultrareliability is necessary there is real justification for this
approach. Nevertheless, innovations will continueand must be heeded.
The condensateof our recommendations basedon present status is found in
Table [II, alongwith its supporting justifications. To make use of these, the system
designer will need to start with a ranked table of values. We have not ranked the
items in Table III except arbitrarily into two classes.
IV. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
There are two kinds of future additions to our knowledgethat shouldbe con-
sidered: those things that we expect to happenin the normal course of events and
results. We shall consider both classes in conjunction.
A. BEAM FOCUSING
Development work is scheduled under presently active programs which will
involve extending electrostatic focusing to higher cw power levels (hundreds of watts).
Tne result of this work will be increased confidence. Hopefully, long-term operational
tests will be made. We believe that in this area we are now in a good position to
develop new tubes to particular specifications.
The magnetic lens focus, brought to attention in this study, appears to be most
promising for the requirements as we see them. There is now no program to bring
this to practical application. It would be valuable to do a device development.
We are not well-informed on the suitability of straight-field klystrons for
spacecraft. If the weight and leakage field are not beyond consideration, we believe
that both can be reduced substantially (perhaps half the weight and one-tenth the field)
by redeveloping the magnetic circuit with new materials. This is not likely to happen
for earth-based usage where cost is usually most important.
B. COOLING
The radiating collector work has been advanced by this study to a point where
we believe that future window-type collectors can be handled as part of specific tube
developments. With presently envisioned space programs, we expect to see design
engineering and operational tests of improved models. Further research is probably
not needed.
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Thevacuum-envelopecollector was unfortunately underestimated as to difficulty.
The fundamentalphysical questions involved needto be solved for the future development
of spacetubesboth for collectors andheat pipes. This is one area where a research
program seems to be the only way to further progress.
Heatpipes are being eagerly developedfor a number of applications. Their
application to vacuumtubes is expectedto be a normal improvement.
C. EFFICIENCY
With power sources such as solar cells, efficiency is certainly paramount.
In the vacuum tube amplifier we do not foresee any radical improvement, however.
One can predict that crossed-field amplifiers will reach 70% and possibly 75%, and
a substantial effort is now involved in this development. Linear-beam tubes may get
to 65% with special designs for efficiency. With much present work in this area, it
is not likely that a special space-oriented program is needed.
D. LIFE
The big advance needed and predicted here is test results. For the ESFK these
may come out of space programs. Power TWTs are getting into more earth-based
transmitters, and confidence levels will surely go up. The life of CFAs is still a
question which will require time and work to answer. For any particular space
mission the device is not yet well-enough defined to be the basis of a life investigation.
With further development expected in the next few years, we should then be in a
position where life must be evaluated.
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ADDENDUM A
MAGNETICALLY FOCUSED KLYSTRON
1. CONVENTIONAL MAGNETICALLY FOCUSED KLYSTRON
The magnetically focused klystron has been recognized for years as the most
reliable and practical high-gain power amplifier for microwave frequencies. Klystrons
with cw power output up to tens of kilowatts at X-band and much more at S-band have
been used for years in ground based, shipborne, and airborne applications, and have
proven to be rugged, stable, efficient, and reliable in all these applications. In most
of these applications weight and size have been relatively secondary to other parameters,
and there has been little emphasis on minimizing these. It is a characteristic of
klystron amplifiers that the weight and size increase at lower frequencies so that they
tend to be rather bulky and heavy at S-band and below, especially for space use.
a. Characteristics of a 1-kW Klystron
Some of the pertinent characteristics of a typical S-band cw power
amplifier with a 1-kilowatt output are shown in Table A-I. This is a relatively old
design for commercial applications so it is undoubtedly considerably heavier than if
it were designed with modern techniques and with weight as an important factor. In
common with other multicavity klystron amplifiers, some of the high gain can be
traded for bandwidth as shown by stagger-tuning the cavities.
The biggest contributor to weight in this amplifier is the permanent
magnet which weighs about 60 pounds. The magnet weight is a strong function of the
required gain of the amplifier, since this determines the length of the interaction
circuit and hence the length of the gap in the magnetic circuit. Since magnet weight
varies as the cube of this gap length, considerable weight can be saved by designing
for reduced gain. Table A-I shows the estimated characteristics of an amplifier
designed for a gain of 30 dB with emphasis on low weight and maximum efficiency.
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TABLE A-I
CONVENTIONAL KLYSTRONCHARACTERISTICS
Frequency (MHz)
Beamvoltage (kV)
Beamcurrent (mA)
Filament voltage (V)
Filament current (A)
Power Output (kW)
Drive power (mW)
Gain (dB)
Bandwidth (MHz)
Efficiency (%)
Weight (lb)
Size (in.)
Shielding
Magnetic leakage (gaussat 1 m)
Cooling
Existing Design
VA-802
1700to 2400
6
54O
6
7.5
1.1
20 100
47 40
6 9
34
85
15x 15x 18
none
0.2
air
ProposedDesign
for 30dB Gain
2300
5.0
400
5.5
5.0
1.0
1000
30
6
50
40
10x 10x 15
none
0.1
radiation
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The magnet weight has beencut in half, and the weight of therest of the tube was cut
from 25 Ib to about 10 lb which includes an estimate of the light weight "radiation"
type collector discussed elsewhere. No allowance hasbeen included for shielding the
magnetic field.
Cooling of a spaceklystron can bedivided into two parts; that of the col-
lector would be as discussed elsewhere in this report. The heat generated in the
body of the klystron will be relatively small becauseof the high circuit efficiency and
goodbeam transmission to be expected. A maximum of 100or 200 watts would be
dissipated in the body andcould easily beconductedaway by the mounting structure.
Most of the operating characteristics of klystron amplifiers are well-
knownand available in the literature. Lesswell-known, perhaps, is their behavior
in terms of intermodulation distortion, harmonic output, noise, and phase linearity.
Since these parameters are important in someapplications, results of somemeasure-
ments on typical amplifiers are given here. Performance of a 1-kW klystron ampli-
fier at S-band, whether of the conventional, magnetic lens, or electrostatic lens con-
figurations, shouldbe very similar.
b. Modulation Properties of Klystrons
Data quoted in the following section were largely taken on the VA-884, a
15-kW C-band amplifier. It is known to be typical of any well-designed klystron.
(1) Intermodulation Distortion in Dual-Carrier Operation
If a single frequency is passed through a nonlinear device, e.g., an
amplifier, the output signal will contain not only the fundamental frequency but also
harmonics of this frequency. Another characteristic of nonlinear devices is that when
more than one frequency is passed through the device, intermodulation products are
produced which include the sum and difference of the original input frequencies and
their harmonics.
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Even-order products, suchas the second-order product of f2 - fl'
cannotappear in narrowband systems unless the ratio of the highest frequency (f2)
to the lowest (fl) is at least 2 to 1. Odd-order products, suchas the third-order
distortion products of 2f1 - f2 or 2f2 - fl' appear in the bandregardless of the
frequency ratio. SeeFigure A-1.
Third-order distortion may be defined as the ratio of the levels of
the two-tone outputpower of the equal primary fundamental signals, fl and f2' to the
output power of the first or closest pair of sidebandintermodulation products,
2fl - f2 and2f2 - fl" Third-order distortion is particularly important in multiple-
carrier systems suchas will be used in multiple-access systems.
Measurementdata taken on a VA-884 series klystron are shownin
Figure A-2. Thesedata were taken with the tube operating at approximately 16.0 kV
(i.e., approximately 15kW output under single rf drive frequency conditions).
Please note that the saturated rf output drops to 11kW uponinjection of
two rf drive signals. The incident rf drive is numerically the same for two-tone
saturation as it is in single-tone saturation. Also it shouldbe noted that the graph is
approximately correct for multiple (greater than two) injected frequencies.
(2) Harmonic Output
follows:
The harmonic power outputs of the VA-884 klystron series are as
Secondharmonic .... greater than 35dB below fundamental
Third harmonic .... greater than 35dB below fundamental
All higher order harmonics are greater than 50.dB below the
fundamental
Figure A-3 provides typical information on the VA-884 series second
harmonic underdynamic rf drive conditions. A similar type graph could be made for
all harmonics.
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(3) Discussion of Out-Of-Band Klystron Noise Rejection and Noise Figure
(a) Noise Rejection
The inherent noise limiting characteristics of kiystron amplifiers
is worthy of noting particularly when such devices are used in tightly controlled
system rf interference environment.
The output circuit of a klystron has an inherent passband (which
is a function of its Q) that filters frequencies outside of its particular passband.
Figure A-4 is a curve showing a typical attenuation versus
frequency characteristic of a klystron amplifier. The data may be compared with that
of the broadband tube proposed.
The cutoff characteristics are a unique feature of the klystron
when compared with other broadband amplifiers.
(b) Noise Figure (typical computed figure from measured data)
Noise Ratio = Noise Power/Gain/Bandwidth
Thermal Noise Power
Frequency = 6.2 GHz
Broadband Tuned
Beam = 16 kV; 2.48 A
Heater = 8.0 V; 7.0 A
Gain = 1.27 x 106 (61.0 dB)
Bandwidth = 32.6 MHz = 3.26 x 107 Hz
Noise Power = 1.17 x 10-3W
Noise at Input Cavity =
-3
1.17x 10
1.27 x 106
-10
=9.2x10 W
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-10
9.2 x 10 -17
At Input Cavity 7 = 2.82 x 10 W/Hz
3.26 x 10
-21
Thermal Noise Power at 300°K, KTB = 4.1 x 10
Noise Ratio =
-17
2.82 x 10
-21
4.1x 10
=0.69x 104= 38.4 dB
W/Hz
(4) Discussion of AM/FM Noise Performance of High-Power
Klystron Amplifiers
Varian has had considerable experience in specifying and building
klystrons for missile illuminator and Doppler radar systems. The result of this
experience is a technology relating not only to low-noise klystron design but to the
development of techniques for measuring extremely low noise levels.
Because it is often necessary for a Doppler radar or missile illumin-
ator system to detect Doppler shifts that produce frequencies very close to the carrier
at a power level far below the carrier level, a clean spectral output is essential.
Should the transmitter tube itself generate such a signal, the effectiveness of the
system would be limited. Fortunately, a well-designed klystron amplifier does not
in itself produce such extraneous outputs. The noise output of a low noise klystron
amplifier consists of a background level which is related to the amplification of the
thermal noise of the cathode and the noise induced in the input circuit by any ampli-
tube and velocity fluctuations of the beam current. This background level has an AM
sideband-to-carrier ratio of less than -130 dB/kHz under saturated conditions and a
PM ratio of less than -115 dB/kHz. Typical noise measurements and noise specifi-
cations indicate an increasing noise level close to the carrier frequency. This
increase is believed to be the result of power supply contributions related mainly to the
line frequency and its harmonics. Figure A-5 shows typical measured and specified
AM and PM noise performance of these devices. In addition to noise contributions
caused by the beam supply, there are several other possible external causes of noise
on klystron rf output. These are"
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1) Noise caused by ac filament operation
2) Environmentally induced (shock and vibration) noise
Fortunately, in a well-designed klystron these contributions are usually so minimal
that even at the specific heater supply or vibration frequencies the noise contribution
of the klystron will be much less than that of the drive source, and this contribution
is therefore not discernible in actual system operation.
To be sure, successful low-noise klystron performance is not without
effort. It is dependent on the ability to obtain a beam free of ion oscillations and
mechanical resonances in the Doppler region of interest. Since we have made
thousands of successful Doppler radar and missile illuminator klystrons, the tech-
nology required to adapt these techniques to any requirement is readily available at
Varian.
(5) Phase Nonlinearity - Group Delay
Phase nonlinearity and associated group delay in the gTound trans-
mitter must be determined and specified so that the resulting error can be compen-
sated for. Two major factors within the power amplifier tubes contribute to this
delay.
The first factor involves the finite time required for the rf energ_y to
travel the distance from the input to the output. This delay is proportional to the
length of the tube and inversely proportional to the voltage between the cathode and
collector. For a specific tube and operating voltage, this delay is fixed.
The second factor, and the major cause of phase nonlinearity through
the tube, is cavity delay. The cavities in a klystron are components with Q's in
the order of a few hundred to a thousand at resonance. When a cavity is operated
near resonance, its rate of change af reactance with respect to frequency is large.
This change of reactance produces, in turn, a change in phase shift of the signal
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through the cavity. When the phase shift through a synchronously tuned klystron is
measured (with respect to operating frequency), the contribution of beam transit
delay and cavity delay combine. The maximum rate of change in phase shift occurs
at the frequency at which the cavities are tuned (fc). A plot of the rate of change of
Figure A-6. (The group delay will decrease as the frequency is lowered or raised
about f ; however, it will not reach zero nanoseconds due to the finite rate of changec
of phase discussed above.)
Phase nonlinearity associated with the transmitting tube is the
departure of the phase shift-versus-frequency curve from a straight line. The
deviation from linearity is usually expressed in degrees-per-MHz within the pass-
band of the tube. Group delay distortion is defined as one-half the time difference
(in nanoseconds) between the group delay {rate of change of phase) at band edges and
the group delay at band center.
Klystrons which are stagger-tuned for a maximum flat bandpass
response cause maximum phase delay to occur at frequencies other than the center
frequency. The group delay response curve begins to flatten, and as a result there
is less group delay distortion within the passband and better phase linearity.
Additional widening of the tube's rf bandwidth to a value which begins to decrease
the output power may tend to flatten the group delay curve even more, or it may
cause it to have a depressed response at f similar to the amplitude response of the
c
tube. Figure A-7 illustrates the effect on phase response of stagger-tuning for
optimum phase vs tuning for optimum amplitude flatness.
High-power TWTs are generally inferior to klystrons in phase
linearity, since the cavity design in the TWT slow-wave structures is usually
optimized for bandwidth and stable operation, not for minimum phase delay distortion,
and is inherently longer in electrical length from input to output for the same gain.
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2. MAGNETIC LENS FOCUSING
Ifone examines the magnetic fieldin a conventional magnetically focused
klystron, one sees that only a very small portion interacts with the beam. Only that
portion of the totalfieldis used which occupies the same volume as the beam. All
the rest is "leakage" although itis needed (with the usual configuration) to produce
the necessary strength and uniformity of fieldalong the beam. This leakage repre-
sents additionalmagnetic energy storage and hence additional magnet weight over and
above thatwhich would be basically needed to focus the beam. Since the magnet
weight is proportional to the energy stored, which in turn is proportional to the
integral of B2 over the volume, any reduction of the volume of high-field regions is
directly reflected in weight saving in the magnet.
As an exmnple of how great this saving might be, consider a beam of diameter
d and length L, having a volume _d 2L/4. A rule of thumb says that to provide suf-
ficient field uniformity over this beam requires magnet pole pieces whose diameter
D is about equal to the length of the beam. This gives an equivalent field volume
between the pole pieces of about _ D 2 L/4 or Tr L3/4. The ratio of useful to total field
is thus (d/L)2. For a beam 0.2 inch in diameter and 4 inches long, this ratio is
0.0025. In practical straight-fieldpermanent magnets, the totalflux is usually 2
or 3 times the flux between the pole pieces. Thus only about 0.1% of the magnet is
effective in focusing the beam, while the rest is providing the leakage field. In
principle one could cut the magnet weight by a factor of 1000 ifthe field could be
concentrated only around the beam.
Traveling wave tube designers have been able to make use of this principle
by using periodic focusing with ring magnets closely fitting the outside of the tube
envelope. This has been feasible since the circuit and the envelope are not much
bigger than the beam. With klystron amplifiers, however, this has not been convenient
because of the large diameter of the usual cavities and the difficulty of providing
periodic pole pieces close to the beam.
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Since it is not feasible to set up theapproximately sinusoidal field distribution
of the periodic focused TWT, it has beenproposedto set up a series of short, strong
fields separatedby relatively long field-free regions, i.e., a set of convergent
magnetic lenses separatedby drift spaces.
If the beam starts at a cathodeoutside the magnetic field, it will be rotated
going through a lens but will emerge with no rotational velocity. Thus, the direction
of the lens field is unimportant; they could be oriented either in the samedirection or
in alternate directions or evenin some combination of these.
The rationale behind this approach is similar to that of the ESFK in that the
beam is allowed to spread under the influence of its space charge for the short
distance between lenses before being reconverged by the next convergent,lens. The
requirements for lens strength and spacingare essentially the same for the electric
andmagnetic cases, the largest difference in operation being in the finite twist or
rotation that the beam experiences in traversing the magnetic lens. The advantage
of the magnetic lenses over the electrostatic lenses is twofold. The magnetic
structure canbe considerably simpler than th.eelectric in that the drift tubes and
other appropriate parts canbe manufacturedpartly of iron to achieve the proper
distribution of field. There is no needto provide the complication of insulated
electrodes close to the beam betweencavities. Secondly, the magnetic lenses can
most conveniently be located at (and, in fact, can be identical with) the interaction
gaps. Thus, the beam is largest at the interaction gaps instead of in between, giving
goodinteraction coefficients with the rf fields without having to shapethe drift tubes.
An additional advantageis that longer cavities can be usedwith the magnetic lenses,
since two or more magnetic gaps can be provided within the cavity, whereas electric
lenses can only conveniently beplaced betweencavities. Onedisadvantageis that
the regions of minimum beam diameter betweenlenses form potential wells due to
the space-charge concentration. Positive ions collect in these wells andcan cause
noise in the rf output.
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The idea of periodic short magnetic lenses is not new. Pierce1has described
the basic principles in his volume on Theory and Design of Electron Beams. Tubes
using such lenses are available commercially for the television transmitter industry
(VALVO types YK 1001, YK 1060). These tubes are linear amplifiers with outputs
of 10 and 25 kW, respectively, in the range of 470 to 790 MHz. (See also US Patent
No. 3,172, 008, W. Schmidt et al.) Thus, the feasibility of such klystron amplifiers
is established, and it remains to estimate the parameters needed for tubes in the
range of the present requirements.
The maximum spacing between lenses is determined by the allowable beam
ripple and the requirements on stability of the focusing mechanism. If the ratio of
maximum beam diameter at the lenses to the minimum diameter between lenses is
appreciably less than 2.35 to 1, the stability criterion is met. One would like a
smoother beam than this anyway for a klystron so this is no problem. The calculation
of the lens spacing is based on the well-known universal beam spread curve as given,
for instance, in Spangenberg. z If one allows the beam to spread under its own space-
charge forces from its minimum radius r to a larger radius r 1 at the lens, theo
distance z I to the lens from the minimum is given by the curve in terms of the
perveance k. The spacing between lenses is then given by S = 2z 1. The spacing
between lenses is plotted in Figure A-8 for two values of perveance and two values
of maximum beam radius.
A likely choice of beam parameters for this application is a perveance of
1 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2, a maximum radius of 0.08 inch, and a ripple of 1.33 to 1 (minimum
radius 0.06 inch). The lens spacing for this case would be approximately 0.8 inch.
Thus the space for the cavity would be about 0.8 inch long, or if a longer cavity were
desired, two magnetic gaps could be used with up to 1.6 inches of space available
for the cavity. These are very reasonable cavities at 2.3 GHz.
The strength of the magnetic lenses needed to focus the beam can be calculated
using a thin-lens approximation. Each lens must be strong enough to reverse the sign
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of the slope of the beam edge at the lens, as indicated in Figure A-9. From the
symmetry needed for an iterativeconfiguration, the object and image distances,
P and P, must be equal, and from simple lens theory each is twice the focal length
O 1
of the lens, f. The slope of the beam edge at the lens is then given by tan 7 = rl/2 f.
Thus the focal lengthcan be calculated from the maximum radius rI and the slope of
the beam edge, which is given by the universal beam spread curve. A more mean-
ingfulnumber for the present purpose would be the strength of the magnetic field
that wodld give a lens of this strength at the gap. The focal length of a lens formed
by a gap of this sort is given approximately by Spangenberg3:
16mV
f - (MKS units)
RB2e_
where B is the field on axis at the center of the gap of radius R, m and e are the
mass and charge of the electron, and V is the beam voltage. Thus the field needed
can be calculated from the focal length, which in turn can be calculated from the
universal beam spread curve. The results of such calculations are shown in Figure
A-10, which gives as a function of ripple the maximum axial field needed to focus
-6
beams of perveance 1 and 2 x 10 and of maximum radius 0.08 inch and 0.1 inch
as before. For these calculations a beam voltage of 5 kV and a gap radius of 1.3 r 1
were assumed.
The field strength for each of these cases is less than 1100 gauss, and that
for the specific case assumed here (k = 1, r 1 = 0.08) is about 700 gauss. The field
between the tips of the gap will be about twice this value.
Itis seen that the focal length of the lens is proportional to the ratio of beam
voltage to the square of the fieldstrength. Thus, this type of tube is not suitable
for operation over a wide range of voltage without also adjusting the fieldstrength.
Operation willbe satisfactory for only a certain range of voltage at a fixed field or vice
versa. Itis difficultto calculate thisrange without being very specific about the design,
but the experimental results to be mentioned later show that the range is resonably
large from a practical point of view.
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This type of magnetic lens does not reflect slow electrons in the same way
that electrostatic lenses with depressed potential do. Slow electrons near the edge
of the beam tend to spiral in toward the center of the lens. Some of their forward
motion is converted to circumferential motion. Reflection can occur when the energy
The voltage at which such a reflection could take place is readily calculable from Bush's
theorem which gives angular velocity 0 in terms of the electron constants and the
longitudinal field B:
0=_eB.
m
1 )2The circumferential kinetic energy is then _ m(r0 e
I
electron energy eV gives
V = _ B2r 2
8m
Setting this equal to the
Using as before a beam radius of 0.08 inch and a field of 1000 gauss at the beam edge
and converting to MKS units gives a value of 1000 volts for the energy below which
reflection could occur. This is about 20% of the anticipated beam voltage. We have
taken the absolute worst case of the outside electron in a very short lens where it has
no chance of spiraling into the center. Considering the whole beam, we anticipate no
serious problem from reflection of electrons slowed down in the modulation process.
The estimated strength of the field needed in the lens gaps for the above case
can be supplied by an Alnico V magnet whose length is about three times the gap length.
For gap lengths of 0.1 inch typically needed for rf interaction, the magnet length is
about 1/3 inch per gap. The cross section of the magnet depends very strongly on the
configuration of the magnetic circuit involved, for this determines how much field
energy is stored in places other than the gaps. Even if one assumes that the leakage
• ac_......Lur is -u (only 1/10 of the ene-,_g_ stored is in the _aps)' the diameter of "the magnet
needs only to be about equal to the gap diameter or about 1/4 inch. Thus the focusing
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of a four-cavity amplifier could be accomplished by four or eight pieces of Alnico V,
1/3 inch long and 1/4 inch diameter, depending on whether one or two magnetic gaps
were used per cavity.
This is a very small amount of magnetic material and allows a great deal of
flexibility in the mechanical design of the amplifier. One configuration that comes to
mind is especially attractive, since it is self-shielding and has only a small amount
of excess field storage. In this configuration the external shell would be a cylinder
of copper-plated mild steel. This would at once be a magnetic shield, a return path
for the magnetic field, and the outside wall of the cavities. The drift tubes would
likewise be of steel, with the interaction gaps also being the magnetic gaps. Additional
magnetic gaps could be provided where needed by splicing sections of copper into the
drift tubes. The headers supporting the drift tubes and forming the ends of the cavities
could be alternately of steel and of cooper, the copper headers being thick enough for
radial holes into which the cylindrical magnets could be inserted after bakeout. Iron
plugs would fill up the remainder of each hole and complete the magnetic circuit. Tl,c
magnetic flux then flows from the magnet into the drift tube, across the gap to the
other drift tube, through the header to the outer cylindrer, and back through the plug
to the magnet. To conserve thickness of the copper header and to improve symmetry,
the magnet could be divided into several smaller bars inserted radially into the same
header. One set of the magnets will actually supply the field to two adjacent cavities
with half the flux going into each section. Thus the total cross section of the magnet
set would need to be twice that previously calculated, but the number of magnets would
be halved.
It is seen from these preliminary calculations that a four-cavity klystron
amplifier of the power level and frequency desired could be focused by means of a
series of short magnetic lenses with a very small amount of permanent magnetic
material (approximately 1/4 oz). The tube would be self-shielded so that its magnets
would not interfere with adjacent instruments. The weight of such an amplifier would
be essentially the same as one in whict_ no magnetic focusing were needed.
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A more detailed design calculation has shownthat a configuration such as is
shownin Figure A-11 is reasonable. Only the interaction circuit hasbeenshown.
Appendedto this would be cathodeand collector assemblies which would be essentially
identical to those of the ESFK (Figure B-l). In this configuration the heavy copper
material. Pairs of these punchedwith radial grooves would bebrazed together,
the grooves forming holes outside the vacuum through which the magnetscan be inserted
after processing. It appears that one lens per cavity will be enough,although, of
course, there is still the possibility of modifying the design for additional magnetic
gaps in the steel drift tubes. Sucha modification would create pairs of lenses
polarized the sameway, alternating with pairs polarized in opposition, rather than
the simple alternating polarization shown.
The weight of the structure shownassuming 1/16 inch outer cylinder and 0.1
inch headers including the weight of generousmagnets comes to 1.75 lb. Still further
weight reduction is probably possible since the material sections were chosenfor
extreme ruggedness. It is quite likely that the nature of a mission would permit
much thinner sections with consequentweight reduction of up to 50%, without seriously
compromising the ruggedness and reliabilityof the device. Allowing about 1/4 Ib for
as yet unspecified frequency trimmers yields a generous estimate of 2 Ibs for the
weight of the complete circuit, with the possibilityof cutting this in halfto 1 lb. To
this, of course, must be added the weight of the cathode and the collector.
For comparison purposes, a conventional magnetically focused klystron would
have a circuit almost identical to this, except without the magnet inserts. Hence the
circuit would have essentially the same weight. It would, however, have to have rather
heavier steel headers at each end to act as pole pieces and a pair of C magnets or
possibly a hollow cylindrical magnet weighing 10 to 20 lb or more. In addition, there
would have to be provided means for magnetically shielding the external fields so they
do not interfere with other functions of the mission. Hence the conventional magnet-
ically focused tube would be heavier by at least the weight of the focusing magnet
plus required shielding.
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The performance of this tube can be expected to be essentially the same as
that of a conventional klystron. This is experimentally confirmed to some extent
by the Valvo tubes previously mentioned. These tubes differ somewhat from the
presently proposed design in that the lenses are located between the rf gaps (outside
the drift tubes) rather than coincident with the gaps. The electron trajectories in
them are almost exactly the same as in the electrostatically focused klystron with
lenses between cavities. (Minor differences are due to differences in "spherical
aberration" for off-axis electrons and to the different refraction of electrons with
velocities different from that of the incoming beam).
Further investigation of magnetic lenses was undertaken in two areas:
computer calculation of trajectories and a preliminary experiment with an operating
klystron. Fortunately, a tube was available from another project which permitted
the experiment to be done within the time and funding of this project. This experi-
mental tube is a special VA-24E in which the drift tubes had been made of mild steel
instead of the usual nonmagnetic material. The standard tube is a five-cavity X-band
amplifier producing a minimum of 50 kW peak pulses with a minimum gain of 65 dB.
Duty cycle is relatively low at 0.23% which makes it convenient to investigate the
proposed operatign without worry about thermal problems. The tube is normally
designed for Brillouin focusing which implies no field in the cathode region. This
makes the tube a good experimental medium for this test. Unfortunately, only the
end drift tubes were available magnetically outside the envelope through the normal
pole pieces. Thus field could be produced in the gaps only in the series configuration
in which all the fields are in the same direction. It was not possible to produce fields
with alternating directions.
This tube was tested in the normal manner except with the field applied
between the pole pieces by an electromagnet. The results are shown in Figures A-12
and A-13 and Table A-II. It is seen that the power output and gain are consistent
with the typical values for normal tubes. Figure A-12 shows that the performance is
a slowly varying function of the magnet current. This is a significant result since it
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TABLE A-II
Frequency (GHz)
Beamvoltage (kV)
Beamcurrent (A)
Power output {kW)
Drive power {mW)
Gain (dB)
PRF
Pulse length _usec)
Duty ratio
Efficiency (%)
VA-24E
Special
9.16
36
6.25
57
100
57
1000
2.8
•0028
25
VA-24E
Typical
9.375
36
6.4
64
20
65
1150
29
•0023
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proves that the focusing is not critical. As expected, too low a field produces instability
in the focusing. This showedup as breakup in the collector current pulse below about
2.5 A whenthere was no drive andbelow about 2.8 A when driven to saturation. The
field current was not increased far enoughto observe the "stopband" at high fields.
A comparison of the performance of this tubewith typical VA-24Es showsthat
the power output is essentially normal, but that the gain is a little lower than normal.
It is not clear whether this difference is duc to a knowninability to achievecomplete
synchronoustuning of all the cavities on this particular sample or to something related
to the focusing. This is a point which would needfurther investigation.
It is interesting to compare the lens strength required in this tubewith values
computed as in the earlier example. In this casewe know the spacing of the lenses
(0.395 inch), but the maximum radius of the beam (rl) can only be estimated. There
are indications that it is between0. 040and 0.050 inch. Using the smaller value, one
finds that rl/ro would be 1.35 and the required field on the axis would be 3750gauss.
Using the larger value gives values of 1.15 and 2400gauss respectively. The value
actually used can be estimated from the current required in the coil (3.7 A) the
number of turns (1200)and the total gapin the magnet circuit (5x 0. 062inch). This
gives an averagevalue of 7000gauss betweenthe tips of the gaps. Sincethe drift tube
is hollow, the field on the axis at the centers of the gaps will beapproximately half
this value or about 3500gauss. Thesecalculations are thus roughly consistent. It
is also interesting to note that a conventionalVA-24E requires nearly twice this total
magnetomotive force to provide its focusing field over the full length of the beam and
has of course much greater stored magnetic field energy.
As a further check of the magnetic lens focusing scheme, use was made of
Varian's computer program to calculate beam trajectories through both alternating
and unidirectional magnetic lenses. Thegeometry chosenfor these calculations was
that of the VA-24E so that comparisons could be made with the experimental results.
While this geometry is different from that which would be used in a 1-kW S-bandtube,
the results shouldbe applicable to this caseby scaling techniues.
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The computer program works in two parts. First, the magnetic field at all
points in the region where the beam is to pass is computedby solving Laplace's
equationwith the specified boundary conditions. Then the trajectories of represent-
ative electrons from various parts of the cathodeare computedthrough the whole
structure including the effects of the applied electrode potentials, spacecharge, and
the computedmagnetic fields. The process is an iterative one in which the potentials
produced by the space charge associatedwith one set of computedtrajectories is
included in calculating the new set of trajectories. For a long, thin beam of this sort
the convergenceof the computations is slow and an inordinately large number of
iterations wouldhave to be run to achieve complete convergenceof the solution. In
the interest of economythe number of iterations was limited to ten, and the resulting
calculated trajectories for the unidirectional and the alternate lenses are shownin
Figures A-14 and A-15 respectively.
What appearsin these figures to be instabilities in the downstream end of
the beam is rather the incomplete convergenceof the computationsmentioned above.
Examination of trajectories from preceding iterations shows that the convergenceis
poor beyondthethird gapfor the unidirectional andfrom just before the third gap
for the alternating field lenses. The calculations for the earlier parts of the beams
have convergedand show smooth, well-behaved beams. Extrapolation of the trends
show that smooth, well-behaved beams would be demonstrated by allowing the com-
putational process to continue long enough. The additional expenseof doing this did
not seemwarranted since the trend was so clear. Another important question
answered by this incomplete calculation is that of spherical aberration of the lenses.
It is apparent from the first few lenses that the electrons at the outer edgesare not
seriously more strongly focused than thosenearer the center.
The magnetic lens focused klystron amplifier thus appears to be feasible as
an approach to the 1-kW amplifier for S-bandin space applications. It shouldbehave
essentially like a standard magnetically focused klystron with its familiar reliability,
stability, generally well-behaved properties, but would almost completely eliminate
the weight of the usual magnets. It looks like a promising approach to pursue further.
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Figure A-14.
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Figure A-15.
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ADDE NDUM B
ELECTROSTATICALLY FOCUSED KLYSTRON
1. INTRODUC TION
Addendum B presents the results of the study on the development possibility
of a 1000-watt cw S-band electrostatically focused extended-interaction klystron
amplifier for space environment. The selected operating frequency is 2300 MHz.
The design approach follows closely that of our X-3064 tube, which is a 20-100
watt electrostatically focused klystron under development for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL Contract No. 951105). Helical resonators are used in the buncher
section of the tube and the output circuit is a coupled-cavity resonator.
A theoretical study was undertaken to arrive at the optimum electrical design
parameters of the device. The relations were derived between the gain-bandwidth
product and the resonator and the beam design parameters for electrostatically focused
klystrons using helical resonators. The interaction impedance of the helical resonators
was calculated using the idealized sheath helix model. Correction factors were applied
to account for the electrical field stored in the space-harmonics and in the dielectric
support members, for the effect of the axial shield, and for the presence of the beam
hole in the end-planes of the resonator. The scaling laws for the electrostatic focusing
system which were necessary for this analyses were also derived. The study showed
that the useful range of the beam perveance for an extended-interaction electrostatically
focused klystron with half-wavelength helical buncher resonators is between 0.5 x 10 -6
A/V 3/2 and 0.7 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 This relatively narrow perveance range is imposed
by the electrostatic focusing.
Preliminary electrical designs of tubes were performed for the extreme values
of the beam perveance, and cold-tests were made of buncher and output resonators
to substantiate the theoretical findings.
B-1
-6The overall results showthe interesting fact that the perveance 0.5 x 10
A/V 3/2 tube designhas the largest gain-bandwidthproduct per unit length, and the
largest efficiency-bandwidth product. This value of the beam perveanceis therefore
recommendedfor the device. The analyses indicate that a klystron with a conversion
efficiency of 50%and a -3 dB bandwidth of 40 MHz can be made.
The electrical design parameters and the expectedperformance data are
listed in Section2.
The individual componentsof the tubeand the cold-test results of the resonators
are described in detail in Section3.
The electrical designgiven in Section 2 should only be regarded as an example
of the potential performance of the device. Tubescan be designed for lower bandwidth
with a reduction in the number of resonators. An increased bandwidthcan be obtained
at the expenseof the conversion efficiency by overloading of the output resonator.
The possible tradeoff betweenefficiency, bandwidth, and operating beam voltage is
discussed in Section4 for both perveance0.5 x 10-6 A/V 3/2 and 0.7 x 10-6 A/V 3/2
designs.
The basis for the tradeoff analysesbetweenefficiency andbandwidth is
described in Section5.
2. SUMMARY OF THE ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL DATA OF THE
RECOMMENDED DESIGN
a. General Information
The electrical and critical mechanical parameters for the proposed tube
designs are listed in Table B-I. The beam perveance is 0.5 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 and the
-3 dB bandwidth was selected to yield a conversion efficiency in the region of 50%.
Design calculations were performed for tubes with 7 and 8 resonators.
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TABLE B-I
Calculated design parameters for electrostatically focused extended-interaction
kiystrons for 1 kW output power at a frequency of 2300 MHz.
0.5 x 10 .6 A/V3/2
The beam perveance is
Total number of resonators 7 8
Bemn voltage, kV
Calleetor voltage, kV
Beam current, A
Conversion efficiency, °70
Depressed collector efficiency %
7.0
5.55
0.29
50
63
-3 dB Bandwidth, MHz
Small-signal gain, dB
Saturated gain, dB
Tunnel diameter, inches
Beam diameter, inches
42
40
34
O. 180
0.135
Beam current density, A/cm 2
Cathode loading, A/cm 2
Length of the rf circuit from the center of the
input resonator to the center of the output resonator,
inches
Estimated overall length, inches
(including radiation-cooled collector)
Expected weight, pounds
Spacing between focusing lenses, inches
3.17
0.16
5.2
16.1
9.75
0. 865
7.0
5.55
0.29
50
63
46
49
43
0. 180
0. 135
3.17
0.16
6.0
17.0
10
0.865
B-3
] III
Interaction impedance CRsh/Q), ohms
Output Resonator
Buncher Resonators
420 420
390 390
Figure B-1 shows a simplified drawing of the seven-resonator klystron,
which consists of the four main components: the electron gun, the rf section, the
electrostatic focusing system, and the radiation-cooled collector. The device is
designed for fixed-center-frequency operation. However, all resonators with the
exception of the penultimate are provided with trim tuners for experimental adjustment
of the frequency response.
b. Gain-Frequency Response
The gain-frequency response was calculated using our small-signal
computer program for extended-interaction klystrons. The Q-factor and the tuning
of the intermediate resonators were adjusted for a flat frequency response.
The input resonator is tuned to center frequency and is loaded to an
external and internal Q of 20. This provides a matched input load at the center
frequency and a maximum VSWR of 1.5 at the edges of the 1.75%0 frequency band.
The output resonator is also tuned to the center frequency, and the
selected total Q is 50. The predicted conversion efficiency is 50,% for this load,
and the predicted depressed collector efficiency is 63%.
The two last buncher resonators are tuned above the operating frequency
band to provide high efficiency performance of the tubes.
The calculated gain for the seven-resonator tube is plotted as a function
of frequency in Figure B-2. Figure B-3 shows the result for the eight-resonator tube.
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The predicted small-singal gain for the seven-resonator tube is 40 dB,
and the expectedsaturated gain is 34 dB.
Thecorresponding values for the eight-cavity tube are 49 dB and43 dB.
The small-signal computer program usedin the analyses is basedupon
space-charge wavetheory and is one-dimensional. Only axial electrical interaction
fields are takeninto account. The radial modulation of the electron beam is neglected.
The effect of the electrostatic lenses on the beam modulation process has been taken
into account only to the extent that the dc potential depression in each lens increases
the effective electronic drift-distance between adjacent resonators. Good agreement
has been obtained between test results and predictions for tubes of design 1 similar to
the tube described in this report.
c. Modulation Characteristic and Noise
The modulation characteristic of the device is similar to an ordinary
klystron. A linear amplitude response is obtained up to about 6 dB below saturation.
The phase linearity is also identical to conventional klystrons. The deviation from
linearity is primarily determined by the superimposed response of the individual
resonators. The desired linearity is obtained by a proper selection of the Q-factor
and tuning of the individual resonators.
It should be noted that precautions are taken in the design to avoid rf
feedback through the lens system which may drastically alter the amplitude and phase
frequency response. This is done by using relatively long, large diameter lens
electrodes to minimize the rf coupling between the beam and the lenses. If
. E.L. Lien, A. Mizuhara and D.I. Boilard, "Electrostatically-Focused Extended-
Interaction S-Band Klystron Amplifier, " Conference Publication, 6th International
Conference on Microwave and Optical Generation and Amplification, Cambridge
(1966).
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necessary, ferrox-cube isolators are usedin the lens connection leads to reduce
the external coupling between the lens electrodes•
The noise is expectedto besimilar to conventional klystrons designed
"FI'I'IP _'hI_ Q_Im_ (I'_Ilh _II"lrl a-1111_n11_ " n_n, IIxr_1_, rI_l_, ;C_ r'_l_l:_ e'l;'_.'_._._'_,_f_ 1_ .... ^_._ T. ....
magnetically focused klystrons, ions trapped by the beam space-charge potential
produce instabilities which noise-modulate the rf output. In electrostatic focused
tubes with negative lens voltage, the focus electrode provides so this type of noise
should be absent. (Positive biased einzel-lenses would make complete ion traps
and probably noisy tubes -- this is one reason why positive bias is unattractive. )
d. Life
The life of the device is expected to be determined by the cathode life.
A conservative cathode loading has been selected, and the life expectancy of the
cathode should be on the order of 50,000 hours.
The only unconventional elements in the device, as compared with devices
that have proven long life operation, are the electrostatic focusing and the radiation-
cooled collector.
The electrostatic focusing will reduce the ion bombardment of the cathode
since only those ions formed between the cathode and the first lens can get back to
the cathode. This should improve the cathode life.
Insufficient experimental information is available to predict the effect
on tube life of the radiation-cooled collector. The collector is conservatively
designed, using the information obtained in the study of the radiation-cooled collector
in this program. Life considerations are covered in the collector section of the report.
B-9
e. Mechanical and Thermal Design of the Tube Components
A detailed investigation of the mechanical design to prove that each
component has sufficient power handling capability and will withstand the normal
shock and vibration specifications for space tubes was not undertaken. The reason
for this was that, with exception of the radiation-cooled collector, each element can
be designed using the existing experience from other devices.
The required power handling capability of the helix resonator, which is
thermally the most critical element, is well below the limit obtained in traveling-
wave tubes using similar helix diameters.
Brazed assemblies will be used in the electrostatic lenses, and the helix
resonators and standard ruggedized packaging of the gun assembly will be used.
. TUBE COMPONENTS AND RESULTS FROM THE COLD-TEST
OF THE EXTENDED-INTERACTION RESONATORS
a. Buncher Resonators
As mentioned in the introduction, initial electrical designof the tube was
performed for operating perveances of 0.5 x 10 -6 and 0.7 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 The
selected beam voltage was 7 kV for the perveance 0.5 x 10 -6 design and 6 kV for the
perveance 0.7 x 10 -6 design. This is in accordance with an expected conversion
efficiency of 50%. Half-wavelength helical buncher resonators were selected for both
design perveances.
The tunnel diameter of the resonators was determined by requirements
set by the electrostatic focusing. The tunnel diameter is 0. 180 inch for the perveance
-6 -6
0.5 x 10 design and 0.280 inch for the perveance 0.7 x 10 design. The tunnel
diameter for the perveance 0.5 x 10 -6 tube was selected 20% larger than the theoretical
limit to facilitate the lens design.
B-IO
The relatively small tunnel diameter permissible for the perveance 0.5 x
-610 beam allows the use of a tape helix. A ring-loop resonator was selected for
-6
the perveance 0.7 x 10 tube. The ring-loop circuit is less attractive than a
conventionalhelix becauseof its greater mechanical complexity, but is necessary
-6becauseof the larger tunnel diameter required for the perveance 0.7 x 10 design.
A sketch and picture of thefinal version of the cold-test model of the
tape helix resonator is shownin Figures B-4a and B-4b.
The ring-loop resonator is shownin Figures B-5a and B-5b. The cold-
test measurements were performed on scaled models of the resonator (2:1 scale
factor) to facilitate the fabrication of the parts and assembly of the resonator.
Boron nitride supports are used for both resonators. This material was
selected because of its good thermal conductivity and low dielectric constant.
The circuits are electrically shorted at each end by a radial connection
to the surrounding resonator shield. This type of termination is more reproducible
than the more commonly used end-plane termination.
The cold-tests were performed using standard measurement techniques.
The results are listed in Table B-II.
The helical resonator operates at its lowest resonant frequency and is
electrically half a wavelength long. Due to end-effects, in particular the presence
of the beam hole, the variation of the axial component of the electric field is
approximately sinusoidal. The helix is, therefore, effectively a full wavelength of
a sinusoidally varying field, with field reversal at the middle. To minimize the
resonator length and the variation of the beam coupling coefficient with the operating
voltage, the resonator length was adjusted to a peak-to-peak separation in the electric
field corresponding to an electronic phase shift of approximately fie p = 2.5 radians
at the operating beam voltage (compared with _ radians for completely synchronous
interaction).
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f i g u r e  B-4b. Cold-Test Model fo r  t h e  Tape Helix Resonator fo r  Extended- 
1 n te rac t ion  Electrostatically Focused Klyst ron.  The Beam 
Design Perveance i s  0.5 x 10-6 AIV3'2. 
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F igu re  B-5b. Cold-Test Model for  the Ring-Loop Resonator fo r  Extended- 
In te rac t i on  Electrostatically Focused KI  stron. The Beam 
Design Perveance i s  0.7 x 10-6 A I V  31 2 .
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TABLE B-II
Tabulation of results from the cold-test of helical buncher resonators. The
resonators are operatedin the lowest frequency mode.
Parameter
Circuit type
Tunnel diameter
Interaction impedanceon
resonator axis
Average value of the interaction
impedance over the beam area
(v/a = 0.75)
Normalized spacingbetween the
peaks in the axial electrical field --
fie p
Testfrequency
Perveance
0.5 x 10 -6 (A/V 3/2)
Tape helix
0. 180 inch
Perveance
-6 V3/2)O.7 x 10 (A/
Ring- loop
0. 280 inch
354 ohms
390 ohms
2.57 radians
(V = 7 kV)
O
2334 MHz
173 ohms
224 ohms
2.59 radians
(V ° = 6 kV)
2 x 1095 MHz
(scaled model)
The axial variation of the electrical field is measured by the perturbation
of the resonant frequency vs position of a small bead on the axis.
The interaction impedance is measured by perturbation of the resonant
frequency by a dielectric rod at the axis of the resonator. Due to the radial variation
of the axial electrical field, the interaction impedance varies over the beam area. The
interaction impedance averaged over the beam area is obtained by multiplying the
axial impedance by the correction factor h, which is given by:
h = I 2 i12(Tb)o (Tb)- (B-l)
where T is the radial propagation factor of the circuit wave and b is beam radius.
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The derivation of Eq. (B-l) assumes a purely sinusoidal variation of the
electrical field in axial direction and that the current density is constant over the
beam area. In our case it gives a small correction so the result is not sensitive
to these assumptions.
The gain-bandwidth produceper unit length is approximately proportional
to the interaction impedance (Rsh/Q) andthe beamperveance K. From the values
listed in Table B-II we find that the gain-bandwidthproduct of the perveance 0.7 x 10-6
-6design is only 0.8 times the gain-bandwidthproduct of the perveance 0.5 x 10 design.
The desired Q-factor of the resonators is obtainedby iron plating a portion
of the circuit to increase its effective resistivity.
The two last buncher resonators are tuned outside the band so their Q
does not affect the bandpasscharacteristic. They should have the highest possible
Q-factor to minimize the rf losses. Themeasured Q-factor is approximately 600
for an unplated helix resonator. The expectedrf losses in the last helix resonator
-6(for the perveance 0.5 x 10 design) are in the region of 10watts. This is well
within the cooling capability of the boron nitride support system.
b. Output Resonators
The helical resonators described in the preceding section are well suited
for the buncher region due to their small size and large interaction-impedance
(Rsh/Q). They are, however, inherently lossy and have poor power handling capability;
therefore, they are not well-suited as output resonators.
The selected approach was to use two-gap coupled-cavity resonators
as output circuits. The resonators are operated in the 7r-mode. The 7r-mode
._n,_,._,_ was -_ .... _,,s_,,d of the o.. _^._ ...... ,-^-,_,,-,,,_,u_ uw-_,u,, for several reasons. The _-
mode resonator yields a high conversion efficiency and is mechanically smaller than
the 27r-mode resonator for a given frequency. A major disadvantage of a 27r-mode
B-17
resonator is that it requires anadditional lens electrode betweenthe two interaction
gaps for refocusing of the beam.
Sketchesand a picture of the final version of the cold-test models of the
-6
resonators are shownfor the perveance 0.5 x 10 design in Figures B-6a and B-6b
-6
and for the perveance0.7 x 10 design in Figures B-7a and B-7b.
The output resonators are similar to the designused in the X-3064 tube.
The center drift tube is supported by a cylindrical rod. The rod diameter is styled
to provide a goodcooling of the drift tubewith a minimum of reduction in the inter-
action impedance (Rsh/Q) .
The diameter of the beam tunnel is increasing toward the collector
end in both resonators. The tunnel diameter in the first interaction gap is smaller
than the tunnel size used in the buncher section. This gives strong coupling between
the electron beam and resonator field in the first interaction gap. The tapered
tunnel diameter allows radial spread of the beam under rf condition with a minimum
of beam interception.
The conical shape of the output resonator ends was arrived at as a com-
promise between the highest attainable interaction impedance and the most desired
location of the interaction gaps with respect to the penultimate resonator and the
collector. The distance between the penultimate resonator and the center of the
output resonator is selected for optimum bunching at the output interaction gaps.
The collector entrance should be located as close to the output interaction gaps as
possible because of the rapid spread of the beam under rf conditions.
The cold-test measurements were performed using a standard perturbation
measurement technique. The results of the measurement are listed together with
pertinent design parameters in Table B-III.
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dd
Figure B-6a. Sketch of Cold-Test Model of the Two-Gap Coupled-Cavity
Extended-Interaction Output Resonator. The Resonator
Operates in the _-Mode and is Designed for a Perveance
0. 5 x 10-6 A/V 3/2 Beam.
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F igu re  B-6b. Cold-Test Model of the Two-Gap Coupled-Cavity Extended- 
I n terac t ion  Output  Resonator. The Resonator Operates in 
t h e  7r-Mode and is  Designed for a Perveance 0.5 x 
A N  3/2 Beam. 
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Figure B-7a. Sketch of Cold-Test Model of the Two-GapCoupled Cavity
Extended-Interaction Output Resonator. The Resonator
Operates in the _-Mode and is Designed for a Perveance
0. 7 x 10-6 A/V 3/2 Beam.
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F i g u r e  B-7b. Cold-Test Model of the Two-Gap Coupled Cavity Extended- 
I n te rac t i on  Ou tpu t  Resonator. The Resonator Operates 
in t h e  T- Mode and  i s  Designed fo r  a Perveance 0.7 x 
A 1V3/2 B ea m . 
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TABLE B-III
Results from cold-test of two-gap w-modeextendedinteraction output
r esonators
Interaction impedance on tube axis
(Rsh/Q)o
Average beam diameter (assumed)
Correction factor for field sag
Average value of the interaction
impedanceover the beam area
Normalized spacing betweenthe
peaks in the axial electrical field-
fie p
Test frequency
Ferveance
0.5 x 10 .6 A/V 3/2
420 ohms
0. 135 inch
1.14
480 ohms
2.2 radians
(V ° = 7 kV)
2292 MHz
Perveance
0.7 x 10 .6 A/V 3/2
220 ohms
0.210 inch
1.38
304 ohms
2.3 radians
(V = 6kV)
O
2295 MHz
Since very little is known about the beam diameter and current density
distribution in the region of the output resonator, we have selected to use the value
of the (Rsh/Q) at the resonator axis in the design calculation of the tube. This provides
a margin of safety in the design.
c. Electrostatic Lens System and Electron Gun
The electrostatic lens system consists of a series of single electrode
lenses located between the resonators. The lenses are designed using digital
computer techniques. The computer predictions have proven to be quite accurate.
Only a minor experimental adjustment of the diameter of the last lens is normally
necessary to provide optimum performance of the tube under rf conditions.
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A typical lens design is shownin Figure B-1. The lens electrode is ring-
shapedand is supportedby three cylindrical dielectric rods. The lens assembly is
brazed for rigidity.
A relatively weak electrostatic lens, designedto operate at cathode
potential, is placedat the entrance of the collector. The function of this lens is to
suppress the secondaryelectrons and thermionic primary electrons from the
collector. This lens also provides drainage of the ions generated in the collector.
This is a necessary feature to prevent ion focusing of the beam in the collector
region.
Theselected area convergencefor the electron gun is 20:1. Guns
producing the high quality laminar beam required for the electrostatic focusing are
easily designedfor this area convergenceat the required beam perveance. The
resulting cathodeloading is 0.16 A/cm 2. The life expectancy of oxide cathodesis
several tens of thousandsof hours for this loading. A ruggedizedgun structure with
a magnetically compensatedpotted heater wouldbe used to satisfy normal shock
and vibration specifications for space tubes.
4. TRADEOFF ANALYSES BETWEEN EFFICIENCY AND BANDWIDTH
This section presents the results of tradeoff analyses between efficiency,
bandwidth, and the required beam voltage.
An increased bandwidth of the klystron can be obtained at the expense of
the conversion efficiency by increasing the loading of the output resonator beyond
the value for optimum efficiency. The loss in conversion efficiency increases the
necessary beam power and beam voltage. The overall efficiency can be partially
regained by collector depression.
The conversion efficiency and the depressed collector efficiency were cal-
culated as a function of the relative -3 dB bandwidth using Eq. (B-2), (B-3), and
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(B-10) of Section 5. The calculations were performed for beam perveances of
0.5 x 10-6 A/V 3/2 and 0.7 x 10-6 A/V 3/2"using the cold-test data of the output
resonators described in Section 3. The cold tests were performed onmodels
designedfor operation at 6 kV for the perveance 0.7 x 10-6 A/V 3/2 design. We
l_t'_l'T_ "_1_ '_'1_ 1".1"_1_1_t _" _11_¢111TC_'_ Q_{:_1111_Llrl _'1"_,r1_" 11_ I /_"_ 1Q 111f'I/:_I"I_1"11"I_1"I_" /'_'_ _'I_ _I_'_i'}_
voltage within the range presented in the graphs.
The results of the analyses are shown in Figures B-8, B-9 and B-10.
Figure B-8 shows the conversion-efficiency as a function of the bandwidth as
determined by the loading. The maximum predicted conversion efficiency is in the
region between 60 and 70% and is determined by electron reflection in the output
resonator. For lighter loading the efficiency will go thru a maximum and then fall
off (not shown in this computer calculation). The output resonator is normally
overcoupled slightly beyond the point of optimum efficiency to prevent electron
reflections. The relative bandwidth which can be obtained without sacrifice in the
efficiency is approximately 1% for the perveance 0.7 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 design and
1.5% using a perveance 0.5 x 10 -6 A/V3/2 beam. The superior performance of the
perveance 0.5 x 10 -6 design is due to the larger value of the interaction impedance
(Rsh/Q).
In selecting the design parameters of the tube, we have decided to over-
couple the output resonator slightly to maintain a low beam interception in the exit
tunnel. The interception is caused by radial velocity modulation of _he beam under
saturated rf conditions.
The selected conversion efficiency was 50%°. Figure B-8 indicates that a
klystron with a -3 dB bandwidth of 1.9% can be designed using a perveance 0.5 x
10 -6 A/V 3/2 beam. This bandwidth corresponds to 43.7 MHz at a center frequency
of 2300 MHz.
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Figure B-9 showsthe calculated efficiency with the collector depressed to
the limit of reflecting electrons. For the selected operating point this gives overall
efficiency of 63%. Figure B-9 also showsthat the depressedcollector efficiency is
monotonically decreasing with increased bandwidth. This indicates that the loss in
conversion efficiency due to overloading of the output resonator cannotbe fully
regained by additional depression of the collector potential.
As the shunt resistance of the output resonator is lowered to increase
bandwidth, we need more driving current to produce the required power. The
corresponding variation in beam voltage for our selected perveance values is shown
in Figure B-10.
, THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE TRADEOFF ANALYSES BETWEEN
EFFICIENCY AND BANDWIDTH
a. Introduction
The tradeoff analyses between the efficiency and bandwidth are based
upon results obtained from a large-signal analysis of the output region of a typical
electrostatically focused extended-interaction klystron. The principal information
obtained from this analysis is the variation of the conversion efficiency and depressed
collector efficiency as a function of the load conductance of the output resonator for
various spacings between the interaction gaps in the resonator. The load conductance
is directly related to the bandwidth of the tube for a given value of interaction
impedance (Rsh/Q) of the output resonator. The value of (Rsh/Q) is found through
cold-test of the specific resonator design used in the tube.
In the following we give a brief description of the results obtained from
the large-signal analysis and derive approximate analytical relations between the
efficiency and bandwidth.
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b. Large-Signal Results
The large-signal analysis was performed for a beam perveance of
0.7 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 and a beam radius 7b = 0.8 radian which are typical values
of the beam parameters used in electrostatically focused klystrons. The buncher
system used for simulation of the drive conditions of the output resonator consisted
of three helical resonators. The variation of the axial electrical field along the
resonators was assumed to be a full wavelength sinusoid. The two last buncher
cavities were tuned above the operating frequency band for an optimum modulation
of the beam. The fundamental component of rf beam current is 1.57 times the dc
beam current at the center of the output resonator.
The variation of the axial electrical field in the two-gap coupled-
cavity output resonator was represented by a full wavelength sinusoid. The
calculated conversion efficiency is plotted as a function of the normalized load
conductance GL/G for various values of the normalized spacing/3 p between theo e
peaks in the axial electrical field in Figure B-11.
c. Conversion Efficiency
It is seen from Figure B-11 that the optimum value of fie p depends
upon the loading of the resonator.
If for each value of loading we take the optimum value of fie p, we
find that the conversion efficiency _c is given approximately by the simple relation
0.54
= (B-2)
77c (GL/Go)
Equation (B-2) is valid for normalized loads GL/G ° > 0.8. For smaller
values of the loading the efficiency is limited by electron reflections in the resonator.
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The large-signal computer program used in the analysis is based
upon a one-dimensional model of the electron beam. In other words, the electron
motion is restricted to the axial direction. This condition is not satisfied in an
electrostatically focused tube to the same degree as in an magnetically focused tube.
However, the efficiency analysis still yields relatively accurate results for
electrostatically focused tubes. This is demonstrated by the efficiency calculations
performed on the X-3064 electrostatically focused extended-interaction klystron.
This tube has an output power of 100 watts and uses the same combination of
helical buncher resonators and a two-gap coupled-cavity output resonator as in
the design outlined in the present report. The measured efficiency and the normalized
load conductance of this tube is indicated in Figure B-11. The normalized gap
spacing/3ep used in the output resonator is 2.48 radians. It is seen that the
measured efficiency is about 4 percentage points lower than the predicted value.
d. Depressed Collector Efficiency
The depressed collector efficiency is plotted as a function of the
normalized load conductance in Figure B-12. The calculation of the depressed
collector efficiency is based upon the assumption that the collector can be operated
at a potential determined by the energy of the slowest electron leaving the output
resonator. The depressed collector efficiency_ is given approximately by the
equation
7? = 0.75 - 0.11 (GL/Go) (B-3)
The relative -3dB bandwidth ( A f/f) of the output resonator (assuming that the drive
current is independent of the frequency) is given by
1-(. Oo (B-4)
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The dc beam conductanceG
o
and the dc beam power W by
canbe expressed in terms of the beam perveance K
G =K4/5 W 1/5
O
(B-5)
The required beam power is determined by the conversion efficiency _c and the
desired output power P by
P
W - (B-6)
_c
From Eq. (B-2), (B-4), (B-5) and (B-6) we find the conversion
efficiency for a desired output power
5/6
(B-7)
The depressed collector efficiency ?7 is expressed in terms of the
conversion efficiency by combining the results of Eq. (B-2) and B-3)
0. 594
?7 = 0.75 (B-8)
_7c
e. Beam Voltage
power W by
The beam voltage V
O
is related to the beam perveance K and beam
5/2W = K V (B-9)
O
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By using the results of Eq. (B-6) and solving for Vo, we get
Vo=t- _ Kl/2/5 (B-IO)
Equations (B-7), (B-8) and (B-10) are used for the prediction of the
conversion efficiency, depressed collector efficiency, and the required beam voltage
"a t_.for selected values of resonator interaction impedance _ sh/_), the beam perveance
K, and required values of output power P and the -3 dB bandwidth (ix f/f).
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ADDENDUM C
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
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This section presents the results of the traveling wave tube study for a 1-kW
cw space environment S-band power amplifier. All work on this phase of the program
was conducted at the Palo Alto facility of Varian by the High-Power TWT Development
Group of the Traveling Wave Tube Division of Varian.
For purposes of comparison with other device types, the TWT design objec-
tives were set at 1-kW cw maximum power output centered at a frequency of 2300 MHz
A 1-dB minimum bandwidth of at least 100 MHz and a power gain in excess of 30 dB
were also assumed as part of the major design objectives. High efficiency and low
weight were considered to be of prime importance in arriving at a tube design.
2. WORK SUMMARY
A 1-kW cw traveling wave tube designed for moderately high efficiency will
typically have an operating beam voltage in the neighborhood of 5 kV. For this voltage
and power range, the ring-loop helix structure was determined as being the most
suitable circuit on which to base a TWT design which could be used in a comparative
evaluation with other device types. Efficiency studies were conducted to determine
the optimum mode of operation for achieving high overall efficiency. In connection
with these studies, a literature survey of some 42 papers and articles on efficiency
and/or large signal analyses was compiled for reference use during the course of the
study program. Both large- and small-signal computer calculations were made to
analyze the performance capability of the proposed tube design. Extensive analyses
were made of the thermal capabilities of the proposed structure to determine the
practicability of achieving 1 kW of cw power in the small-size circuit geometry of a
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ring-loop design. These thermal studies are presented in AddendumG of this report,
alongwith the results of a thermal experiment ona test section of the proposed circuit
configuration. Other test sections were fabricated for the purpose of measuring the
impedanceand velocity characteristics of the ring-loop circuit in its proposed configu-
ration. These datawere taken to support initial assumptionswhich were used in
carrying out muchof the theoretical designwork. Magnetic focusing calculations were
made which showedthe feasibility of using lightweight focusing with the proposed
circuit geometry. A tabulation of important designparameters was prepared which is
representative of a minimum weight TWT device for achieving the proposed 1-kW per-
formance in a spaceenvironmenttube.
3. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The traveling wave tube is not normally considered a truly high-efficiency
device. It is perhaps more often characterized by its wide interaction bandwidth.
However, this wideband performance is achieved in part at the expense of interaction
efficiency. Most wideband circuits have relatively low interaction impedances com-
pared with the impedance of a narrowband or resonant type structure. The basic con-
version efficiency in a TWT is directly related to the magnitude of the interaction
impedance of the circuit structure.
High efficiencies are attainable in the traveling wave tube when strong coupling
between the electron stream and the circuit exists. The measure of this coupling is
expressed by the Pierce 1 parameter, C, which is defined by
1/3
C = 4
where K is the circuit interaction impedance averaged over the electron beam area
and Ro is the dc beam impedance, Vo/I o. The basic beam conversion efficiency is
to a large extent proportional to the value of C.
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Additional efficiency is sometimes possible through the use of either tapered
circuits or beam voltage steps for correcting the phasebetweenthe circuit wave and
the modulatedbeam current to optimize the extraction of rf energy. Overall efficiency
may also be increased beyondthe normal conversion efficiency by depressing the
be doneto a point, however, as the slow electrons in the spentbeam will finally be
reflected and collected at the higher circuit potential.
Through the abovetechniques it is possible to achieve traveling wave tube
efficiencies in excess of 50%. To accomplish this, however, a high-perveance beam
must be coupledto a high-impedance circuit, and an operating mode chosenwhich tends
to enhancethe basic and overall efficiencies of the tube.
Since widebandperformance is not a major objective of the program, a certain
amount of trading of bandwidthfor interaction impedanceandefficiency is possible.
This takes place in the ring-loop helix structure by virtue of the dispersive nature of
the circuit which causes the group velocity to be significantly less than the phase
velocity under typical operating conditions. Interaction impedanceis inversely pro-
portional to the group velocity. In a widebandnondispersive structure such as a helix,
the group and phasevelocities tend to be equal.
a. General Design Considerations
The basic design question is not one of achieving a kilowatt of cw power
with the desired bandwidth and gain characteristics. Even with helix type circuits,
this is well within the state of the present art. The principal question is with regard
to size and weight, and as to whether or not an overall design efficiency can be achieved
which would place the traveling wave tube in competition with the other devices under
consideration. To do this, an efficiency of the order of 50% or greater would appear
necessary, a portion of which can be expected to come from depressed collector
operation.
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At these anticipated efficiencies, a beam power in the range of 2500
watts is indicated. The beamperveance shouldbe made high to produce the coupling
required for efficient interaction. A circuit perveance of 1.8 x 10-6 A/V 3/2, which
-6gives an effective beam perveance of approximately 2.0 x 10 after allowing for the
voltage depression within the beam, is aboutthe upper limit of what can be easily
focusedwith lightweight PPM focusing techniques. Consequently, circuit voltages in
the 4.0 to 5.0 kV ranges are appropriate to the design. At this frequency andvoltage,
the resulting circuit diameter is less than 0. 250inch if the circuit fields are to couple
well with the beam (basedonan operating 7a of aroundunity, where 7a is a normalized
circuit parameter expressedas the product of the radial propagation constant of the
wave times the radius of the interaction circuit).
Most of the ensuingdiscussion is concerned with the specific choice of
interaction circuit, efficiency considerations, and other similar areas which relate
directly to the performance capabilities of the tube. From a pure device standpoint,
parameters which are more or less commonto the alternate appruachesunder con-
sideration have not entered directly into the traveling wave tube study program. For
example, the TWT beam parameters are similar to a comparable klystron design and
are such that anynumber of standard convergentgun designs would be satisfactory.
It is also assumedin this study that radiation cooling of the collector will be employed,
again of design similar to that of the klystron. Heat from the gun m_dtubebody are
assumedto be carried awayby conduction cooling, or by means of a heat pipe. Only
the estimate of the maximum dissipation power which could be expected are presented
in the final TWT design summary. Reliability and cathodelife expectancies are specifi-
cally treated in AddendumF. Data on the design and performance of radiation-cooled
collectors are discussed in AddendumE.
b. General Circuit Studies
Although a number of different circuit types were investigated during
the course of the program, studies were centered principally around the helix or
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helix-derived circuits. The helix is very nearly an optimum circuit for traveling wave
tube interaction when compared with other known circuit types. It is simple to fabri-
cate, its size and weight are minimum, it exhibits high interaction impedance, and it
operates over extremely wide instantaneous bandwidths. At low velocities, the inter-
_r_÷'_r,,'n "_'m_rlc,'nr_ _f ÷h_. _'_'r'._l,_ h_l"_v _'nn'_.r_.-sr.'hc_Q ,r_'_r_ n_l_ ÷'hn+ r',_e _, -F,-,-,,,r,_,-1 c,'h,',_,",_l_l
field z which is more or less an idealized formulation for a single component wave
propagating at the beam interaction velocity. At higher velocities where the simple
helix is no longer adequate, somewhat more complicated helix-derived circuits begin
to function with many of the same characteristics as the simple helix circuit. Usually,
it is only when the power handling capabilities of helix-type circuits are exceeded that
other circuit types are employed.
Actually, the most generally used traveling wave tube circuits may be
divided into three more or less distinct classes of circuits: (1) the simple helix and
its immediate derivatives, (2) the cross-wound class of multiple helix circuits, and
(3) the periodic coupled-cavity or waveguide derived circuits.
The simple helix is ideal for low-power, low-voltage applications, but
presents a number of problems for higher voltage and power tubes. TWT design
parameters are such that circuit dimensions tend to scale with the beam velocity.
Both the size of the helix and the helix pitch angle increase at higher voltages. This
ultimately leads to physically impractical geometries. In addition, as the helix dimen-
sions increase, the forward-wave impedance falls off inversely with diameter while the
backward-wave impedance increases markedly under these same conditions. As a
result, shorter and lower gain sections of helix must be employed to prevent backward-
wave instabilities from occurring. But, unless a high gain section is employed
following the attenuator or sever (required for forward-wave stability), a serious loss
in efficiency occurs. 3, ¢ Although methods have been devised for suppressing backward-
__1 ......... _1_1......... _..1 ........ 1..__ -- highwave interaction m.................,mlLx-_ypu muw,_-- they- u,,zy _xLvs_u ,,w-- u_um_s,u_ Lu _Ls,itly er
voltage ranges before severe compromises in design become necessary. The maxi-
mum practical design range for the ordinary helix circuit is usually in the neighborhood
of 3 to 5 kV.
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Coupledcavity or loaded waveguidecircuits, on the other hand, operate
best at high voltages andhigh power, and havetheir most serious shortcomings at
lower voltages. Althoughthe power handling capabilities of these circuits is excellent,
the geometries required for low-voltage or low-velocity operation causesthe inter-
action impedanceto be lowered more or less in proportion to the phasevelocity of the
circuit, s Their useful range is generally abovethe 10-kV level of operating voltages.
Waveguidecircuits are proportionately much larger and heavier than helix-type circuits.
In their low-velocity configurations, they are very difficult to adapt to any sort of
lightweight permanentmagnetfocusing schemes.
The cross-wound helix6 class of circuits, which includes the ring-bar
circuit as one of the useful derivatives of the more basic two-helix configuration,
tends to bridge the gapbetweenhelix andwaveguidecircuits. They are basically a
higher velocity circuit than the helix, havemost of the desirable properties of the
helix, andalso havea number of additional advantagesover the helix circuit. Their
size and weight are comparable to the helix. As a result, they are applicable to the
same lightweight permanent magnetfocusing schemes as the helix. Power handling
capabilities generally exceedthose of the helix. Although the bandwidth is less than
the helix, the impedance-bandwidthproduct is somewhatgreater. Becauseof the
symmetry properties of the cross-wound helix (essentially two helices woundin
oppositesenses), most of the electric energy ends up in the fundamental componentof
the circuit mode, whereas the magnetic energy becomes largely associatedwith the
spaceharmonic fields. As a consequence,the fundamental interaction impedanceis
significantly higher than that of the ordinary helix, andthe backward-wave impedance
(associatedwith the -1 spaceharmonic fields) is drastically reduced from that of the
simple helix. Since the problem of backward-wave interaction represents one of the
more serious limitations of the ordinary helix at higher power levels, the cross-wound
structure offers major advantagesin medium- to high-power applications, provided
bandwidth is not a limiting factor.
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Since the advantagesof the cross-wound structure stem from its
symmetry properties, the helical form is not essential. Thus, the ring-bar circuit
(a series of periodically spacedrings alternately connectedby means of a straight bar
at the top and bottom of the rings) has symmetrical current paths corresponding to
involves twice as many elements as the simple helix circuit. This is one of the main
factors involved in the relatively high velocity of these circuits as comparedwith the
helix. To slow the circuit downfor lower voltage applications, the connectingbars
can be extendedto becomeloops with someaddedseries inductance. The resulting
ring-loop circuit, besides being slower than the ring-bar structure, has a more uni-
form field distribution around the ring (the bar has a tendencyto short out axial electric
fields) and exhibits a slightly higher interaction impedance.
c. Ring-Lool_ Circuit Study
Because of the many advantages of the ring-loop circuit, it was chosen
as the most suitable circuit on which to base a TWT design which could be used in a
comparative evaluation with other device types. A summary of the major factors in-
volved in choosing this circuit are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Lightweight, small size, may be easily focused using standard
PPM focusing techniques.
Greater power handling capability than a helix circuit.
Up to three times the impedance of a helix circuit.
Low second harmonic interaction due to the dispersive nature
of the circuit. (This results in improved fundamental efficiencies. )
Exceptionally low backward-wave impedance permits more gain
following the attenuator without instability problems. (This
prevents loss in efficiency due to the attenuator. )
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In addition to the high fundamental impedanceand low backward-wave
impedance, the ring-loop circuit is relatively free from other mode instabilities.
This is particularly true for the symmetrical configuration with two support rods used
in the proposed circuit design. In the two-rod configuration the support rods are
placed in regions of field maxima for the undesirable antisymmetric or "ring" mode
such that it becomesselectively loadedwith respect to the desired mode.
Since the ring-loop circuit is basically a higher velocity circuitthan the
helix, itfinds itsprincipal usage in applications employing circuitvoltages of 7.0 kV
and above. At the 1-kW power level a high conversion efficiencydesign (which results
from the use of a high perveance beam) requires that the circuitvoltage be consider-
ably less than this. All of the theoreticaldesign calculations were based on assumed
values for the circuitparameters. To determine the impedance and velocity charac-
teristicswhich might be achieved in the proposed ring-loop configuration, a number of
test circuit sections were constructed. Initiallythese were constructed using Stycast
support rods simulating beryllia rods having a dielectric constant of 6.0. Later in
the program several test circuits were constructed with beryllia rods so that thermal
data could be obtained, as well as velocity and impedance data. Comparable data
were obtained with both the beryllia and the Stycast, and only the beryllia data has
been included here. Only the test circuit used for making thermal measurements was
brazed to the support rods. The other circuits were held together by mechanical com-
pression.
Velocity and impedance measurements were made by resonating short-
circuited lengths of each of the circuits. The frequency-phase characteristics were
obtained directly from the resonant frequencies and a simple probing of the fields to
determine the resonance mode number. The shift in the resonant frequency resulting
from a dielectric perturbing red on the axis of the circuit was used to calculate the
circuit interaction impedance. The resulting data is presented in Figures C-1 and
C-2.
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The dispersive nature of the ring-loop circuit may be seen from Fig-
ure C-1 which has a number of voltage lines plotted with the data which represent
phase velocity. The circuit geometry used for these tests is described in Addendum G.
The 7a = 1.0 line is indicated in the figure and represents the proposed circuit radius
for the tube. To make _a = i. 0 at the desired operating irequency the design circuit
must be physically scaled from the actual test circuits. This is a linear scaling of
circuit dimensions with frequency. Although the circuit velocity is slower for larger
radii, that is, larger 7a (7_fl for phase velocities which are small compared with
the velocity of light), the impedance of the circuit becomes less as 7a increases.
However, this loss in impedance is partially compensated by the fact that both the
phase velocity and the ratio of group velocity to phase velocity decrease for larger
values of 7a. For a given circuit the value of C does not necessarily decrease with
7a (assuming a constant beam power) since the lower velocity circuit would be operated
with a higher perveance beam.
The measurements of impedance are presented in Figure C-2. K(a)
refers to the impedance level at the circuit radius, a, and K(0) is the impedance on
the axis of the circuit. The group and phase velocities of the circuit are Vg and Vp
respectively and ka is the product of the free-space wave number, k, times the circuit
radius. A value of 13 ka was assumed for the quantity (Vg/Vp K(a) in all of the
computations made for the proposed design. This number was based on existing higher
velocity circuits with two round BeO support rods. The measured values obtained for
the proposed ring-loop configuration are close to the assumed value but are more
nearly equal to ll/ka. The difference is due largely to the greater loading effect of
the rectangular support rods, rather than to changes in velocity. It is interesting to
note that the measured impedance function was relatively insensitive to either velocity
changes or to the brazing of the circuit structure.
The quantity (Vg/Vp) K(a) for a comparable helix structure is only about
6.5/ka or about one-half that of the ring-loop structure. In addition, the dispersive
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nature of the ring-loop geometry causesthe Vp/Vg ratio for the circuit to be between
1.5 and 2.0, which makes the actual circuit interaction impedancemore like 3.0 times
that of an ordinary helix.
d. Efficiency Studies
Although considerable effort was spent in studying methods for achieving
high efficiency in the proposed 1-kW tube, the subject was by no means exhausted.
The efficiency of a traveling wave tube is an extremely complex function affected by a
large number of interdependent parameters. Numerous studies have been made with
regard to the mechanism of power saturation in a traveling wave tube and to the
effects of various operating tube parameters. A number of computer programs have
been devised at Varian and elsewhere for calculating the large-signal operation of a
traveling wave tube. These programs are generally based on a calculation of the
motions and interactions of a finite number of representative electrons in the beam.
Space-charge effects, circuit losses, harmonic interactions, and nonuniform (tapered)
tube parameters are accounted for in the computations.
A literature survey of some 42 papers and articles on efficiency and/or
large-signal analyses was compiled for reference use during the course of the study
program. These have been included at the end of this Addendum.
From the various studies and experimental facts on traveling wave tube
efficiency, the following significant observations can be made:
(i) The basic conversion efficiency is nearly proportional to the
Pierce coupling parameter, C. The proportionality factor
diminishes as C becomes large (i. e., for Cs greater than 0.1).
(2) For a given set of tube parameters, the efficiency increases
with the velocity parameter, b, in the range between b = 0 and
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(3)
(4)
(5)
b = 2.0, where the parameter, b, is defined through the
relationship
i + Cb = (beam velocity)/(circuitphase velocity)
Over this range the maximum small-signal gain of the tube
generally occurs for values of b around unity. Gain becomes
increasingly less in the overvoltaged region where efficiency is
highest. The precise value of b at which the maximum small-
signal gain occurs depends on a number of factors such as
space-charge parameters and other circuit and beam parameters.
The maximum bunching forces acting to modulate the beam occur
in the region of b = 0 where the circuit wave and the beam
velocity are nearly synchronous. Higher values of I1/I 0 (ratio
of fundamental ac current in the beam to the dc beam current)
are reached under these conditions than in the overvoltaged case;
however, the overvoltaging creates a more favorable phase for
extracting energy and results in a higher beam conversion
efficiency.
Electron bunching is better defined, and there is less velocity
distribution in the bunch when synchronous (b = 0) bunching is
employed than when the tube is operated in an overvoltaged
condition.
Efficiency can be improved with either circuit tapering or beam
velocity jumps which can be tailored to maintain a more favor-
able phase relationship between the fundamental ac component of
beam current and the circuit fields for extracting energy from
the beam. Improvements in efficiency have been demonstrated
for both positive and negative tapers. (A negative taper is
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(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(io)
defined as a slowing down of the circuit wave with respect to
the beam, whereas a positive taper is a speeding up of the wave
with respect to the beam. )
Negative tapering is most effective for increasing the tube
efficiency when it is applied to a beam that underwent synchro-
nous bunching. It may actually reduce the efficiency in the case
of an initially overvoltaged beam.
Positive tapering 0nly produces an efficiency improvement in the
case of a highly overvoltaged beam preceding the tapered region.
Efficiency enhancement by means of collector depression is
more effective for the case of well-defined bunching of the type
produced with synchronous beams than is possible in the case of
highly overvoltaged beams. This appears to be true either with
or without tapers, although no definitive data was obtained with
regard to the positive taper case.
Harmonic interaction between the beam and the circuit generally
reduces the fundamental saturation efficiency obtainable.
Harmonic interaction is usually negligible when synchronism
is not maintained at the harmonic frequencies, as in a highly
dispersive circuit.
The basic conversion efficiency is strongly dependent upon the
amount of gain between the sever and the output of the tube.
Avoiding serious loss in efficiency may require a gain past the
attenuator of between 26 and 30 dB, or even higher under con-
ditions of velocity tapering.
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Although these observations may be considered general, the behavior
is very much dependent upon specific tube parameters and upon the location and details
of the circuit taper. Circuit tapers are generally started in the region where I1/I 0
reaches a maximum value in the absence of the taper.
Results of large-signal calculations made during the program which
illustrate some of the above points are presented in Figures C-3 and C-4. In both
cases the maximum small-signal gain occurs for b very close to unity. The increase
in efficiency with overvoltaging may be observed for the case of no tapering. The
effectiveness of the negative taper for small values of b is also apparent. At larger
values of C, the maximum value of I1/I0, as well as the point of maximum efficiency
improvement for negative tapers, occurs more nearly in the region of b = 0 than is
shown by the examples given in the figures.
At the 1 kW power level it is difficult to slow down the ring-loop circuit
to the wave velocity required for high conversion efficiency. Therefore, a mode of
operation is desirable in which a greater percentage of the efficiency enhancement
can be gained through collector depression. The use of synchronous bunching and
negative tapering provides the best opportunity for efficiency increase by collector
depression. This mode of operation was chosen for the proposed tube design.
Both large- and small-signal calculations were made with the Varian
computer program for a ring-loop circuit in combination with the proposed 1.8 x 10 -6
perveance beam. A value of (Vg/Vp) K(a) of 13.0 ka was assumed for the impedance
function of the circuit along with an operating 7a of unity.
All the efficiency calculations were made for a beam voltage of 4.9 kV
and a circuit diameter of 0. 210 inch. These values are compatible with an assumed
beam conversion efficiency of 33-1/3%. After the calculated efficiency is found, we
can scale the circuit in size and voltage, without changing the gain or efficiency, to
give the required power output. This scaling procedure is discussed in connection with
the final tabulated design data.
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A calculated small-signal gain characteristic is shownin Figure C-5.
This calculation was madefor the condition of optimum small-signal gain in an un-
tapered circuitand does not necessarily reflect the characteristics that would be
associated with a finaldesign based on high-efficiency operation. The computed gain
was a littleover 9 dB/inch of circuit. The 3-dB bandwidth is seen to be 600 MHz.
An indication of the second harmonic interaction was obtained by also
calculating the gain at 4.6 GHz. Due to the dispersive nature of the ring-loop circuit,
the small-signal gain at the second harmonic frequency was approximately 90 dB
down from that of the fundamental frequency.
Since there were no very wideband requirements associated with the
present application, large-signal efficiency calculations for the above circuit and
beam parameters were made only at the center frequency of 2.3 GHz. Results obtained
from these calculations are tabulated in Table C-I.
Again, the velocity parameter b is defined through the relationship
and I1/I 0
current.
1 + Cb = (beam velocity)/(circuit phase velocity)
is the ratio of beam current in the fundamental harmonic to the dc beam
TABLE C-I
Circuit Loss
(dB/wavelength)
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Pierce Velocity
Parameter (b)
C onversion
Efficiency
32
28
22
Uniform Circuit
1. 202
1. 202
0.0
Tapered Velocity
0.0-1.5
0.0 -3.0
0.0 - 1.5 -3.0
41
44
47
ll/Io(max)
0.75
0.76
1.08
i.i0
i.i0
1.12
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The one computation at the higher loss value was intended to be repre-
sentative of a circuit operating at approximately 600°C. However, only a very small
portion of circuit representing the saturated region of the tube would ever run at this
high a temperature. For making general comparisons, a more normal value of
0.2 dB/wavelength was used in most of the computations. Since the second harmonic
power for a typical computer run was 25 dB below the fundamental at saturation, it was
not included in subsequent calculations. The second harmonic power had almost no
measurable effect on the fundamental efficiency. It may be noted that the maximum
value of I1/I ° is significantly greater for the four cases where synchronous bunching
of the beam was employed.
Although the above calculations were made without a sever, the effect
of a sever on the efficiency can be minimized by designing for large gain after the
sever. One of the main advantages of the ring-loop circuit over the conventional helix
is that it has the added degree of stability which makes this possible. A recalculation
of the 47% efficiency run with a sever located approximately 30 dB back from the
saturated power point gave no change in efficiency. The results of this calculation are
shown in Figure C-6, which also shows the power buildup in the tube as a function of
the normalized length of the tube. In the example calculated the saturated power gain
was a little over 34 dB. The sever was located between y = 2.2 and y = 2.45 (where
y is in units of 2_ CN). The details of the taper used in making this calculation are
b= 0 for 0<y< 8.1, b=l.5for 8.1<y< 8.5, and b=3.0 for y greater than 8.5.
All of the above computations were made using 20 representative
electrons. The original run giving 47% efficiency was repeated using 36 electrons with
practically no change in the calculated efficiency. Because of the increased number of
electrons employed in this latter run it was used to analyze the velocity distribution in
the beam at saturation as well as to determine the degree of efficiency enhancement to
be expected from depressed collector operation. The results of these analyses are
shown in Figures C-7 and C-8.
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Figure C-7 shows a plot of the normalized velocities of individual
electrons as a function of their phase. The slowest electrons are at approximately
36% of the dc beam velocity, indicating that they have given up considerable energy
to the rf wave. The plot corresponds to a value of y = 9.2, in reference to the curve
given in Figure C-6, which is just prior to saturation. The phase position of the peak
of the fundamental component of alternating current is indicated as I 1 on the plot and
is noted to be in a decelerating field region. Saturation occurs when the phase of the
ac current falls back from the decelerating region into an accelerating region of the
wave. The value of I1/I ° associated with the plot in Figure C-7 is 0.48. At the actual
saturation point of Figure C-6 (y = 9.3) the value of I1/I ° is only 0.35 as compared
with its maximum value of 1.12 (occurring at a value of y= 8.6).
Figure C-8 presents the results of a beam analysis made on the spent
beam as it would emerge from the circuit interaction region under saturated rf con-
ditions. It is based on the same data used in constructing the plot given in Figure C-7.
The energy exchange process associated with the interaction of the
beam and the circuit results in most of the electrons losing energy. Consequently, as
the collector potential is lowered below that of the circuit, electrons will be selectively
reflected back into the circuit region on the basis of their residual energies. The
number of electrons reaching the collector has been plotted in Figure C-8 as a function
of the collector depression ratio, r. (Defined as the fraction of the total beam voltage
by which the collector has been depressed below the circuit. ) It may be noted that a
few electrons (No. 17, 18, and 19 of Figure C-7) actually gain energy and do not get
reflected unless the collector is depressed by more than the full beam voltage. Theo-
retically, no loss in transmission occurs until the collector is depressed by an amount
corresponding to the energy of the slowest electron. With 100% beam transmission
an efficiency enhancement ratio of 1/(1 - r) may be realized through collector depres-
sion. Since the improvement in efficiency results only from the current actually
reaching the collector, a fractional beam transmission of t results in only 1/(1 - rt)
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improvement in efficiency. A plot of the efficiency enhancementratio as a function of
the collector depression is included with the datapresented in Figure C-8. With a 20%
depression in collector voltage the beam transmission would theoretically drop to 80%
andbe accompaniedby a 1.21 improvement in efficiency• A maximum efficiency en-
ditions the tube efficiency would exceeda value of 60%.
A plot of the percent of the total beam power intercepted by the circuit
under depressed collector operation is also shown in Figure C-8. Becausethe
majority of the initially reflected electrons are low-energy electrons, the intercepted
power increases with the depression ratio at a much slower rate than the intercepted
current• At 20%depression the current interception is approximately 20%, but the
power represented by this current is less than 4% of the total beam power.
eo Lightweight Focus ing
The use of a helix-type circuit allows the circuit structure to be small
enough for lightweight periodic permanent magnetic (PPM) focusing to be employed.
PPM structures can be used with either axially or radially oriented magnets• How-
ever, the axial magnet type of focusing was found to be marginal with materials such
as Alnico VIII. Other higher coercive force materials such as platinum-cobalt are
available and could be used in place of Alnico VIII. Satisfactory radial magnet designs
can be obtained with sintered Alnico V. The sintered material is generally preferred
in small size magnets to achieve a high degree of uniformity. Considerably higher
fields than needed could be obtained with cast Alnico V or with the Alnico V - VII
materials. Use of Alnico is preferable to other magnetic materials because of its low
temperature coefficient•
The focusing problem was not studied in any more detail than to verify
that the required focusing fields could be obtained. A complete design for a radial
magnet structure was carried out and is presented in the final design summary• The
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radial magnet structure has the advantageof being a more openstructure which provides
room for input and output couplers and for heat conductors to cool the tubebody.
Brillouin field for the proposed design is 595gaussbased ona beam
diameter of one-half the circuit diameter. An actual rms design value of 700gauss
was chosenwhich offers considerable margin of safety. (At a more typical operating
ratio for beam-to-circuit diameter of 0.7, the Brillouin value of focusing field is
only 425gauss.) A magnetic period of 0. 640inch was chosenalongwith a magnetic
gap-to-period ratio of 0.20. With these parameters the beam ripple amplitude is
5-1/2 % of the average radius. The stopband voltage below which the beam blows
up is of the order of 30% of the operating voltage. These parameters are very
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nearly identical to those used in a Varian TWT having a perveance 2.0 x 10 beam
operating with conversion efficiencies as high as 35°70.
4. TWT DESIGN SUMMARY
The following design summary was prepared for making a comparative evalu-
ation with the other major device types under study. The design was based on the
results of the various studies reported in detail in preceding paragraphs. It is con-
sidered as representative of a high-efficiency, 1-kw, cw design for operating at a
center frequency of 2.3 GHz with 35 dB of saturated gain.
Based on the large-signal computer calculations, a beam conversion efficiency
of 45% was assumed. The required beam power of 2.22 kilowatts at an assumed
perveance of 1.8 x 10 -6 leads to a circuit voltage of 4.33 kV and a beam current of
0. 513 amperes. All of the preceding calculations are applicable to the design by
maintaining the proposed circuit geometry and simply scaling all dimensions in pro-
portion to beam velocity (i. e., the square root of the circuit voltage).
By keeping the perveance constant, a given electrical design scaled in the above
manner remains essentiallyunchanged as the design is scaled up or down in power.
With this type of scaling, the essential electricalparameters such as C, b, QC, _/a,
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space charge depression, Brillouin field, etc., remain unchanged. Likewise, a
linear scaling of magnetic structures produces the same required value of field, and
with a scaled magnetic period, the essential focusing parameters, such as the ratio of
focusing period to space-charge wavelength, also remain unchanged. Furthermore,
_apetu_ll_ym i_rms of warm/mcn remain
unchangedwith scaling, provided the tubebody is maintained at a given base tempera-
ture. The principal factors which do not remain invariant with this kind of scaling are
the actual watts/inch loss. However, rf circuit losses do not increase markedly with
small changesin circuit size, andwhat increase does take place tends to be offset by a
reduction in beam interception power. Thus, for a constantpower output, a design
remains essentially unchangedelectrically, magnetically, and thermally when scaled
in voltage.
The more pertinent TWT design parameters havebeenlisted in Table C-II.
Although a collector depression of 20% is indicated in the table, the section on efficiency
studies points' out that greater depression canbe used to achieve evenhigher effieiencies
without seriously increasing the beam interception power. A typical set of thermal
dissipation powers has also been estimated. The thermal calculations in AddendumG
indicate that the above circuit design is capable of conductingapproximately one-third
of the total beam power (i. e., 700watts) to the outside envelopeover the last inch of
circuit length (where most of the rf and beamlosses would occur).
Difficulty in slowing downSe ring-loop structure, especially to the values
desired in the velocity taper region, poses the only serious problem to the design.
Modifications in the circuit geometry such as longer or more inductive loops, thinner
radial thickness of the rings, greater dielectric loading through the use of wider
support rods or other means could possibly slow the circuit more, but eachwould
have its price in terms of either impedanceor thermal capabilities. A larger oper-
ating 7a in combination with a slightly higher voltage design is perhaps the most
obvious direction to extend the design. A slightly lower basic efficiency and a lesser
degree of circuit tapering all are in the direction of alleviating the circuit velocity
problem. Since the discrepancy betweenthe measured and assumedvalues for circuit
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TABLE C-II
1.0 kW CW TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
(DESIGNSUMMARY)
ELECTRICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
Circuit Voltage
Effective Beam Voltage (Vaxis)
Beam Current
Beam Perveance
Effective Beam Perveance (based on Vaxis )
Beam Power
Beam Conversion Efficiency
Beam Current Density
Power Output
Operating Band (center)
Small-Signal Bandwidth
Overall Efficiency (_ 20% depression)
Gun (area convergence)
Cathode Loading
BEAM-CIRC UIT PARAMETERS
Interaction Impedance
7a (normalized circuit radius)
b/a (beam/circuit radius)
C (Pierce)
Uo/C (beam velocity/velocity of light)
QC (space-charge parameter)
Circuit Loss (dB/wavelength)
Electrical Wavelengths in Beam
4.33 kV
4. O3 kV
0. 513 A
1.8 x 10 .6 A/V 3/2
2.0 x i0 -6 A/V 3/2
2.22 kW
45%
2
i0.0 A/cm
1.0 kW
2.3 GHz
0.6 GHz
55%
15:1
0.67 A/cm 2
i00 ohms
1.0
0.5
O.147
O.125
O. 160
0.2
i0
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TABLE C-II. (Cont.)
BODY HEAT DISSIPATION
Rf Circuit Losses
Dielectric Losses
Beam Interception Losses
Total Body Dissipation
MAGNETIC PARAMETERS (RADIAL MAGNETS I
Brillouin Field (based on b/a = 0.5)
Actual RMS Design Value for Field
Magnetic Period
Peak Axial Field
Magnet: Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Thickness
Material
MECHANICAL
Circuit: Type
Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Dielectric support
Tube Envelope: Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Total Circuit Length
Sever Length
Collector: Length
Diameter
Gun (Typical): Length
Diameter
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50 W
15 W
150 W
215 W
595 gauss
700 gauss
0. 640 inch
1050 gauss
0. 500 inch
1. 600 inches
0. 160 inch
Alnico V
ring-loop
0. 197 inch
0. 245 inch
Two BeO rods
0. 395 inch
0. 495 inch
6-3/4 inches
0. 500 inch
4 - 7 inches
5:1/4 inches
1 inch
1-1/4 inches
TABLE C-II. (Cont.)
WEIGHT
Magnet Weight (Alnico V)
Total Magnetic Circuit
Tube (excluding radiation collector)
Tube Weight With Collector
Total Weight Including Heat Conductors
1-3/4 ib
2-1/4 Ib
4 ib
7-91b
8 - i0 ib
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velocity is not great, no large deviations from the design values as tabulated would be
expected. With synchronous bunching, any loss in basic efficiency is accompanied by
less slowing down of the electrons such that almost the entire loss is recoverable
through additional collector depression.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A high-efficiency TWT design for a l-kilowatt cw S-band power amplifier for
space environment is feasible. With collector depression the overall efficiency would
be greater than 50%. Efficiencies as high as 60% are indicated as possible. The
high efficiency would be achieved through the use of a high-impedance circuit in com-
bination with a high-perveance beam. Synchronous bunching would be used in conjunc-
tion with negative velocity tapering to achieve high conversion efficiency. This mode
of operation provides the additional advantage of producing low velocity spreading
within the beam bunches, a condition essential for effective depressed collector
operation. Among the circuits available for high-power operation, the ring-loop
circuit offers the greatest advantages from the standpoint of size, weight, impedance,
efficiency, and stability. Because of the high phase velocity characteristics of the
ring-loop circuit, a high-efficiency design causes the circuit (at the i-kilowatt level)
to operate near its lower limit of operability. With these limitations, in order not to
compromise appreciably on size, weight, or efficiency, the actual design must attain
an optimum balance between beam power, conversion efficiency, and circuit velocity
requirements. High overall efficiency can generally be maintained through collector
depression provided synchronous bunching is employed in the beam.
Although the study is based in large part on calculated results, these calcula-
tions have proven reliable in past performances. In general, the data have been
treated realistically without basing the design on the most optimistic results.
In support of the data, a number of helix-type traveling wave tubes have attained
high average power levels in lightweight PPM focusing geometries. Cw powers in
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excessof 500watts are currently obtainedat frequencies approximately three times
those of the present study with PPM focusing andbrazed helix circuits. Using these
same techniques, cwpowers of 2.0 to 3.0 kW havebeenachieved in solenoid-focused
helix tubesat S-bandfrequencies. A pulse tube currently employing a ring-loop
structure with two BeOsupport rods, andwith parameters very similar to the current
design study, has conversion efficiencies as high as 35%without a velocity taper. The
PPM focusing parameters of this tube are also very nearly identical to those indicated
in the study program. Sincethe study designhad no widebandrequirements, it was
centered around a somewhathigher impedanceoperating point (lower 7a), in addition
to using a tapered circuit, which accounts for the increased efficiency of the design.
The effect of a sever on efficiency has also beenminimized by designing for large gain
past the sever.
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I. 0 INTRODUCTION
The original request for a proposal to study the feasibility of
an S-band, 1 kw CW amplifier for a space environment application was very
limited in the number of specifications that were presented for the tube
compared to what is more customary in other proposal requests. It was assumed
that the intent of this was to allow the most flexibility to the amplifier
designers in their choice of technical approach. The study program proposed
by S-F-D laboratories was designed keeping this interpretation in mind.
Although no detailed specifications for the amplifier were given, it was be-
lieved that a program becomes more meaningful when it is aimed at achieving
some specific goals. For this reason, assumptions were made for the proposal
regarding performance characteristics of such a crossed-field tube which
should be obtainable and which in turn were attractive for such a purpose.
The assumptions which were made were based upon previous contacts with other
agencies who also requested amplifiers for space applications. It was
reasoned that should any of the assumptions prove to be invalid for the
intended amplifier mission, the proposed program or the resultant tube design
could be modified to accommodate this upon discussions with the program
director.
It was assumed that it was desirable to have an amplifier with as
little complexity as possible consistent with achieving the program objectives.
It was also assumed that the amplifier should have minimal size and weight,
should have maximum efficiency, would be designed to operate with the lowest
practical voltages, and should have no mechanical features that would restrict
its ability to survive during a space launch and subsequent space environment
operation. It was further assumed that i0_0 bandwidth at S-band was adequate
for the amplifier, but it was recognized that compromises could be made if this
were not correct. For example, more bandwidth could be readily obtained if
desired, or a reduction in required bandwidth could be used advantageously to
obtain a slow-wave circuit with larger interaction impedance, thereby permit-
ting increased gain and efficiency. The crossed-field amplifier (CFA) would
be designed for i? db gain to be consistent with obtaining high efficiency
and to mate with existing space-qualified, 20 w, traveling-wave tube (TWT)
driver amplifiers. This forms a high gain, high overall efficiency TWT-CFA chain.
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At the time of the original program planning, it was assumedthat
the intended spacemission for the proposed tube was not markedly different
from that of others which have been flown in the past. Reasonable, reliable
lifetimes of a few hundred to a thousand hours or so were assumednecessary,
and it was assumedthat liquid cooling of the tube using a circulating fluid
pumpedby a mechanical pumpcould be tolerated. Since that time, interest
from other engineering personnel concerned with space missions has been ex-
pressed for CWtubes lasting 20,000 hours or more, using cooling systems which
do not employ mechanical pumpsfor coolant circulation. Utilization of a heat
pipe for heat transfer is such a system. Although these more stringent require-
ments can be met in principle by a crossed-field amplifier, they have not been
considered during the performance of the present program.
No specific modulation techniques were requested for the proposed
amplifier. Consequently, it was assumedthat techniques would be used which
employ the proposed tube as a saturated amplifier to assure the highest over-
all operating efficiency. This could be accomplished using conventional
frequency modulation or a frequency shift keying system. However, since the
original proposal was prepared, experiments have been performed at S-F-D
laboratories on a company-sponsoredprogram investigating an axial injection
crossed-field amplifier. This is the kind of crossed-field device which will
be recommendedin the present program. The early experimental results on this
program show the feasibility of obtaining large dynamic range while maintain-
ing high efficiency. Consequently a device of this kind also becomesattractive
for use in an efficient, amplitude modulation system. These results will be
discussed in more detail in section 3.0, although this modulation technique was
not considered as the main approach in this study program.
The objective characteristics which were assumedfor the proposed
tube are summarizedin Table I.
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TABLEI
OBJECTIVECHARACTERISTICSA SUMEDFORPROPOSEDTUBE
Frequency
Bandwidth
Power Output
Gain
Efficiency
Voltage
Size and Weight
Cooling
Modulation Technique
S-band
I0_ (negotiable)
i kw CW
17 db at saturation
Lowest practical value
Minimumpossible
Forced Liquid
Frequency Modulation or
Frequency Shift Keying
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2.0 SELECTION OF THE TYPE OF CROSSED-FIELD AMPLIFIER TO BE USED
A crossed-field amplifier is a microwave tube which converts dc power
into microwave power using an electronic conversion process similar to that
which is used in magnetron oscillators. Within this broad definition there is
a large number of crossed-field amplifier tube types; however, only two of
these have achieved any significant state of development to date. These two
tube types are called emitting sole crossed-field amplifiers and injected beam
crossed-field amplifiers. These tubes differ primarily in the method by which
the electron current utilized for interaction is injected into the crossed-
field interaction region. Although much work has been done leading to the
current state of development of these tubes, neither is believed to be a suit-
able candidate for a I kw CW amplifier intended for a spaceborne application.
Because of this, a new type of tube called an axial injection crossed-field
amplifier has been explored as a suitable candidate on this program. The
reasoning leading to these conclusions will be presented by first reviewing
the characteristics of the older tube types and their shortcomings for this
application and then presenting the characteristics of the new proposed ampli-
fier.
2.1 Emitting Sole Crossed-field Amplifier
The emitting sole crossed-field amplifier is the type of CFA that
often most nearly resembles a magnetron oscillator. In the emitting sole
amplifiers, the current for electronic interaction is obtained from the negative
electrode (called the sole) by secondary emission. The secondary emission
results from back bombardment of the sole by electrons which are out of phase
with circuit wave for proper interaction to deliver energy to the circuit wave.
This method for obtaining current is similar to that which is used in magnetron
oscillators; however, one notable difference exists in that the current for
crossed-field amplifiers can be obtained from a non-thermionic emitting cathode.
In tubes of this type, a dc voltage is applied between the sole electrode and
the anode, together with the axially applied magnetic field which is orthogonal
to the dc electric field. Current flow is initiated from the sole electrode
by the presence of a strong RF signal on the slow wave circuit. The exact
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mechanismby which current flow is initiated is not fully understood, but it
is known to be a reliable process whenproperly used. This particular feature
of self-initiating current flow has been of significant interest in the
utilization of crossed-field amplifiers for manyhigh power radar applications
since it eliminates the need for complex mo_u!ators.
The several kinds of secondary emitting sole crossed-field amplifiers
that exist may be divided into one of two classes, depending on whether the
amplifier utilizes a reentrant or a non-reentrant electron stream. In the non-
reentrant tube (shown schematically in Figure I) operating with applied dc
potentials, current flow is initiated by an input RF signal which is amplified
during its passage through the amplifier circuit. This is accomplished by
the exchange of energy between the dc power supply and the RF fields as the
current passes the sole electrode to the anode. The process continues through-
out the length of the amplifier interaction region and that portion of the
current which has not reached the anodeat the end of the amplifier circuit
is permitted to exit from the interaction region and be collected upon a
separate collector electrode. An example of this tube type is called the
Dematronand has been developed extensively by the Microwave Tube Division of
Litton Industries. This geometry has the interesting characteristic of
providing self-turn off after removal of the RF input signal and is particularly
attractive for pulsed radar applications. However, a price is paid to obtain
this feature in that the tube operates at lower overall efficiency than that
obtainable with a reentrant tube. This reduced efficiency is sometimes less
than half of that which can be obtained with a reentrant tube, and for this
reason the non-reentrant tube type is often ignored for system application.
Since the primary virtue of the non-reentrant tube is the ability to obtain
self control of cathode current flow upon application and removal of the RF
drive signal, this tube type is clearly not a candidate for a CWspaceborne
application, where this feature would not be utilized and where the large
efficiency reduction would be intolerable.
The reentrant tube geometry shown in schematic form in Figure 2
attempts to overcomethis shortcoming of reduced efficiency. This is done by
permitting the unused electrons to reenter the interaction space, to travel
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from output to input, and thereby to continue to interact with the circuit
wave to develop additional microwave power. The increased efficiency obtained
by this geometry usually results in an improvement by a factor of two or more over
that obtained with a non-reentrant emitting sole amplifier. However, it is
apparent that such a reentering electron stream could contain electronic
modulation, leading to regenerative or degenerative gain. In general, there-
fore, two types of reentrant stream, emitting sole crossed-field amplifiers
have emerged. One of these attempts to utilize the maximum regenerative ampli-
fication that is possible and the other attempts to demodulate the electron
stream, permitting continued use of reentrant electrons without suffering from
cyclic variations in gain due to regeneration. The regenerative amplifier
developed by Raytheon (called the Amplitron) attempts to use maximum regener-
ation, providing as much improvement in efficiency as it is possible to obtain
while accepting the limitations of reduced gain and bandwidth that such regen-
eration dictates. This geometry is shown in Figure 2. The presence of regen-
erative electronic interaction could lead to simultaneous oscillation at
several frequencies for which the closed loop gain were adequate and for which
the loop phase was an integral multiple of 2_ radianso The design of this
Amplitron deliberately attempts to avoid this by choosing a slow wave circuit
which is sufficiently short so that saturated gain is typically I0 db or less.
In addition, backward wave slow wave circuits are used so that electronic gain
in the tube is also voltage sensitive. Wide band gain cannot be obtained
without appropriate voltage variation applied to the tube.
The alternative emitting sole, crossed-field amplifier approach,
pioneered by S-F-D laboratories, utilizes a drift space between the RF output
and RF input. This region is free of RF fields so that the reentering electron
stream can become self-debunching as a result of the strong internal space
charge forces, thereby removing the electronic modulation. The RF field-free
region is called a drift space, as shown in Figure 2. Amplifiers of this type
have been developed by S-F-D laboratories for high power radar applications
with gain as high as 15 db and efficiencies in excess of 50_. Performance
characteristics such as this have been obtained over frequency bands as high
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as 30_ for pulsed amplifiers with considerably greater bandwidths using
CWamplifiers° This performance is obtained without requiring voltage adjust-
ment, as in the Amplitron, because broad band, constant voltage, forward wave
circuits are used in conjunction with the electronic demodulating drift space.
_° _ ...... _ _ ...... 4__ is I ....... maximumvalue which has been
demonstrated using regenerative amplifiers, but the stable gain is higher and
the operational bandwidth is considerably greater than is possible with the
regenerative amplifier.
The reentrant stream, emitting sole crossed-field amplifier can also
be operated from a de power supply and rely upon the need for an RF input
signal to initiate cathode current flow from a non-thermionic emitting, cold
cathode as was described for the non-reentrant tube. That is, the tube will
not draw current from the sole in the quiescent state even though full anode-
cathode voltage is applied to the tube. An important difference exists,
however, between the reentrant and non-reentrant tubes. To date, it has been
observed that the reentrant tube does not provide reliable automatic termin-
ation of current flow upon removal of the RF drive signal. Instead, current
flow continues and the reentrant tube will usually generate either broad band
noise output or spurious oscillation at frequencies of poor match between the
slow wave circuit and the input-output transmission lines. This difficulty
has been overcomein these tubes using a separate control electrode mounted
as part of the cathode (or sole) in the drift space region of the tube. This
is shown in schematic form in Figure 3, During the quiescent period and
normal amplification period of tube operation, the control electrode is main-
tained at the samepotential as the cathode (sole). Unwantedspurious oscil-
lation or noise output from the tuhe is prevented by applying a positive
(with respect to the sole) potential pulse to the control electrode while
simultaneously removing the RF input signal. The positive control electrode
collects and removes all circulating current from the interaction space within
one transit time around the interaction space, and the tube cathode current
flow terminates. This turn-off process typically occurs in a period of 12-15 RF
cycles. Tubes of this type are useful as power amplifiers in high peak power
radar systems where the low power, control electrode modulation system results
in a simplified modulation system.
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To date, most of the emitting sole tubes have been designed for
peak power levels of 50 kw or more. In principle, these tubes can be voltage
scaled to lower power levels but two problems are encountered in doing this,
dependent upon the requirements. The first problem is related to the small
dimensions of tile resultant slow wave circuit and the second problem is related
to obtaining a satisfactory cathode to supply the required current for the
tube in a reliable, efficient mannerwith attendant long life capability.
Appropriate voltage scaling of emitting sole tubes has been accom-
plished with resultant structuresthat can be reasonably fabricated for oper-
ation at frequencies as high as S- or C-band. However, these structures
usually have high levels of insertion loss at the higher frequencies, which
lead to reduced circuit efficiencies and consequent lower overall efficiency.
One20 db gain S-band amplifier developed at S-F-D laboratories, for example,
has an insertion loss of more than 3 db. Of equal, or more, importance, how-
ever, is the power consumption required to obtain current by secondary emis-
sion from the sole electrode. This feature usually is not considered in
pulsed tubes because the self-controlled current initiation feature from the
emitting sole electrodes is of considerable importance. Pulsed transmitters
typically operate with a duty factor substantially less than unity. As a
result, considerable power saving is realized by being able to avoid the heater
power consumedby a thermionic cathode which must be operated in a CWfashion.
However, this advantage is obtained only at the expense of large power con-
sumption during the time that the amplifier is operating. Calorimetric measure-
ments of the heat generated in the cathode structure of such tubes, as a result
of back bombardment, show that at least i0_0of the total dc power input to
the tube is dissipated in this manner. Thesemeasurementswere madeon ampli-
fiers operating with only 8-10 db net gain. Even larger amounts of cathode
back bombardmentpower have been measured in tubes operating with gain as high
as 15-20 db. In fact, as muchas 20-30_oof the total dc input power to a
crossed-field device is manifested as back bombardmentpower to the cathode
when the RF input signal is totally removedand the tube is permitted to gen-
erate only broad band noise.
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Becauseof this large amount of energy which is consumedin crossed-
field amplifiers that rely upon secondary emission current for electronic
interaction, it becomesquestionable whether such tubes should be used for high
power CWapplications where efficiency is of paramount importance. For example,
this history would show that a CWamplifier intended to operate with i kw output
power and ?O_efficiency would have i_30 watts of total dc input power, of which
about 250 watts minimumwould be dissipated upon the cathode structure as a
result of back bombardment. This is a very large amount of power, and it is
entirely feasible that an efficient thermionic emitting cathode can be designed
which would deliver all of the current required to generate I kw of RF power
and which would require substantially less than this amount of dc power for the
heater. Such a cathode will Weused_in the _xial_injection CFAa_di_o_id_b.___
external to the RF interaction region. The current from this cathode would be
injected into the interaction region. In this manner, back bombardmentof the
heated cathode is avoided. An arrangement of this type is employed in the
conventional voltage tunable magnetron.
The efficiency of the basic crossed-fleld interaction mechanismfor
generating RF power is not dependent upon the method by which the current is
generated. Hence, the overall amplifier efficiency can be improved in a CW
tube by employing a thermionic cathode. The conservation of power attained by
not using back bombardmentenergy to generate current will directly lead to
improved efficiency, whether the tube configuration employs regenerative or
non-regenerative electronic feedback. In other words, comparable high gain
CWtubes, alike in all other respects, can be expected to demonstrate higher
overall efficiency by using thermionic cathode current sources rather than
relying upon secondary emission from non-thermionic cathodes.
Reliable long life operation in CWtubes using secondary emitting
cathodes is not yet a demonstrated fact. In contrast, the pulsed crossed-
field amplifiers utilizing only secondary emission cathodes have operated with
duty factors of less than I_ for several thousand hours. In total operating
time, this is at best equivalent to only several tens of hours of operation
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in a CWmode, but CWoperation is never attempted with these high peak power
amplifiers. They are totally incapable, from a thermal standpoint, of
operating for a period of time even measured in minutes in a CW mode without
catastrophic failure. On the other hand, it is well known that certain high
power CW Amplitrons have been tested in experimental programs and have operated
satisfactorily for several hundred hours. These tubes employed pure platinum
cathodes, and it has been argued on a theoretical basis that such operation
could easily be extended for many thousands of hours since there is no clearly
definable failure mode of operation. However, this also has not yet been
demonstrated. On the other hand, the only microwave tubes which have demon-
strated tens of thousands of hours of operation in field service without
failure have all employed thermionic emission cathodes, This factor, coupled
with the power consuming expense of achieving secondary emission current,
suggests strongly that a crossed-field amplifier intended for reliable long
life of continuous operation without failure should be designed around a
cathode arrangement which relies upon thermionic emission.
Another feature to be considered when non-thermlonic secondary emit-
ting cathodes are to be used in crossed-field amplifiers is the RF power level
at which the amplifier is to function. The secondary emission yield from a
material is always a function of the electron bombarding energy level. Because
of this, some cathode materials have been observed to provide current more
reliably at one RF power level than at another. Most low input power crossed-
field amplifiers (input signal level less than 1.0 kw) have used cathode
materials which rely upon an oxide layer formed on the cathode surface. This
is often depleted with time. As a result, satisfactory service can be obtained
for long life in pulsed, low duty operation, but cathode depletion occurs
rapidly during CW operation. Pure metal cathodes, such as platinum, which do
not rely upon an oxide layer for secondary emission yield, may not exhibit the
same type of cathode depletion in CW operation, but these materials have only
been used in high power amplifiers. Satisfactory usage in tubes with low
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input signal levels has not yet been demonstrated. On the other hand, some
improvement in the ability to use cold cathodes at low power levels in exper-
imental tubes has been obtained by using small thermionic cathodes imbedded
in the surface of the cold cathodes. These then supply current to be used for
priming sources for the secondary emission process. None of these experiments
has been carried out for a long enough period to evaluate the useful life of
this technique. Because of all of these resons, it appears clear that the
most satisfactory current source will rely upon an appropriate thermionic
cathode operating at sufficiently low cathode loading to insure long llfe.
2.2 In_ected Beam Crossed-field Amplifier
The conventional injected beam crossed-field amplifier differs from
the emitting sole amplifier in that the electron current for interaction is
obtained from a region external to the RF interaction portion of the tube.
This is shown schematically in Figure _. In this case, an electron gun is
used to supply current from a thermionic emitting cathode. The electron
stream is generated and launched into the crossed-field interaction region so
that the whole electron stream is initially synchronous with the RF circuit
wave. Amplification of the circuit wave is obtained in a fashion similar to
that utilized in the emitting sole tubes. The RF wave on the circuit grows
as a result of an exchange of energy between the electrons and the circuit
wave as the electrons move toward the anode. In this device, it is not intended
that the out-of-phase electrons be accelerated back to the sole electrodes and
cause subsequent secondary emission. Indeed, the tube geometry is so designed
as to avoid this if at all possible, and the sole electrode is usually biased
negative with respect to the cathode to further inhibit back bombardment.
It is intended that the electron stream move through the interaction region,
giving up energy to the circuit wave causing amplification, or else the current
should travel through the interaction region and exit at the far end where the
unused current is to be collected upon separate collector electrodes. It is
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_2acent that this tube geometry resembles a conventional traveling wave
tube to a large degree. Tubes of this type have achieved stable gain of the
order of 20 db for a bandwidth approaching that of an octave, dependent entirely
upon the utilization of a properly designed slow wave circuit. On the other
hand, the overall efficiency of these tubes rarely exceeds 30_, and therefore
they are usually unattractive for applications wherein efficiency is of para-
mount importance. For this reason this tube type was not considered as a
serious candidate for this program.
2. 3 The Axial Injection Crossed-field Amplifier
The elementary theory of crossed-field interaction predicts that
the electronic interaction process is basically a highly efficient conversion
mechanism. This conclusion is theoretical and is based upon mathematical
models of the interaction process. In fact, however, the only crossed-field
tubes which have consistently demonstrated very high efficiencies have employed
reentrant electron stream geometries. Some of the shortcomings of utilizing
emitting sole, reentrant stream crossed-field amplifiers were discussed above.
Therefore, an alternative arrangement utilizing a reentrant electron stream
should be considered. A schematic diagram of a conventional voltage tunable
magnetron is shown in Figure 5. Such a tube utilizes the same type of inter-
action mechanism as other crossed-field tubes, except that the current for
interaction is obtained from an electron gun located external to the RF inter-
action region. The current is injected in the form of a hollow electron beam
which circulates throughout the crossed-field interaction region. Voltage
tunable magnetron oscillators employing this geometry have been built exten-
sively, covering frequency ranges from L-band through X-band. Many of these
tubes have operated with exceptionally high efficiency. For example, an
S-band, 150 watt, CW voltage tunable magnetron which was developed by General
Electric has demonstrated conversion efficiencies as high as 75_. Other
manufacturers have achieved similar results. The efficiency attainable with
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such tubes depends upon the intended power level, required electronic tuning
range, and the adequacy of the tube design. It is expected that all of the
desirable features of such a device could be maintained in an amplifier
geometry by utilizing the same features while replacing the reentrant reson-
ant slow wave structure with a matched traveling wave on the anode slow wave
structure.
A feature that is often desirable in a microwave amplifier, but
which is not specifically requested for this program, is that it have an
extensive dynamic range characteristic. Crossed-field amplifiers, in general,
do not exhibit this characteristic over a wide range in a fashion that is
generally acceptable. The electronic interaction mechanism itself can operate
satisfactorily over a wide dynamic range. However, other factors associated
with the crossed-field amplifier interaction generally limit the lower drive
range over which this characteristic can be utilized satisfactorily. In the
case of reentrant stream, emitting sole amplifiers, it is observed that
reducing the RF input signal to a value much below that for which the tube
is normally intended to operate at saturated power output results in degraded
performance. In the case of the regenerative amplifier, it is very likely
that the tube will have spurious output in the form of some resonant mode of
operation at a frequency other than that of the input signal. In the non-
regenerative, reentrant stream amplifiers, it is more likely that the tube
will exhibit broad band noise as the input signal is reduced markedly below
that input level for which saturated gain is obtained. On the other hand,
the injected beam crossed-field amplifiers can exhibit dynamic range over a
restricted range of input power, but they too often suffer from instability
if the input signal is reduced too much. For these tubes, it appears that
it is very difficult to consistently launch a totally smooth electron beam
from a crossed-field gun into the crossed-field interaction region. It is
observed for injected beam CFA's that the absence of an RF drive signal on
the slow wave circuit permits the noise on the electron stream to undergo high
level diocotron gain amplification with resultant broad band noise output
from the tube. In general, then, we see that all of the more conventional
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crossed-field amplifier geometries knownto date are not capable of meeting,
in a reliable fashion, a large dynamic range characteristic extending over
a range of 20 db or more.
It should not be surmised from the above remarks that all crossed-
field devices are noisy and are subject to spurious output signals. Indeed,
the voltage tunable magnetron has exhibited some of the best noise-free
performance of any microwave oscillator. These tubes have sufficiently low
noise that they are typically used as voltage tunable local oscillators for
microwave receivers. This low noise performance and stability against spur-
ious output is obtained as the result of the method by which the beam current
is launched into the crossed-field interaction region. The current is derived
from an electron gun which is less subject to noise generation, and the beam
is introduced into the crossed-field interaction region in the form of a
hollow beam. This means that the space charge is distributed over a much
larger region, and therefore has reduced space charge density in any local-
ized region. Both of these factors tend to inhibit generation and amplifica-
tion of noise. Based upon the performance achieved on voltage tunable mag-
netrons, a new crossed-field amplifier geometry was conceived and tested at
S-F-D laboratories. This device, to date, has demonstrated high efficiency
and much more freedom from noise and spurious output. Because of the accom-
plishments which have been made along these lines, this new type of transmit-
ter output tube was selected to meet the requirements of high efficiency,
long life, and reliability which are the goals of this program. The tube has
the added advantage of large dynamic range capability, if it should be needed.
The details of this tube will now be presented.
Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of this new type of crossed-
field amplifier. Beam trajectories shown are those obtained with a low RF
input signal. The tube is constructed in a circular format, with the slow
wave circuit or delay line wrapped around 80_0 of the circumference of the anode.
The delay line is at anode or ground potential. For this application, a
forward wave line with the appropriate dispersion would be employed. The
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characteristics of this line give the tube its bandwidth capabilities. Located
concentrically within the delay line is a non-emitting electrode called the
sole. This electrode is operated at a potential negative with respect to the
delay line, so that a radial dc electric field exists between the sole and the
delay line. In conjunction with an axial magnetic field, this provides the
crossed-field interaction environment required in a CFA. An electron gun employ-
ing a thermionic cathode is mounted concentric with the interaction space, but
axially displaced to one end of it. A concentric multisection collector is
located at the opposite end.
Figure ? shows a cross-section through the interaction space at plane
A-A of Figure 6. The disposition of the tube electrodes in this cross-section
appears similar to that of an emitting sole crossed-field amplifier. The inter-
action space is reentrant, allowing electrons to recirculate from the output
back to the input. Between the output and the input there is the usual drift
space in which the electron charge is debunched so that RF feedback from output
to input is avoided. This is a necessity for large instantaneous bandwidth
and high gain levels. It has been found that a high degree of debunching can
be obtained in this manner and that RF feedback through the recirculating beam
from output to input is negligible. In the usual emitting sole crossed-field
amplifier, the negative surface opposite the slow wave circuit would be a
cathode and would supply electrons to the interaction. In the present type of
tube, however, this surface is made into a non-emitting sole which is biased
negative with respect to the cathode electrode. This prevents electrons from
striking the sole and insures that the sole will be nonemitting. At the same
time, the sole bias forces the beam away from the sole surface, which acts as a
shorting plane for the RF fields, and into a region of high RF field strength.
Returning to Figure 6, we see that the cathode is displaced axially
to one end of the interaction space, Here, it is incorporated into an electron
gun which is similar in many regards to the electron guns employed in voltage
tunable magnetrons. Electrons from the gun are injected into the interaction
space by a component of velocity, which is imparted by the electric fields of
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the gun and is parallel to the tube axis. This has given rise to the term
"axial injection" to describe this type of CFA. At the end of the interaction
space, which is opposite to the gun, there is a collector assembly consisting
of a number of rings. This is a multisection collector in which the rings are
anode potential. Electrons leaving the interaction space are collected on a
ring at a potential close to that at which they left the interaction space.
In this manner, the energy dissipated on the collector segments is minimized.
The multiple section collector is intended to maintain a high efficiency of
operation over a wide range of output powers. For a tube which is intended
to operate at saturated output most of the time, a simpler single ring collector
might be employed, although the importance of maintaining high efficiency would
probably dictate the use of a multielement collector. It should be noted that
all of the electrons arriving at the various collector rings have the same
circumferential velocity and axial drift velocity. Only their potentials vary.
This is in contrast to O-type devices such as TWT's and klystrons which have
a large velocity spread in the spent beam that depends on the level of RF drive.
Thus, the axial injection CFA lends itself much more readily to current col-
lection by a series of rings at fixed potentials.
Electrons which originate in the gun follow trajectories, as shown
in the developed view of the tube in Fi@ure 8. This sketch shows an inter-
action space which has been unwrapped and in which we are looking down on the
beam from the delay line on the anode. An electron acquires a circumferential
drift velocity equal to the ratio of electric to magnetic fields (E/B) in the
interaction space. The voltage and the magnetic field are adjusted so that
this circumferential drift velocity is in synchronism with the velocity of the
circuit wave. The electron also acquires an axial drift velocity as a result
of the electric fields in the gun which launch the electron into the inter-
action space. As will be described in more detail later, the potentials ap-
plied to the gun electrodes can control both the amount of current injected
and the axial drift velocity with which it is injected. As shown in Figure 8,
the circumferential drift velocity is several times greater than the axial
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drift velocity so that the electron travels through a significant fraction
of the circumference of the tube before it is removedfrom the interaction
space. The axial drift velocity is introduced as a meansof transporting the
_,lectrons across the interaction, space from the gun to the collector on the
ODDOsiteside This transnort nf _l_rfrnne fn +ha _ll_o+n_ - _ a +_ A_._._
ing of electrons from the interaction space - is necessary to insure that the
tube will operate with a large dynamic range and will not generate large
amounts of noise at low drive levels. Under low level RF input power condi-
tions when the RF fields of the circuit wave are weak, the electrons will drift
across the interaction space to the depressed collector. Here, each electron
will be collected at a potential near that at which it exits from the inter-
action space. Figures 6 and 7 show the electron beam under these conditions.
At the collector, much of the unused energy in the electron stream will be
recovered and the tube will operate efficiently, even under low RF input power
conditions. When the tube is driven to its full RF input power by applying a
higher RF input signal, most of the favorably phased electrons which give up
energy to the RF field will be drawn up to the anode circuit before they have
had a chance to exit from the interaction space on the collector end. The
unfavorably phased electrons will be collected on the first collector ring
which operates at cathode potential. The trajectories in this case are shown
in Figures 9 and i0. Under these conditions of operation, most of the current
will be collected on the anode, and efficient operation will be obtained in a
manner similar to that in a conventional emitting sole crossed-field amplifier.
(This conceptual model may require modification to obtain full agreement with
experimental results to be described later.)
It should be noted that there are three components of velocity to
the electron trajectories. The circumferential drift velocity (indicated in
Figure 7 as the _-directed velocity) is determined by the E/B ratio in the
interaction space. The axial drift velocity from the gun to collector (indicated
in Figure 6 as the z-directed velocity) is determined by the dc electric fields
in the gun. The radial drift velocity (indicated in Figure 6 as the r-directed
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velocity) is imparted by the RF electric fields of the circuit wave. Electrons
located in the favorable phase for Interactlon move toward the sole, gaining
energy from the dc field and simultaneously givlng it up to the RF field.
Electrons located in the unfavorable phase move toward the sole, gaining energy
from the RF field and moving against the dc field force. Amplification is
obtained because a greater amount of energy is added to the RF circuit wave by
interaction with the favorably phased electrons than is subtracted by inter-
action with _he unfavorably phased electrons,
An important operating characteristic of the axial injection crossed,
field amp_ifier is the control of the be_ current drawn from the gun by the
RF field level on the circuit, That ts_ a8 the RF drive input to the tube is
increased, more current is drawn fro_ the Sun region into the tube, This
effect 18 due to the space charge potential depression or virtual cathode setup
at the entrance to the interaction space. As more circulating current is drawn
across to the delay line, by increasing RF drive, more current can be drawn
from the gun region. Another reason for this effect is the fringing of RF
fields from the delay line into the gun region. The important operational
characteristic resulting from this £eature i8 that dc power i8 drawn into the
tube only as it is needed so that efficiency is maintained at high level, even
at low RF drives or in the valleys of modulation envelopes when a modulated RF
drive is used. Experimental verification of this variable current feature is
presented in a following section. This feature is also a well-known effect in
voltage tunable magnetrons which use a similar type of current injection scheme.
The basic power supply arrangement required by the axial injection
tube is indicated in Figure ll. It is similar to that used for a conventional,
injected beam CFA. For the multiple segment depressed collector, a tapped
main power supply may be employed. Following the usual technology for modern
system power supplies, the primary side of the power transformer is driven by
a high frequency solid state oscillator, The secondary is tapped at a. number
of points and each tap is connected to a separate rectifier-filter circuit.
Since the power supply often operates at a relatively h£sh frequency (10-50 kHz),
the rectifier-filter sections are small and the provision of several such
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sections does not greatly increase the size of the power supply. In principle,
only one collector ring and a single rectifier-filter section would be required
to meet the basic efficiency requirement of the amplifier at saturated output.
The remaining rings and their corresponding rectifler-filter sections in the
power supply are added to provide enhancedefficiency over a wide range of
amplitude modulation levels, This capability, in addition to the feature which
makes the dc input vary with RF drive level, makespossible the maintenance of
a high level of efficiency over a wide dynamic range of output power.
For a large dynamic range, only a device that uses controlled dc
power input and recovery of unused dc power can hope to maintain high efficiency
over the specified dynamic range.
The use of a power supply with multiple voltages is established
technology in VHFdistributed amplifiers where different voltages are desired
for tubes having different positions along the line. This is an example of a
situation where multiple voltages have been employed to increase efficiency,
even though a single voltage could have been employed. Actually, the provision
of multiple voltages does not have mucheffect on power supply efficiency so
that their use can increase the overall system efficiency significantly.
The accelerator and sole supplies draw very little current and may
be similar to the types of supplies used with conventional injected beamCFAs
or M-type BWOs.
In summary,the axial injection crossed-field amplifier is a new
device which attempts to combine in one tube all of the advantages of the con-
ventional injected beamtubes and the emitting sole reentrant beamtubes while
eliminating the disadvantages. Current is obtained from an electron gun
employing a thermionic emitting cathode in such a manner that reliable long
life is assured. The current is injected into And extracted from the inter-
action region in a fashion that leads to low noise generation and stability
in the absenceof RF drive. This sametechnique permits the attainment of a
large dynamic range without having the amplifier performance degrade because
of excessive noise. Using a reentrant electron stream geometry together with
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a multielement beam collector leads to high conversion efficiency at all
levels of drive power and to reduced power consumption during standby periods
when the amplifier is not being driven by an input signal. This feature is
further enhanced by the effect of the RF fields on the _low ws,_e circuit to
gun. All of these features can be used to advantage in an amplifier intended
for a spaceborne application.
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3.0 SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM AN AXIAL INJECTION CROSSED-FIELD
AMPLIFIER PROGRAM AT S-F-D LABORATORIES
At the time the original proposal for this program was being written,
experiments were underway at S-F-D laboratories to demonstrate the feasibility
of the axial injection crossed-field amplifier. One of the goals of these
experiments was to show that a reentrant stream injected beam CFA could be
made to be stable and to have low noise output when the RF drive power was
removed. Another goal was to show that such a tube would have a large dynamic
range and that the multi-element collector could lead to high efficiency at all
levels of drive power. This work was being performed on a company sponsored
program. This work was mentioned in the proposal and it was stated that exper-
imental results from the effort pertinent to this program would be described
in this final report. This effort has consisted of two series of experiments
which differ mainly in the kind of collector elements and slow wave circuits
that were used, The first experiments used a tube with a one-element collector
and the tube for the second group of experiments used a three-element collector.
The phase velocity of the helix slow wave circuit was also reduced in the
second tube. Some of the results from both of these efforts will be presented
in this section.
These experiments were performed using a modified version of a UHF
emitting sole amplifier being developed for still another program at S-F-D
laboratories. A cross-section drawing of the tube, rebuilt with axial injection,
is shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the geometry for the single collector
element that was used in the first tube. With this arrangement it was possible
to independently vary the accelerator or injection anode potential, the sole
potential, the collector potential, and the delay line or main anode potential.
The magnetic field is applied parallel to the main axis of the tube. As
stated before, this tube has succeeded in giving us a confirmation of the prin-
ciples of axial injection, which were developed prior to the experiment, and a
demonstration of the ability of axial injection to give dynamic range without
the generation of high noise levels under conditions of low RF input drive.
To show the effect of space charge control through collector potential, the
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tube was first operated with the collector electrode at cathode potential.
This resulted in trapping the space charge in the interaction space and simulated
to some extent the operation of reentrant distributed emission CFAs. Power
output as a function of power input for this case is shown in Figure 13, and
spectra of the amplifier signal at a low RF input power and a high RF input
power are shown in Figure I_. In this mode of operation, high noise levels are
generated for low RF drive powers. In this experiment, the potential distribu-
tion among the tube elements is the same as in a regular VHF emitting sole amp-
lifier. The collector (which is an end hat in the emitting sole amplifier) and
the sole are at cathode potential. Thus, no electrons are removed axially and
they continue to recirculate in the circumferential direction until collected
on the slow wave circuit. The performance obtained when tested this way was
quite close to that achieved in the tube before modification. Thus, this exper-
iment demonstrates successful functioning of the axial injection gun.
The most interesting results were obtained with this tube when the
collector was operated at a positive potential with respect to the cathode but
at a voltage less than that of the anode. Figure 15 shows power output as a
function of power input for a collector bias voltage of 690 volts (Vc - VK + 690).
Figure 15 is plotted on a log-log scale to exhibit a wide range of input and
output powers. Figure 16 shows spectra of the amplifier signal for a low and a
high RF input power. These results show a large reduction in the broad band
noise output as a result of draining electrons axially to the collector. The
integrated wide band noise output for an input power level of 0.i watt has
been reduced from 80 watts to 0.2 watts - a reduction of 26 db. The average
noise output density with zero drive is now well under 1 mw/MHz. The background
uoise level for high RF input powers has similarly been reduced by about
I0-15 db.
The spectrum analyzer shows a signal to noise ratio of over 50 db.
At the same time, the efficiency for the high level drive condition is almost
unchanged, although the output power and gain are reduced somewhat. Figure 15
also shows that the efficiency degrades slowly as output power is reduced. A
ten to one reduction in output power results in less than a three to one reduc-
tion in efficiency. This efficiency'improvement is a consequence of a reduction
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in current drawn from the cathode, as well as a change in the collection of
the remaining current from the anode at 1150 volts to the collector at 450
volts lower. This performance will be seen to improve even more with a three-
element collector. Figure 17 shows the currents drawn as a function of power
input illustrating the effect of RF current control. The change in total
cathode current with varying RF drive power was greater in the first tube with
one collector element than it was in the second tube with three collector
elements. Nevertheless some current variation was still observed, and it is
believed that this will be an important factor for some applications which
require low power consumption when the RF drive power is removed.
Some additional experiments which were performed at S-F-D laboratories
with this first tube, aid in characterizing the axial injection amplifier.
These results are not directly applicable to a spaceborne amplifier intended
for amplifying a single signal, so they are not included in this report.
However, the information can be provided, if required. In these experiments,
the axial injection amplifier was used to process two signals simultaneously.
Both signals were amplified, whether the frequency separation between them was
very small or whether the signals were separated by more than an octave band-
width. Also, both signals were amplified even when signal levels differed in
amplitude by as much as i0 db. Performance such as this can only be achieved
by a high quality amplifier. These results are of particular interest in
some classified systems applications.
Another experiment was performed at S-F-D laboratories to test the
axial injection technique at S-band. This experiment was actually performed
prior to the VHF experiment. In this case, a slow wave circuit from a pulsed
amplifier was used. The structure was more dispersive than the helix, and
constant voltage operation was achieved over a narrow bandwidth. Although
the experiment was makeshift and certainly not optimally designed, it was
still possible to achieve 15 db of gain from the tube. The results of the
experiment show that the axial injection tube is also feasible at S-band.
The second VHF/UHF axial injection amplifier was modified from the
first design to include a three-element collector electrode and a new helix
slow wave circuit. The new circuit had a reduced phase velocity so that more
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wavelengths could be obtained in a structure of the same diameter as in the
first tube, This was intended to yield more gain in the second tube. This
tube was completed just recently, and only a limited number of experiments
bad been completed at the time of this writing. However, the results show
_l_=_ly +_+ +_ ...... _ .... I_^_ ................ axial injection ampii-
fier can lead to improved efficiency at all levels of RF drive signal. For
some reason which is not fully understood at this time, the second tube
exhibits more noise power output at low drive signals than was observed in the
first tube. This may just be the result of the increased small signal gain
in this tube together with a lower impedance beam. The amount of noise is
dependent upon the choice of operating voltages in the crossed-field inter-
action region, the magnetic flux density, and the voltages applied to the gun
electrodes. Some experimental results for one set of operating parameters
are shown in Figure 18. Over the range of power levels at which the tube was
tested, the power output at the signal frequency increased from 2.8 watts
with 50mw of drive signal to ?3 watts with 13 watts of drive signal. This
represents 17.5 db gain at small drive and ?.5 db gain at the larger signal
drive. The integrated noise power from the tube at the low signal drive was
about 1.5-2.0 watts spread over a wide frequency range. The operating effi-
ciency at the 73 watt peak power output was 554 and at the low drive conditions
was 8.45_. These data clearly show the advantages of the RF controlled,
programmed power input characteristics of the axial injection amplifier. The
power output from the tube is reduced by a factor of 25 but the efficiency is
reduced by only a factor of 6.5. This occurs because the dc input power of
the tube is reduced by a factor of _ as the RF drive signal is lowered. It is
expected that these results can be improved even more with further improvements
in the gun design and in the design of the collector.
The data in Figure 18 show a power output variation of 15 db with
varying RF drive input. The gain varies from 17.5 db at the low power drive
to ?-5 db at the highest power drive signal. This obviously is not a linear
amplifier even though wide dynamic range is exhibited. It is currently believed
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that this effect is caused by the type of reentrancy conditions that are used
in this particular tube. Plans are underway to modify this to yield a more
linear amplifier. However, for the present program, wide dynamic range is not
considered a necessity° The intent from the start was to operate the tube as
a saturated amplifier; therefore, performance at the high power output is uf
more importance. These data show 55_ efficiency at this power level. Other
experimental conditions have yielded efficiencies of 65_. It is believed that
this performance can be improved even further with an improved collector design.
The experimental test arrangement used to evaluate this tube is shown
in Figure 19 . This particular circuit arrangement is used for convenience and
does not represent the way power would be supplied to the tube in an actual
system, as was shown in Figure II. The currents collected on the various
electrodes with this experimental arrangement are shown in Figure 20. The data
were taken for the same set of experimental conditions as were used for obtain-
ing the data shown in Figure 18. The effect of increased total cathode current
with increasing RF drive power is clearly shown in Figure 20. The amount of
current collected on the anode is shown to increase with the RF drive power as
expected. The current collected upon the sole electrode is the difference
between Ik (cathode current) and Ito t (total current). Eventually the sole
design will be modified so that this amount is zero. It was surprising to find
that so much of the current was collected on collectors i and 2 and a negligi-
ble amount was collected upon collector 3. This suggests that current, which
participates in the interaction, is very quickly drawn to the anode and does
not travel through the entire interaction space in an axial direction. If,
indeed, this is the case, it may be that an amplifier designed to operate only
in the saturated power conditions could incorporate fewer collector elements.
However, more data will be required to fully establish this fact. In any
event, the amount of current collected upon the first and second collector
rings shows clearly that efficiency is markedly improved by collecting this
current at voltages reduced from that of full anode potential. It follows,
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therefore, that maximum efficiency will be obtained by an optimum collector
design. More investigation is now planned to fully characterize the tube.
At this time, only a limited amount of experiments have been per-
formed to determine the frequency response of the amplifier. The tube has
been shown to operate at saturated power output over more than an octave band-
width with power output variation of less than 3 db. In this particular case
the peak power output was I00 watts and the drive signal was I0 watts, yielding
i0 db net gain at saturation. This wide bandwidth establishes clearly that
such a tube could be used in a frequency modulation system or in a system
employing frequency shift keying modulation as planned for the proposed S-band
amplifier.
The conclusion from all of these early experiments is that the
performance of the axial injection amplifier with a multlelement collector is
most encouraging. All of the gross properties of the device have been demon,
strated and there is every reason to believe that a satisfactory 1 kw CW
amplifier can be built for operation at S-band, based upon these principles.
The resultant tube will be capable of meeting tlle design objective set forth
in Section I of this report.
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_.0 STUDY OF KEY DESIGN AREAS FOR AXIAL INJECTION CFA
This section of the report will consider, in sequence, the key
design areas which define the amplifier structure and its performance. The
first item is the choice of an appropriate delay line for the given design
objectives. The choice o_ delay line and its operating characteristics of
dispersion, phase velocity, and electronic coupling impedance directly affect
the operating parameters of the tube as far as gain, operating voltage, and
efficiency are concerned. The mechanical structure of the circuit will
determine its thermal capability.
The next item to be considered is the design of the electron gun
and the transition region between the gun and the interaction space. The
electron gun which generates the rotating hollow beam, which is introduced
into the interaction space between the sole and the anode of the tube, must
be designed so that the current loading at the cathode is not excessive; in
addition at the point of entrance of the beam into the interaction space,
the ratio of circumferential electron velocity to axial electron velocity
must be appropriate to the desired number of circumferential circulations
during the axial transit time. The geometry of the collector section then
is also considered from the point of view of optimizing the efficiency of
the tube at various drive levels and providing a mechanical design which
assures a mounting scheme that will provide adequate cooling for the
collector elements.
Having completed the circuit, gun and collector considerations,
the design of the magnetic circuit is then established. The possible
geometries and the use of different magnetic materials for a shielded
package design are examined.
With the completion of the electrical design of the interaction
space, the electron gun, the collector, and the magnetic circuit, a final
study is made of the overall mechanical design and cooling requirements for
the tube-magnet package.
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4.1 Selection of Delay Line and Calculation of Performance
Three different delay lines were examined for their suitability in
this particular amplifier design. One of these, the ceramic supported helix,
was chosen as having the best combination of desirable characteristics. A
physical model was then set up for calculating the expected response charac-
teristics of the amplifier on a small signal basis. A comparison was made
of some of the theoretical tradeoffs possible between alternate values of
design parameters. One specific set of design parameters was then chosen
as the recommended set of values for the proposed design.
4.1.1 Delay Line Characteristics
The delay line or slow wave circuit incorporated into the design
of this amplifier should have the following characteristics:
i.
.
3_
The thermal mechanical structure should be able to dissipate a power
level of i kw, thus offering a safety factor of thermal dissipation
that does not compromise the life expectancy of the device.
The coupling or interaction impedance should be as high as possible,
but consistent with the other characteristics of the circuit so as to
insure that the desired gain level can be achieved with a minimum
circuit length. This will minimize the overall size and weight of
the device, as well as minimize the delay line insertion loss.
The delay line should have a dispersion characteristic which will
insure operation over the I0_ bandwidth which has been chosen as a
design objective. Data taken on experimental axial injection tubes
show a somewhat greater sensitivity to variation in phase velocity
than is typical of emitting sole crossed-field amplifiers. For a given
variation in power output, the percent variation in phase velocity is
about one-half that of the emitting sole case. This then limits the
choice of delay line to a forward wave circuit and preferably one that
can be operated at a reasonably low phase shift per section, thus
increasing coupling impedance.
Three forward wave delay lines were considered for this appl_ation.
They are the helix loaded bar circuit, the ceramic mounted helix, and the
meander line mounted on a ceramic substrate above the ground plane. In each
of these circuit types, heat dissipation is achieved by mounting all or part
of the circuit on beryllium oxide ceramic pieces so that the heat is conducted
directly to the outer shell of the tube where a coolant may be used to carry
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away the heat. This general approach to heat transfer is used in preference
to techniques that involve the circulation of coolant directly through hollow
sections of the circuit itself. A direct cooling schemeyields a complex,
high pressure cooling system which is not deemedcompatible with the high
reliability requirements of a spacecraft system. Therefore, conduction
from the delay line to an external heat sink is the only mechanismconsidered
here. As described in a later section, the heat transfer mechanismutilizes
the pumping of coolants under the positive pressure of mechanical pumps.
There has been increasing attention recently _o the use of heat pipe techno-
logy for heat transfer schemesthat do not use a mechanical pumpbut rely
on hollow tubes loaded with wicking nmterial. The heat transfer is accom-
plished by a process of continuous vaporization of the coolant. However,
the use of these newer schemeswould be indicated only for extremely long
life missions in which the use of a mechanical pumpmight affect the life
expectancy of the system. For purposes of this design, major attention
will be given to the use of mechanically pumpedcoolant in the external
heat transfer structure.
The helix loaded bar circuit consists of a series of capacitive
bars mounted on individual ceramic pieces above a ground plane. Thesebars
are then loaded by a helical inductive coil and form a quasi-lumped element
transmission line. Twophotographs of an experimental cold test model of
this circuit are shownin Figure 21. The ceramic supports of the bar are
indicated and the inductive loading element is mounted on the underside of
the ground plane. This circuit has a very flat dispersion characteristics,
yielding an instantaneous bandwidth far in excess of that required for this
application. In addition, the coupling impedanceis on the order of that
obtainable from a helix circuit. An outstanding feature of this particular
circuit is its very large power handling capability, because of the short
direct heat transfer path from the bar element to the ground plane. The
ground plane may then be cooled directly with liquid coolant. This circuit,
however, has one drawback in commonwith the ceramic supported meander line
which is not desirable for high reliability applications in a long life
mission. This is the possibility of sputtering sole material onto supporting
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F I G U R E  D-21. TWO PHOTOGRAPHS OF COLD TEST MODELS OF H E L I X  
LOADED BAR CIRCUIT 
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ceramics and eventually inducing a short to the ground plane or creating
an unacceptable amount of insertion loss.
The sputtering process is a phenomenon that occurs due to the
presence of some background gas in the evacuated tube envelope. The electron
stream ionizes this residual gas and the positive ions are driven into the
negative sole by the applied dc electric field. This bombardment of the sole
can cause ,L=La_=_ p_=_== _= sole _4.1 +_ 4_+_ 4mau=_=_ to spew across _= _,u =_t_o_
space and deposit on the delay line structure. The actual amount of material
deposited in this manner may be quite small, but even a thin film of metal
on the supporting ceramic pieces can cause the undesirable buildup of addi-
tional insertion loss, degrading the performance of the amplifier.
Another delay line circuit which has a high average power handling
capability is the ceramic supported meander line. A photograph of such a
circuit is shown in Figure 22. The propagating wave in this system travels
along the long dimension of the circuit shown. This delay line also has a
greater amount of operating bandwidth than required for this application.
It is essentially a transmission line consisting of a single wire above a
ground plane with the wire bent into a zigzag path to give the necessary
slowing of the wave. The electron stream which travels above the meandering
element interacts with the RF fields which exist between adjacent bars of the
circuit. This circuit also has a very high average power handling capability
because of the short thermal path to the ground plane which can be directly
cooled° It is also subject to the risk of a gradual deposition of material
upon the ceramic elements due to the sputtering phenomenon, and therefore
on this ground, it was ruled out as a suitable circuit for this application.
The circuit which was chosen for this design investigation was the
ceramic supported helix. A photograph of a circuit Of this type, which has
been developed for another kind of S-band amplifier, is shown in Figure 23.
This circuit consists of a helix of rectangular cross-section which has been
wrapped up into a circular format. The back side of the helix is attached
to the support wall of the amplifier by a beryllium oxide slab. The pitch,
or lead advance that occurs from turn to turn of the helix, is accomplished
on the top and bottom surfaces; therefore, that side of the helix which forms
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FIGURE D-22. CERAMIC SUPPORTED MEANDER LINE 
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1 FIGURE D-23. CERAMIC SUPPORTED H E L I X  MOUNTED I N  TUBE BODY 
~ 
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the inside diameter of the circuit cons_sts of straight bars which are parallel
to the side of the tube. Thus the electron stream sees a uniform RF electric
field with no skew components due to the pitch advance from turn to turn.
With this circuit geometry, the beryllium oxide supporting slab is now on
the back side of the helix and is completely shielded from any sputtering
effects that may occur in the interaction space between the sole and the
delay line. A typical dispersion characteristic, taken on an experimental
cold test model of a ceramic supported helix which operate_ in the S-band
region, is exhibited in Figure 24. It is seen from this curve that a I0_
operating bandwidth, centered around the 60 ° phase shift per section point
on the dispersion curve, is a reasonable objective. The corresponding
coupling impedance versus phase shift per section plot is exhibited in
Figure 25 . It is seen that a coupling impedance of 50 ohms can be expected
in the region of operation. The actual circuit chosen for this design has
dimensions which are somewhat different from the circuit whose characteristics
are given in Figures 24 and 25 . This was done to give a synchronous voltage
of about 370 volts for the design helix. The synchronous voltage is a term
which simply designates the phase velocity of the slow wave circuit o_ the
line. It is the voltage through which an electron would have to be accelerated
to be traveling with the same velocity as the phase velocity of the wave on
the delay line.
4.1.2 Calculation of Performance Characteristics
In this section, a physical model is proposed from which the
electron response of this new type of amplifier may be calculated. This is
based upon an extension of analytical relations which erist for the conven-
tional injected beam crossed-field amplifier. The variation of gain and
circuit length for different spacings between the electron beam and the delay
line are considered and the manner in which this affects maximum thermal
dissipation per section of circuit is indicated. An appropriate choice is
then made from the range of design parameters that are considered. Having
selected the type of delay line to be used, the synchronous voltage was set
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at 3%0 volts. To have tried to reduce the synchronous voltage to an even
smaller value would have resulted in a decreased pitch and width of the metal
bar facing the electron stream, thereby raising thermal flux density on the
circuit bar to an unacceptable level°
Now consider a portion of the interaction space in an axial injec-
tion crossed-field amplifier, as shown in Figure 26. Although the actual
structure of the tube has cylindrical symmetry, the sketch is linearized
for ease of presentation. This figure is a head on view, looking along the
axis of the interaction space. It shows the beam traveling circumferentially
(from left to right in the sketch); y is the radial spacing from the top
of the electron stream to the slow wave circuit. The magnetic field, B, is
perpendicular to the plane of the figure and is parallel to the main axis
of the tube, running from the electron gun on one end to the collector section
at the other end. The dc electric field is applied between the sole and the
delay line or slow wave circuit. The electron stream is of thickness, t;
the upper edge of the beam is at a velocity, v; and the lower edge of the
beam is at a velocity, (v - _v). The cathode of the injection gun is pre-
sumed to be at a relative potential of zero and the zero equipotential line
is indicated by the dashed line labeled, V = O. The electric field, E,
between the positive delay line and the negative sole is also shown.
Since the axial injection CFA is a relatively new device, analytical
computations describing its operation have not yet been fully developed.
However, some reasonable first order calculations may be made by establishing
a physical model which makes use of the analytic relations that have been
established for the case of the standard injected beam crossed-field amplifier.
The use of these re_tionships has received some validation by comparing
calculated values with experimental results achieved on axial injection
amplifiers that have been built on development programs sponsored by S-F-D
laboratories. Thus it is believed that this is a useful method of first
order analysis, even though in contrast to the conventional injected beam
crossed-field amplifier, the electron stream is reentrant, and in addition,
the injection of current is continuous between the input and output sections
of the interaction region, just as it is in an emitting sole type of CFA.
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First let us establish the relationship between the circulating
or circumferential current designated as I in Figure 26 and the cathode
C
current which is essentially equal to the axial current, I . In this figure
Z
I would be flowing parallel to the magnetic field, B and perpendicular to
g
the plane of the sketch. The axial component of current traveling parallel
to the magnetic field enters the interaction space at the gun end and is
eventually collected on the collector elements after traveling the entire
axial length of the interaction circuit. Thus remembering that Figure 26
is in cylindrical coordinates, the z direction is perpendicular to the plane
of the figure; the e or circumferential direction is the left-to-right
direction in the plane of the figure; and the dimension y lies in the radial
direction. We may now write the expression for the current components
of this rotating hollow beam. Thus
I = pthv (I)
C
and
Iz = pt_DVz (2)
where O = space charge density at given point in the beam
h = axial height of the delay line in the z direction
v = velocity of electron stream in the e or circumferential direction
v = velocity of electron stream in the z direction.
z
Therefore,
where
I
c hv
I - _Dv (3)
Z Z
h/v z = T, transit time of electron through the interaction space.
Now, vT = L, the circumferential length traveled by an electron while it is
in the interaction space. Therefore
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I
c L
I _D
z
- n
where n = the number of times an electron circulates underneath tee
delay line while making one axial transit through the tube
If the current going to the accelerator electrode in the electron gun is
negligible and the current collected by the sole in the interaction space is
negligible, then the axial drift current I is equal to the emitted
' Z'
cathode current which we can call Ik. Therefore, the above expression can
be written
I
c L
Ik _D
n (5)
In the design calculations which are carried out for this amplifier,
it is assumed that n = I. That is, one circulation of the electron stream
occurs during an axial transit through the tube and therefore the required
cathode current is equal to the circulating current_ This cathode current,
of course, is injected continuously along the entire circumferential length
of the delay lineo A series of interconnected design relationships will now
be given upon which the calculation is based.. Having chosen the synchronous
voltage of the delay line, in this case 370 volts, the voltage between the
cathode and the delay line, V , must be chosen In order to obtain maximum:
a
Va/V ° _ _ '_ Kv Ii, tnlsefficiency, a ratio of = i@ has been chosen, making V a
case. Limits are placed on maximum values of Va/V ° by the fact that
increasing this ratio results in increasingly higher _,alues of required
magnetic field and, in addition, usually places the electron beam at a
greater distance from the delay line so that the RF fields which ccuple to
it are weaker and thus reduce the gain per section Ha_ing chosen _.alues of
Va and Vo, the magnetic field may now be determined from the following consi-
deration. The top edge of the electron beam, as shown in Figure 26, m_st
have a velocity, v, equal to the phase velocity of the delay line for
electronic interaction to occur. This velocity, v, is also equal to t_;e
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radial electric field, E, at the surface of the beam divided by the magnetic
field, B. As indicated, y is the spacing from the delay line to the top
edge of the beam. The required relationship may be written as follows.
V - V
a o
v - Y (6)
B
Using the following definitions and relationships
o0 = 2_f
c c
f = cyclotron frequency corresponding to magnetic field, B
c
= 2_f
f = electrical frequency
=
e = electron charge
m = electron mass
im 2
V - v
o 2 e
00c = B e/m
equation (6) can now be rewritten as
6D
C
-- 2V -
6D O
V - V
a o
_y
(T)
which yields equation (8)
c o
2_y
(8)
Thus for a fixed ratio of Va/Vo, various trial values of _y (the radian
electrical spacing of the beam edge from the delay line) can be evaluated.
The range of _y is considered as part of the tradeoff calculation. The
radian electrical frequency, _, corresponds to 3 GHz. Since _ is determined
c
by equation (8), this yields a corresponding value of magnetic field. As will
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be seen from the next set of relations, a small _y gives a high value of gain
per unit length of circuit, but at a corresponding price in a high value of
magnetic field.
The small signal gain of the amplifier may now be estimated from
the following relationship
where
G = -6 - _ + 55DN
G = gain in db
= circuit attenuation in db
D = gain parameter defined by equation (I0)
N = length of slow wave circuit expressed in wavelengths
measured along its inner circumference
(9)
The gain parameter, D, is given by the following relationship.
c _ K e -_y (i0)
D = V
O C
where K = E_F/2_2p
This is the electronic coupling impedance of the delay line where ERF is the
RF field strength at the circuit and P is the power flow on the circuit. In
the calculations and discussions which follow, K is taken as 50 ohms; I is
C
chosen to be 0.5 ampere to provide approximately the proper input current
into the system. Part of the input power represented by this 0.5 ampere will
be recovered by the collector rings which are not at full delay line potential.
Before proceeding to the actual gain calculations, an estimate
should now be made of the thickness of the beam and the approximate velocity
slip within the beam which will indicate whether reasonable parameters have
been assumed for the gain calculation. If one assumes full space charge
Brillouin flow within the stream of circulating electron current, then the
current and velocity slip within the stream are correlated to the tube
operating parameters by the following relation.
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Ic = (l.56)hB ° 2k - (ii)
where B = characteristic magnetic field
o
k = _v/v = relative velocity slip within the beam going from
........ 0 ................. 0
Equation (Ii) is in mks units. Using the values of this design (B = 3900 gauss,
I = 0.5 amperes, and h = 0.350 inch), a quadratic equation in k results
which can be solved to yield a value of k = _v/v = 0.125. This is a
relatively modest velocity slip which indicates a substantial fraction of
the circulating current will participate in the gain interaction mechanism.
This is in contraet, for example, to an emitting sole situation where k = 1
and the velocity spread across the radial thickness of the electron hub
varies from the synchronous velocity at the top of the hub down to zero at
the bottom. Knowing _v, it is now possible to calculate the potential at
the lower edge of the beam and also to calculate the beam thickness, t,
from the relationship t = _v/_ c. This can be rewritten as
t = 3.38 x 10-6 _v _Vj
v B
Inserting values of V° 370 volts and B 3900 gauss 0.39 web/m 2= = = , we
obtain a beam thickness of O.001 inch.
With the foregoing relationships established, if one now knows the
value of _y that is to be used, the construction of the interaction space
geometry may be completed. In the tradeoff calculations which are included
in this sub-section, it will be seen that a compromise value for _y that
is finally selected is 1.5 radians. Let us now use this value to complete
the calculation of the interaction space geometry. Referring once again to
Figure 26, note the definition of two more dimensions in this sketch:
Yo = the distance from the zero or cathode potential line to the bottom
edge of the beam and Ys = the distance from the sole to the bottom edge of
the beam. For an operating frequency of 3 GHz and a delay line synchronous
voltage of 370 volts, B = _/v = 4.19 rad/in. For _y = 1.5, then y = 0.035 inch.
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From the calculated value of _v/v_ one finds that the potential on the lower
edge of the beamis 283 volts. Since the dc electric field strength at the
bottom edge of the beamis 87.5_ of the field strength at the top edge of
the beam_one can then write
4>0o - 3?o (o.875)= e8__33
0.035 Yo
which reduces to Yo = 0.003 inch.
It is now necessary to select the geometric position of the sole.
The position of the electron stream before RF interaction begins is chosen
to be about midway between the delay lines and the sole. This is based on
experience with conventional injected beam crossed-field designs and results
in minimum effect of the sole plane on reducing the RF field strength at
the electron beam. In addition, it insures a minimum of interception of
the electron current on the sole element by allowing an adequate clearance
space for out-of-phase electrons to perform cycloidal loops without being
intercepted. Thus Ys is taken to be 0.030 inch. To maintain the same
potential gradient uniformly throughout the region below the bottom edge
of the beam, the potential for the sole element, Vs_ becomes -1550 volts.
The results of the above discussion are summarized in Figure 27. Since
a geometry of this sort places the shorting plane (at which the RF electric
field is equal to zero) a considerable distance from the electron stream_
the use of the transverse field decay factor, e -_y, in equation (i0) is
justified as an adequate approximation for the design calculations in this
section.
The consequences of choosing several different values of BY
will now be detailed. It is assumed in these calculations that the design
value of gain is 17 db. The calculation is being made on a small signal
basis. Neglecting certain second order factors, which would enhance the
calculated gain_ and assuming a somewhat pessimistic value of delay line
insertion loss should lead to a low value of calculated small signal gain.
This should tend to compensate for the large signal gain compression that
actually occurs in the amplifier. A delay line attenuation of 6 db has
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been assumed with a line length corresponding to 25 wavelengths. Accumulated
experimental evidence for this type of circuit indicates that the actual
value of insertion loss would probably be between 3 db and _ db. Having
made the 6 db assumption, other attenuation values in the calculation are
obtained by presuming that the value of insertion loss is proportional to
the llne length. After choosing the beam to llne spacing, BY, equation (8)
is used to obtain the operating magnetic field, B. The gain parameter, D,
may then be calculated using equation (I0). The effective steady state
value of gain per circuit wavelength is then taken as 55D. Equation (9)
is then used to determine N, the total number of active circuit wavelengths
that will be necessary to give the required gain. Since the phase shift
per circuit section at the operating frequency is 60 °, there are 6 circuit
sections per wavelength. Knowing N, the total number of active circuit
sections is obtained. A length of drift section equivalent to 12 circuit
sections is then added to the total circumferential length of circuit.
Thus the inside diameter, ID, or bore of the circuit is determined and the
outside diameter, OD, follows from the known cross-section of the circuit.
The results of choosing three different values of BY are given
in Table II. The parameter BY is taken to vary over a two to one range.
For the smallest value of BY, i.e., BY = I, the necessary operating magnetic
field is 5900 gauss. The resultant gain parameter is quite high due to
the low value of the exponential field decay factor. The gain per circuit
wavelength is seen to be nearly 1.5 db, resulting in a minimum number of
circuit sections and a minimum attenuation. The ID of the circuit is
slightly less than an inch. However, a very high magnetic field is
required for this configuration. In addition, for a fixed amount of
power dissipation, the maximum dissipation per turn is high because of the
small number of sections in the active circuit. The quantity given in
the table as _T is the temperature rise from the cooling channel across the
beryllium oxide ceramic slab and around the helix turn to the center point
or hot spot on the circuit section which faces the sole. This LET is
calculated for the maximum power dissipated per turn. The procedure for
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TABLE II
DESIGN PARAMETERS
(All voltages specified with respect to cathode)
Frequency = 3 GHz
Delay line voltage, Va = 4.5 kv
Circuit synchronous voltage, V ° = 370 v
Va/V ° = 12
Circulating current, I = 0.5 amp
Cathode current, Ik = Co. 5 amp
Propagation constant, _ = 41.9 rad/in
Delay line coupling impedance, K = 50 ohms
Phase shift per circuit section = _/3 rad
Gain = 17 db
_y, radians 1
B, gauss 5900
D, gain parameter 0.0289
Gain per circuit wave- 1.45
length, db
_, attenuation, db 4.3
N, number of delay line 18
wavelengths
ID of circuit, inches 0.955
OD of circuit, inches 1.660
Maximum power dissipated 18.5
per turnj watts
_T, temperature rise above
ambient, °C 270
1.5
3900
0.0215
1.07
6
25
I. 300
2.000
13.4
2OO
2
2940
o.o15
0.825
7.9
33
i .670
2. 370
i0. i
150
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calculating this quantity is discussed in Section 4.4. It is seen that
for the small numberof turns that result from using _y = I, the value of
AT is in the order of 300°C, which is not favorable to long, reliable
operation. Therefore, the high value of ZST_ coupled with the extremely
high value of magnetic field required, rule out this combination of
parameters. Using BY = 2 results in a required magnetic field of 2940
gauss, a reduced gain parameter, an insertion loss of nearly 8 db, and
a large circuit diameter. The value of f_T is modest, about 150°C. This
value of _y then results in an unnecessarily high value of insertion loss
with its resultant effect on efficiency. In addition, the power handling
capability of the circuit is not being utilized to its maximum effect as
far as minimum size and weight are concerned. Therefore, the intermediate
value of _y = 1.5 has been chosen for incorporation into the amplifier
design. The resultant magnetic field is 3900 gauss. The ID of the circuit
is 1.3 inches and the estimated maximum temperature rise per turn is
200°C.
4.2 Gun Desisn Considerations and Collector Geometr_
In this section the problems connected with the generation and
collection of the electron stream will be dealt with. It is proposed that
a magnetron injection gun be used to form the hollow beam which is injected
into the interaction space. The most common application of magnetron
injection guns is to form a hollow electron beam for use in an O-type
device. After the beam has been formed and put into the interaction region
of the O-type device_ most of the kinetic energy of the beam resides in its
axial velocity and only a few percent of the total kinetic energy (perhaps
5_ or so) exists as rotational energy. The only purpose of this rotational
component of velocity is to contain space charge defocusing forces within
the beam. In the application under discussion here_ the distribution of
kinetic energy is reversed. It is necessary to adjust the velocity
components of the hollow beam for the axial injection CFA so that the energy
represented by the axial drift velocity is only a few percent of the total
while most of the energy is in rotation_ for this is the component of beam
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which interacts with the RF wave on the delay line. Despite the fact that
rigorous theoretical analyses have not been established for this particular
situation, someanalytical techniques can be employed to establish guide
points for the design of the electron gun.
When the spent electron beam leaves the interaction space, a
sequence of collecting rings is employed to recover_ the beam at whatever
level of potential it exits from the interaction space. Thus to a first
Order approximation the only energy which needs to be recovered from the
individual electron is the axial drift energy and the circumferential
energy of V° volts per electron. Ideally_ the efficiency of this scheme
increases as the number of collector rings used is increased. However,
a practical design must be achieved. Details of this are discussed in
the following subsection.
4.2.1 The Electron Gun Desisn
The general structure of the magnetron injection gun of the type
to be used in this design is shown in Figure 28. The cathode surface
consists of a trapezoidal cylinder which is coaxial with the rest of the
tube as shown. It has a small convergence angle in the direction in which
the current is to flow; in this design the convergence angle is taken as
4 degrees. A uniform magnetic field, B, is applied in the z or axial
direction. A focus electrode at cathode potential is placed at the back-
side of the cathode and an accelerator electrode provides the radial dc
electric field in the gun that is necessary to start the emission of
current from the cathode. A conservative value of current emission
density from a dispenser type of ring cathode has been taken as 0.7 amps/cm 2.
This requires a cathode area of 0.714 cm 2 and leads to a cathode axial
length of 0.040".
The application of a positive voltage to the accelerator electrode
with respect to the cathode results in the emission of electrons which
acquire a velocity in the @ or circumferential direction which is perpen-
dicular to the plane of the sketch of Figure 28. At the same time, a
small component of field due to the taper of the cathode cylinder gives
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the current an axial drift in the z direction and causes the injection of
a hollow beam into the region to the right of the gun. It is desirable to
have the electron stream leave the gun region as quickly as possible, in
order to avoid the generation of unwanted noise due to slipping stream
or diocotron gain effects within the gun. Kino has developed an analytical
treatment of the electron stream formation for a magnetron injection gun
which assumes a uniform current density over the cathode surface. The
details of these relations are reported in a paper by Kino and Taylor
(Ref. i). The Kino-Taylor analysis, however, is carried out for a magnetron
injection gun whose axial dimension is considerably greater than the
spacing between the cathode and the accelerator electrode. In addition,
the gun proposed here does not meet the description since the spacings are
of the same order of magnitude. Nevertheless, it is felt that the Kino-
Taylor analysis can be used as a point of departure in estimating the
expected performance of the gun. This will be done here. As will be
brought out, the electron stream, on leaving the gun region, does not
have the proper ratio of circumferential to axial velocity. The conversion
to the proper ratio will be taken care of in the transition region by
using an auxiliary electrode as well as by adjusting the sole voltage to
provide the proper retarding field to adjust the axial velocity to the
values desired.
It has been shown previously that the ratio of circulating
current to cathode current is equal to the number of circumferential
excursions that the electron stream performs in the process of making one
axial transit through the interaction space. In these design calculations,
it has been assumed that this ratio is i, so that the circulating current
and the axially directed current are both equal to 0.5 ampere. For this
situation, then, the ratio of circumferential velocity to axial velocity
is equal to the ratio of the mean circumference of the interaction space
and the axial length of the delay line. This ratio is given by
(i.25)_/O.350 = 11.2. Since the circumferential kinetic energy is equiva-
length to the delay line synchronous voltage of 370 volts, the equivalent
voltage of the axial velocity is 370/(11.2) 2 = 3 volts.
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Portions of the Kino-Taylor analysis will now be used to establish
some approximate relationships between the operating parameters of the
electron gun and to verify the conditions necessary for insuring adequate
c,lrrent emitting capability. Since the Kino-Tayior analysis is carried
out by a planar approximation using rectangular coordinates, Figure P8
has been resketched. Figure 29 thus shows the coordinate system in the
planar approximation, where z is the axial direction in the tube, y corre-
sponds to the radial direction, and x corresponds to the @ or circumferential
direction. The trajectory of the beam edge is calculated from the left-hand
corner of the cathode which is taken as the origin of the xyz coordinate
system. These relationships, along with some normalized coordinates, are
established as follows:
x
X -- --
a
y = Y Normalized coordinates
a
z
Z = --
a
where
_Jo
a -
o c
electron charge
=
electron mass
J = current emission density at cathode
o
c o = dielectric constant of free space
= _B = cyclotron radian frequency corresponding to magnetic
c
field B
The following relations then establish the trajectory of the
outer edge of the beam in terms of the normalized coordinates and the transit
time.
T2
x=Tcos (12)
T ° 2
Y = T + _-- sin O- (13)
T _
Z = _- sin @ cos _ (14)
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where T = _ t
c
t = time of transit from corner of cathode to point on trajectory
The trajectory of the beam edge is given by
i
- I
6 Z3 + Z tan eY s_n_ e cos
(15)
A design value of magnetic field of 3900 gauss is being used and
the emission current density at the cathode surface is being taken as
0.7 amps/cm 2. Thus, the cyclotron frequency corresponding to the magnetic
iO I0 rad/sec. Thus in thisfield is 10.9 GHz or in radians, _c = 6.85 x
calculation, the normalizing constant, a, equals 4.33 x I0 -7. The actual
physical length of the cathode is 0.040", making the normalized dimensions
Z = 2.26 x 103 inches. For these conditions, it is now of interest to calcu-
late the axial and circumferential components of velocity at the point of
exit from the gun. This may be done by differentiating equations (14) and
(12) respectively, with respect to time, thus yielding the following
relationships:
2 i
3 3
dz
Axial velocity d--_= 2 _c (6Z) (sin e cos e) (16)
1
dx ( 6zCircumferential velocity _ = acDc sin @ cos e cos @ (17)
In equations (16) and (17), the time parameter has been replaced by the
equivalent Z coordinate.
For the parameters given, the axial velocity, dz/dt, equals
3.45 x 106 m/sec, which is equivalent to 33.8 volts. The circumferential
velocity, dx/dt, equals 1.65 x 106 m/sec, which is equivalent to 7.7 volts.
Several things immediately become apparent from these numbers. The
electrons are being removed from the gun region with sufficient speed
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so that their total kinetic energy is only a minor fraction of the total
rotational energy of approximately 370 volts with which they must enter the
interaction space. This agrees with the fact that the calculation of the
y coordinate for a value of z = 0_040" indicates that the electron stream
uaL_±y risen _cc _LL,_ sur _°_ _ _= _=_h_A_ A_ _hat noint v is a
number less than O.001". In addition, the ratio of the velocities is wrong.
The circumferential velocity will need to be increased from 7.7 volts to
370 volts and the axial drift velocity will need to be reduced from 33.8 volts
to 3 volts. Thus a considerable speeding-up of circumferential velocity and
a reduction of axial velocity must be accomplished in the transition region
in order to establish the desired ratio of 11.2 between the amplitudes of
these two velocity vectors. Essentially then, the gun system as proposed
here merely supplies the current with no appreciable kinetic energy. This
is due to the relatively high magnetic field and the short axial length of
the gun as compared to the typical parameters which are considered in the
Kino-Taylor paper.
An examination of equations (16) and (17) indicates that it
should be possible to adjust the ratio of axial to circumferential velocity
by the proper choice of the cathode taper angle 8. However, the following
calculation shows that this is a theoretical rather than a practical
possibility.
The ratio of circumferential to axial velocity, dx/dz may be
obtained by dividing equation (17) by equation (16) as follows
i
)3dx a_c sin e cos e cos e
dz - 2 I
a )3 e)3
_c(6Z (sin @ cos
_:, 2 cos
dz - i 2
(6Z)3 (sin e cos S)3
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Therefore
l
d_ = 2(cos e) 3
dz 1 2
(6Z) 5 (sin O) g
(18)
or d._x= 2
dz T sin O
(19)
For the design case of @ = 4 ° being considered here, and using equation
(18)
1
2(co 4")5
-- = . - 0.49
dz 1 2
6(2.26 x t03)3(sin _0)3
which agrees with the velocities already calculated.
However, it is desired that
= 11.2
dz
. 0.0_0"
Reference to equation (18) indicates that for small values of O
2
dx
_Z _ sin @
Therefore, to find the value of O for which
2
sin 4°_ 11.2
e = 6.56 x 10"4 radian
or 0 = 3.7 x 10 -2 degree
dx
- 11.2
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Thus it is seen that although the desired ratio of circumferential and axial
velocities can be obtained by adjusting @ to a value of 0.05 °, this is
obviously an impractical thing to attempt from a design viewpoint. Unavoid-
ably, finite mechanical tolerances would raise the possibility of large
dwell time of the electron stream within the gun region, would be increased
by a factor of more than _, increasing the possibility of noise generation
within this region. Finally, the angle 8 would be so small that for all
essential purposes the cathode cylinder would be flat. Hence, a slight
angular misalignment between the axial magnetic field and the surface of
the cathode cylinder could result in a reversal of the sign of the angle
measured from the cathode cylinder to the magnetic flux line. This would
have the highly undesirable result of causing some electrons to stream in
the wrong direction axially, that is, away from the interaction space,
For all these reasons, then, it is deemed impractical to adjust the
velocity ratio by selecting the cathode taper angle. Rather, this will be
done by adjusting the potential gradient in the region between the gun
and the interaction space with an auxiliary electrode which is an annular
disk placed between the gun and the interaction space. This provides one
potential adjustment, and a small adjustment of the sole bias voltage
provides another parameter which may be varied to achieve this end. It is
estimated that the accelerator potential would be about i_00 volts above
cathode potential.
An estimate has been carried out of the heater power required
to maintain the cathode ring at a temperature of IO00°C. The loss of heat
from the heater-cathode system by both radiation and conduction have been
calculated. The thermal impedance of the structure that supports the
heater-cathode assembly from the cover plate turns out to be 29.5°C/watt.
Assuming a sink temperature of IO0°C, the power lost by Conduction is
p = 900 = 30.5 watts
c e9.5
A calculation of power radiated by the cathode-heater structure to adjacent
surfaces is 9.5 watts. Thus, the total heater power required is about _0
watts.
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A tungsten heating coil will be used. The coil will be madeof
0.008" diameter wire. The coil is formed into a torus having a 0.062"
diameter. The coil will have 216 turns and a pitch of O.016". If a
heater coil temperature of 1300°C is assumed_the resistivity of the
tungsten is 55 x 10-6 ohm/cm/cm2. This results in a coil resistance of
16.5 ohms. For 40 watts of power_ the operating voltage is 25.7 volts
and the heater current is 1.56 amps.
A highly useful feature of the axial injection crossed-field
amplifier of the sort proposed in this design is the RF control of perveance.
This meansthat as the RF drive into the amplifier is varied from the small
signal level to the saturation drive level_ the amount of current drawn
from the electron gun into the interaction space varies over a considerable
range of values. Experiments conducted on the axial injection amplifier
on S-F-D laboratories' sponsored programs have shownvariations of current
value on the order of 2 to i. Greater values of this ratio maywell be
achievable. This feature of the device_ of course_ enhances the possi-
bility of maintaining a high efficiency_ at output levels below saturation
value, since power that is not needed is not drawn upon. In addition_
this feature aids in maintaining a low background noise level at lower
values of RFdrive. This RF control of injection current is achieved
because of the accumulation of space charge in the region between the gun
and the RF interaction space. This accumulated space charge results in a
local potential depression and the formation of a virtual cathode in this
transition region. The RF electric fields from the circuit that exist
when drive is applied can then affect the current drawn from the virtual
cathode in one of two fashionsf- either by direction penetration of the RF
fields into the virtual cathode region or_ as drive levels are increased_
by sweeping electrons out of the interaction space at a faster rate so that
a greater input is possible from the virtual cathode. This phenomenonis
also known in the operation of voltage tunable magnetrons which use a
similar type of current injection scheme.
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As part of the process of electron gun design, a survey was
carried out of gun designs that are used in voltage tunable magnetrons
(VTM)where the current is also injected axially from one end of the
interaction space. It would appear that the specifics of these gun designs
are not necessarily applicable to the problem at hand, since the degree
of beam control necessary in the amplifier under discussion is greater than
that necessary in the magnetron oscillator. In the case of the magnetron
oscillator, the axial velocity with which the beam is injected into the
interaction space is not critical, since the current injected remains in
that space and continues to circulate until it is collected by the delay
line upon having completed the interaction process. However, certain
general characteristics which have been obtained in VTM development
programs seem to substantiate some of the properties that will be
obtainable in the amplifier with regard to current control and variation.
The final report on the development of S-band voltage tunable magnetrons
by General Electric Co. (Ref. 2) contains the results of computer simu-
lations on the electron gun dynamics which verify the existence of a
virtual cathode between the electron gun and the RF interaction region.
The computer simulation is carried out by tracing the trajectory of
electrons from various points on the coil which serves as the cathode
emitting surface in the VTM design. In addition, operating data which
are given in this report illustrate the manner in which the existence of
the virtual cathode makes possible the control of current amplitude using
the RF field level. The data show that the current drawn from the gun as
a function of frequency varies directly as the RF output level. It does
not follow the plate voltage which is varied to tune the frequency. In
addition_ experiments carried out elsewhere on other VTMs have shown
large variations of output power as a function of the Q of the resonator,
with a high Q corresponding to vastly increased amounts of power and
large increases in the current drawn from the VTM gun. A loading down
of the resonator Q results in a decrease in P_ power output and a
corresponding decrease in current from the gun. Thus_ although VTM gun
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designs have not been found to be directly applicable to the problems of
designing a magnetron injection gun for an amplifier system_ some of the
general operating VTM characteristics are found to substantiate performance
characteristics that are expected in the axial injection crossed-field
amplifier.
4.2.2 Collector Geometry
Figure 30 shows a sketch of the three-section collector currently
scheduled to be used in this amplifler_ including some of the equipotentlals
and a typical trajectory in the collector region. The anode surface is
also tapered away from the collector to reduce the E/B drift velocity of
the electrons in the circumferential direction. This helps to recover
some of the kinetic energy due to the circumferential velocity of the
electrons. It should be noted that collection of electrons is more likely
to occur in the collector at a point near the minimum of the cycloid
trajectory rather than near a maximum of the traJectory_ as is the case
with collection on the delay llne. This further helps to minimize the
kinetic energy dissipated on the collector segments. As electrons move
into the collection region and the circumferential velocity decreases_
the amount of cycloiding increases and the minimum velocity obtained at
the cusp of the cycloid will approach zero. By properly adjusting the
equipotentials, we should be able to recover a considerable amount of the
kinetic energy which the electrons possess when they leave the interaction
space.
Electrons_ of course_ leave the interaction space with a wide
range of potential energies corresponding to different degrees of partial
interaction with the circuit wave. The amount of interaction with the
wave will depend upon the original phase of the electron with respect to
the circuit wave. Those electrons centered in the favorable phase will
have interacted to the greatest degree_ while those electrons near the
edge of the favorable phase will have interacted to a much lesser extent
and will have moved a smaller percentage of the distance across the inter-
action space. It is our intention to collect each electron on a ring
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which is as close as possible to the equlpotentlal at which the electron
leaves the interaction space, and thereby recover a high percentage of
the energy in the spent beam. The amount of energy we can recoverls
ultimately limited by the number of collector rings we employ. Thus, in
Figure 30, if an electron has too low a potential energy with respect to
the anode to reach ring VI, and Just barely grazes across ring V 1 with
almost zero velocity, it will be subsequently accelerated into ring V 2
by the potential difference between rings V 1 and V 2. This energy, corre-
sponding to the difference in potential between collector rings, is an
unavoidable loss we incur as a consequence of having a finite number of
collector rings. We can make a rough estimate _f collector dissipation
if we assume that the electrons arriving between equlpotentlals V 1 and
V 2 in Figure 30 are distributed uniformly as a function of the potential
difference, and similarly for each other segment of the collectors.
Electrons barely grazing the plate at potential V 1 and striking V 2 will
dissipate an energy &V per electron, where AV is the difference between
the potentials of plates at V 1 and V 2. Electrons which Just barely reach
plate V 2 will dissipate no energy on the plate. The average energy of
an electron striking plate V 2 is thus nv/2. This is the energy dissipated
on the plate at V 2 per electron striking it.
In addition to this dissipation, which is a consequence of the
finite number of collector segments, there will be some additional dissi-
pation because we do not recover all of the kinetic energy of the electron.
The average kinetic energy per electron in the interaction space is eV
O
where e is the electronic charge and V° is the synchronous voltage. As
electrons execute a cycloidlng trajectory, the kinetic energy oscillates
about Vo. If collection occurs near the cusp of a cycloid, we may be
able to dissipate less than an energy, eVo, per electron on collection.
In any case, the energy dissipated will be proportional to V ° because we
do not recover all the kinetic energy of the electron. Thus, for the
energy dissipated per electron collected, we can write
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Energy dissipated = e(_+kVo) (19)
where k is a constant which dependson the average amount of kinetic energy
dissipated. Webelieve that k maybe kept less than 1.0.
The electrons going to the collector structure leave the interaction
space at all potential levels from zero to the delay line potential, V_,
depending on the RF drive level and the phase of the RF signal at which
the electron entered the interaction region. From this spectrum of exit
potentials_ consider now £he electron conversion efficiency for an electron
collected at potential, V, where 0 < V < Va. To makean estimate of the
RF conversion efficiency, _ for electrons striking the collector analogous
to that for electrons striking the delay line, we can write
[ enersy converted to. RF d]lO°_Lenergy converted + energy dissipateB
= 100 o (2o)
AV
+ +kVV - V° -/ o
where V is the potential at which the electron leaves the interaction space.
For example, to find the conversion efficiency for an electron which leaves
the interaction space at one-half the voltage between cathode and delay
line, and is collected at this potential, equation (20) can be written as
follows, using V = Va/2.
2V o
1 -V--a-
= i00_ _ I _ V o Z_V
For the case where
Vo/V a = 0.083B for V/V ° = 12
AV/V a = 0.20 (five section collector)
k= 1.0
(el)
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we find _ = 69.4%, a value somewhatless than for electrons collected on
the delay line_ but still impressively high. This indicates that we can
also obtain high efficiency operation when electrons are transmitted to
the collector at less than full rated output_ and thereby obtain high
efficiencies over a wide range of output powers. Again examining the case
for electrons collected at one-half the anode potential 3 the relation
between conversion efficiency and the numberof collector sections can be
estimated by rewriting equation (21) as follows.
Vo
l-2 
" 100_ a V
I - 2(1 - k) Va
where n = number of collector elements, assuming that the voltage increment
from cathode to delay line is equally divided between the collector
sections. A plot of _ as a function of n is shown in Figure 31. It is
seen that the efficiency rises rapidly in going from I element to 4 elements
and then gives decreasing increments in efficiency in return for the
increasing complexity of additional collector elements. To find the net
efficiency at any particular power output level, it is necessary to perform
a weighted summation of the efficiencies for all the potential levels at
which electrons are being collected.
To obtain an efficiently operating collector, it is necessary
to pay careful attention to the suppression of secondary emission. It will
be noted in Figure 30 that most of the electron collection occurs along
the sides of the collector segments. In this region, the potentials are
in such a direction as to return any secondary electrons generated to the
collector surface. Those electrons which strike the tops of the collector
segments can generate secondary electrons which are capable of being
accelerated to the next highest potential. This type of secondary emission
will be suppressed by employing a surface coating on the collector to give
a low secondary emission ratio and by further slotting the surfaces on
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top of the collector. A series of such fine slots is known to significantly
reduce the secondary emission ratio of a surface, by approximately the ratio
of metal to slot space. In this manner, it is anticipated that the effec-
tive secondary emission ratio of the collector surface can be reduced to
the vicinity of 0.3. We now take advantage of the fact that the electrons
are drifting very slowly in the axial direction in the collector. Thus,
each secondary electron generated on a collector segment will probably
execute a cycloid and return to the same segment. Several such strikes
may be required before an electron m_ves off the segment and is accelerated
to the next segment by the potential difference between segments. In this
manner, it is expected that the effects of secondary emission within the
collector may be kept under control and not degrade the collector effi-
ciency to any marked degree.
It should be pointed out that if the depressed collector turns
out to be highly efficient, as anticipated, it could be possible to design
a crossed-field amplifier so that even under fully saturated conditions
the space charge travels completely through the interaction space to
the collector without being intercepted on the delay line. (The present
design approach involves allowing the current to be collected on the delay
line under saturated output conditions.) If interception on the delay
line could be avoided, the average power capability of tubes of th_ sort
could be increased to an extremely high value. This would be analogous
to the situation on O-type tubes where the spent beam is dissipated on
a collector which is separate from the slow wave circuit.
Whether or not it is possible to operate the amplifier with
the collection of all of the current on the collector segments, the fact
remains that at least part of the current will be absorbed upon the
collector structure and thus reduce the thermal liability of the delay
line as far as power dissipation goes. The effectiveness of the depressed
collector in maintaining a high level of efficiency has been demonstrated
on axial injection amplifiers in other frequency bands and efficiencies
well in excess of 50_ have been achieved on early experimental m_dels.
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4.3 Masnetic Circuit Considerations
Once design geometries have been obtained for the interaction space_
electron gun_ and the collector region_ possible alternative designs of the
magnetic circuit associated with the tube package can be considered. The
air gap over which the uniform axial magnetic field must be established has
now been defined. A basic decision must be reached concerning the manner
in which the pe_rmanent magnets are to be employed; that is, whether the
tube magnetic package is to be of the shielded or the non-shielded type.
It has been decided to propose the shielded magnet approach as
the one most suitable for an amplifier intended for space applications.
This approach encloses the entire tube and magnet package in a shell of
ferromagnetic material which reduces the external magnetic leakage flux
to an absolute minimum. The shield provides a return path for the flux
that travels between the magnetic pole pieces to establish the magnetic
field in the interaction gap. Thus, this configuration protects any
nearby electronic equipment that may be sensitive to stray magnetic
fields. It also minimizes the influence of the magnetic dipole associ-
ated with the tube's magnetic field in its effect on the dynamic balance
of the spacecraft vehicle.
The physical arrangement for this type of magnetic packaging
may be seen in the assembly layout drawing for theproposed amplifier,
Figure 32. Permanent magnets in the form of flat cylindrical disks are
placed above and below the cylindrical metal shell which also constitutes
the vacuum envelope of the shell. Magnetic pole pieces are placed under-
neath each permanent magnet section in order to shape and properly
distribute the magnetic field in the interaction gap, The magnetic
field in the interaction gap must be highly uniform. The magnetic shield
diameter is chosen to provide certain minimum radial clearances between
the shield and the magnetic pole pieces. Otherwise, the shielding material
would present a sufficiently low magnetic impedance to the pole pieces so
that a good deal of the air gap flux would be diverted to the shield_ thus
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distorting the uniformity of the field in the interaction region. A layout
study of the tube parts indicates that it should be possible to keep the
effective air gap length down to 1.3". If necessary to achieve a minimum
height design, it would be possible to incorporate magnetic pole pieces
as integral parts of the top and bottom plates of the vacuum envelope.
Since an amplifier design suitable for spacecraft applications
should place a premium on minimum weight and volume, the only permanent
magnet materials considered here have been ones with very high energy
products. The choice has in fact narrowed to the two outstanding types
of magnetic material in this area. The first material is Alnico VIII,
which has a maximum energy product of 4.7 x 106 gauss/oersted. When
operated at the point of maximum energy product, the saturation flux
density is 5000 gauss with a magnetization of 940 oersteds. The density
of Alnico VIII material is 0.262 Ibs/in 3. The other magnetic material
which has been considered for this application is platinum cobalt.
Although platinum cobalt does not seem to be available in the same ranges
of sizes and shapes as Alnico VIII and has a weight density nearly double
that of Alnico VIII, nevertheless its magnetization force at the point of
maximum energy product is much greater than that of Alnico VIII. This
results in a much shorter package and, as the tradeoff calculations which
follow show, the resultant saving in length of magnetic shield yields a
total package weight which is somewhat less than that achievable with the
Alnico VIII. Pertinent physical constants for platinum cobalt are:
maximum energy product = 7.5 x 106 gauss/oersteds, saturation flux density
(at the point of maximum energy product) = 3000 gauss_ and the magneti_ation
force = 2500 oersteds.
It will be recalled from the preceding analyses that the ID or
bore of the delay line was chosen as 1.300", the sole diameter was 1.156" ,
and the end of the cathode snout was taken at a diameter of 1.210". In
order to have the magnetic pole piece exceed the anode ID by an amount
at least equal to the interaction gap height of _ _".vl_ , a pole piece
diameter of at least 1.500" will be needed for this design. In the
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comparison calculations that follow in Table III_ the effective flux
density in the permanentmagnets is obtained by adding a 50_ increment to
the flux obtained by multiplying the flux density in the air gap by the
air gap cross-sectional are_. The theoretical leakage permeanceof a
permanentmagnet system is calculable for somevery simple geometric
shapes_ but experience has shownthat an empirical estimate of this sort
results in reasonable first order calculations. Thus it is seen that
whether the magnets are madeof Alnico VIII or platinum cobalt_ their
weight is about the same. There is a considerable difference in total
magnet length_ 1.5" for the platinum cobalt versus 5.g" for the Alnico
VIII. In the case of the platinum cobalt this difference of nearly
inches in total magnet length results in a considerably smaller package
and a saving in weight of the external magnetic shield.
The weight tabulation which appears in section _.4 shows that
the actual total weight of the package is less for the platinum cobalt
because of this shorter axial package length. Therefore_ the proposed
design for this amplifier includes the use of platinum cobalt magnets and
it is these dimensions that are shownon the assembly drawing of Figure 32.
On the drawing_ the magnets are indicated schematically. They would not
necessarily have the ID and ODshownon the drawing. The ID and the OD
may be adjusted as long as the cross-sectional area calculated is
achieved. In particular_ with respect to the platinum cobalt_ if it is
not possible to get annular disks of the desired diameter_ then the
required cross-sectional area maybe assembled by putting together a number
of smaller diameter rods. This of course will not alter the total weight
of the magnet and the use of the pole piece assures the uniform distri-
bution of the flux to the air gap,
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TABLEIII
MAGNETDESIGN TO PROVIDE 3900 GAUSS IN TUBE AIR GAP
L (3900)
L -- Z
m H
m
A
m
A (2900)(1.5)
= g
B
S
W =LA 5
m m m
where L
m
= magnet length
L = air gap length
g
A = magnet cross_section area
m
A = air gap area
g
H = magnetization force
m
B = saturation flux density for magnet material
S
W = magnet weight
m
5 = density of magnetic material
(a factor of 1.5 is allowed for leakage flux)
For Alnico VIII
5 = 0.262 ib/in 2
(1.3)(39o0)
Lm = 940 = 5.4 inches
A ==
m 5000
_" (1.5)2(3900)(1.5)
= 2.06 £n2
Thus the two magnet,_disks would each be 2.7 inches high and have a cross-
sectional area of 2.06 square inches.
W --(5.4)(2.06)(0,262) = 2.92 lb,
m
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For Platinum Cobalt
= 0.565 iblin 3
L = (I.3) (3900) = 1.56 inches
m 2500
Am _ (1"5)2(3900) (1"5)
= = 3.44 in2
3000
Thus the two magnet disks would each be 0.78" high and have a cross-sectional
area of 3.44 in 2.
w = (1.56)(3.44)(0.565) - 3.01, lb:.
m
The weight of both types of magnets is the sama, approximately 3 ll_.
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4._ Mechanical Desisn and Cooling Requirements
In this section the overall mechanical layout is considered,
together with those design elements that are necessary to insure an effi-
cient heat transfer system for removal of the heat generated both on the
delay line and on the collector system. Figure 32 shows the various
elements of this thermal mechanical system. The rectangular copper helix,
which is the delay line_ is supported as shown by a series of individual
beryllium oxide slabs which are brazed to the back of each turn of this
helix. Each of these beryllia slabs, in turn, is brazed to the copper
outer shell of the tube. The channels which carry the cooling fluid that
removes the heat from the tube structure are imbedded in the shell of this
tube. The indicated three-element collector system is also supported by
means of a beryllium oxide structure which in turn is brazed to a copper
block containing the cooling channels for the collector system. The gun
and sole structures are also supported by a system of beryllium oxide
standoffs which are built up from the top cover plate. The top cover
plate contains the stem and leads for the necessary connections. A similar
stem system is shown on the bottom plate for the electrical connections
to the collector elements. The output coaxial line contains a 7/8"
window to adequately insure against any voltage breakdown in the space-
craft enviror_ent. The RF coaxial input line, which will contain a 3/8"
window, is rotated out of the plane of the drawing. One of the four
connectors for the intake and removal of coolant is also shown in the
drawing.
The general approach to construction is to use thermally
coexpansive materials such as copper and stainless steel for the various
metallic parts. This, combined with the ceramic sealing technology,
results in a mechanically rugged structure. Other types of amplifier tubes
embodying these principles of construction have been designed and built
for use in systems with airborne environments.
A tabulation of the estimated weights of the various parts of
the tube package and the total package weight are presented in Table IV
for both platinum-cobalt and Alnico VIII magnet choices.
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TABLE IV
ESTIMATED WEIGHTS FOR TWO CHOICES OF MAGNET MATERIAL
Platinum-
Coba It
Body and internal parts 1.8 Ib
Windows, coax lines, cooling tubes 0.?
Magnets 3.0
Magnet Shield 1.6
Total Weight 7.1
Alnico VlI l
1.8 lb
0.'7
3.0
2.1
?.6
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4.4.1 Thermal Desisn
The thermal design calculations to be presented in this subsection
will cover the following areas:
i. the conduction of dissipated power from the anode (helix
delay line) to a suitable cooling channel, the maximum
temperature rise involved in this process, the conduction
of dissipated power from the beam collector elements to a
coolant channel
2. the optimum geometric design for the cooling channel
distribution
3. the evaluation of various cooling fluids and the selection
of a suitable one for this design
_.4.1. i Temperature Drop Through the Anode Structure
In order to calculate the maximum temperature drop through a
typical delay line section_ and through its beryllia support and associated
cooling channel, it is postulated that 1 kw will be dissipated on the delay
line. This number is chosen to provide some safety factor and is pessi-
mistic. This power is dissipated over 150 sections of slow wave circuit.
However, the intercepted power distribution is non-uniform and an allowance
will be made for this non-uniformity by taking the worst case of maximum
power dissipated upon one vane to be twice the average value. This worst
value of power dissipation, then, is equal to 2000/150 = 13.3 watts.
Each section of the helix delay line consists of a square turn
whose outside dimensions are 0.350". There are effectively 162 such
sections dispersed around an inner::diameter of 1.300". However, 12 of
these sections are effectively blank as they are used up in the drift
section. On the inner diameter of the structure the vertical helix vane
is 0.013" thick. This is followed by a 0.012" slot, which makes the pitch
0.025" on the inner aiamete# of the.st_ucture,.,.::The. O.Ol2" slot is maintained
as we move radially backward across the structure so that the thickness
of the metal part is increased to 0.026" on the outer diameter. The
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radial thickness of the helix sides is 0.150". The beryllia slab attached
to the back of the helix turn is 0.240" in axial height 3 0.050" thick
radially, and O.015" wide circumferentially.
It is assumedin this calculation that the power enters the
vertical side of the vane midway in its 0.350" length and splits so that
half the power is along each of two parallel paths of equal thermal
impedance. Therefore, the calculation will be carried out to determine the
temperature rise along one of these paths per watt of input along that path.
A temperature differential calculation is then carried out. As shownin
Figures 33 and 34, the thermal path through the cross-sectlon of the
circuit structure is broken up into seven parts. These seven parts are
defined by a series Of 8_points along the pathway shownin Figure. 3_. The
drop through each piece of this path is calculated and then summedto
arrive at the total drop. This calculation proceeds as follows.
The anodevanes are pie-shaped segmentswith slots between them,
as shownin Figure 33. Because of these slots, an effective radius must
be determined before calculating the temperature drop through the circuit.
The dimensions of a vane are shown on Figures 33 and 34.
i. Effective Radius
@ and r. are defined on Figure 33 where i = i, ..._ 6, a, ..., f
I
= e - 2(77)
a
= 0.334 in
r2 _ rb - (ra
= O. 384 in
r3 _ rc - (r a - rl) = 0.950 - 0.317
= 0.634 in
r4 _ rd - (r a - rl) = l.O00 - 0.316
= 0.684 in
0.650(0.0388) - 2(0.006)
= (0.0388)
rl) = 0.700 - (0.650 - 0.334)
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2 and 3
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c
Enlarged view
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a
cd = 0.006"
de = 0.013"
@ = 0.0388 radians
r ffi0.650"
a
rb = 0.700"
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c
rd ffi1.000"
r = 1.050"
e
rf = i.i00"
FIGURE D-33. VANE DIMENSIONS FOR ANODE AT CALCULATIONS
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FIGURE D-34. VANE DIMENSIONS FOR AT CALCULATIONS
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r5 _ re - (ra - rl) = 1.050 - 0.316
= 0.734 in
r6 _ rf - (ra - r I) = i.i00 - 0.316
= 0.784 in
The temperature drop is arrived at by assuming that the total
power splits into two parallel paths and that half the power is concentrated
at the points indicated on Figure 34. The thermal impedance_ RT(i,j) is
now determined for each of the two paths_ i and j_ where i_j = i, ..., 8.
In this instance_ both paths are thermally identical.
RT(1,2)
f0._84 in
_n (_) _n _0.334 in )
watts (0.175 in)(O 0388 rad)kTl@ (9.9 inOC
= 2.O8° C/watt
where k = coefficient of thermal conductivity, 9.9 watts/in°C for copper
T. = cross-sectional length perpendicular to heat path (indicated
i
on Figure 34, inches)
L l
RT(2,3) - kA 1
= 0.O375 in
watts]g-
(9.9 _nO_ j_o.lOO in)(0.532 in)(O 0388 tad)
= 1.833°C/watt
where A 1 = cross-sectional area perpendicular to heat path = air(i+l)e
indicated on Figure 34_ sq in
L. = length of travel of heat path_ indicated on Figure 34_ inches
i
RT(3, 4) -
_n tq.634 in(r2)  0.38 in)
kT2@ (9.9 watts)(O.lO0 In)(O 0388 rad)
• in°C .... '
= 13.O3° C/watt
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_(5,6)
L2 0.06_ in
watt'_(0.100 in)(0.782 in)(0.0388 tad)kA2 (9.9 inOC ,
= 2.16°C/watt
.684 in
_n (_.6_4 i. )
(9.9 watts_fAinOc ,,u.t2o in)(o.o388 tad)
= 1.65°Clwatt
Here,
. __. o.o_o in
wattS'(o.12o i.)(o.o15 in)RT(6'7) kA3 (3.7 in-"_ j
= 7.5°Clwatt
coefficient of thermal conductivity for beryllla, 3.7 watts/in °C.
RT(7,8)
r6
. _n (_)
kT3e
ro.784 in
_n _0._4 in )
watt_,_
(9.9 in_;_u.120 in)(0.0388 tad)
= 1.426°C/watt
i
RT(total)=_ [_(Z,2)+ _(2,3)+ _(3,4)+ R_(4,5)
+ I_(5,6) + I_(6,7) + I_(7,8) ]
I
= _ (2.08 + 1.833 + 13.03 + 2.16 + 1.65 + 7.5 + 1.426)
= 14.34°C/watt
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2. Temperature Differential
AT = RT(total) Fv = (14.34°C/watt)(13.3 watts)
2000
= power dissipated per vane =_ = 13.3 watts
150
Following exactly the same pattern, the calculation is carried
out to determine the maximum temperature differential across a collector
ring, assuming i00 watts of power is impinging. It is determined that the
values are 19°C if the collector ring is made of copper and 23°C if it is
made of molybdenum, indicating that the design is quite conservative in
nature.
4._.1.2 Selection of Channel Size
In arriving at a cooling channel geometry, two factors must be
considered - the heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop. Figure 35
shows the effect of changing the total area of the channels and the number
of channels. The temperature differential between the helix vane tip and
the channel wall was found to be 191°C_ therefore, the total differential
between the coolant and the helix vane tip will be 191°C plus the temperature
drop between the coolant wall and the liquid. As can be seen, the
temperature differential between the channel wall and the coolant decreases
as the total channel area is decreased and the number of channels is
increased.
The pressure drop of the coolant in most systems must be
reasonable and unfortunately, for a given flow rate, the pressure drop
increases with the square of the velocity. The configuration of Figure 35-e
was chosen as a reasonable compromise between temperature rise and pressure
drop. A sample calculation for the pressure drop is given in Appendix I.
Pressure drop versus coolant temperature for the channel configuration which
was chosen is shown in Figure 36.
where P
v
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FIGURE D-36. COOLANT TEMPERATURE VERSUS
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Four types of coolant - DC-_:_)O, I)C-331_ FC-?5, and ethylene glycol-
water mixture - were evaluated for temperature differential between the
fluid and the coolant wall. It is assumed that typical space flight speci-
fications call for a coolant that will operate between -_0°C and 100°C so
our evaluation will be at this range.
The temperature rise at the interface between the coolant and the
cooling channel wall must be minimized since this temperature differential
is added to the temperature rise across the slow wave circuit structural
in determining the local operating temperature at the inside diameter of
the anode. It is further desirable to keep the temperature differential
at the coolant interface _w since the coolant may break down chemically
at an elevated temperature.
The temperature drop across the coolant to metal interface# AT_
may be calculated using
P
AT= 
where P -power dissipated
h - film coefficient of heat transfer
A - cooling surface area
The film coefficient of heat transfer, h_ for turbulent flow is given by
o .
where v = mean velocity of the fluid
D - effect of diameter of the cooling _hahnel
p -density of the fluid
- dynamic viscosity of the fluid
Cp - specific heat of the fluid
k - thermal conductivity of the coolant
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For laminar flow, h is given by
l I l
f<f<___ k
h = 1.86 i _ k i _s
where _s = dynamic viscosity of the fluid at the temperature of the
cooling channel wall
L = length of the coolant channel
All values of the physical characteristics of the fluid must be taken at
the temperature of the fluid during operation. If the cooling channel
cross-section is not circular, D is determined by the equation
D = 4(cross-sectional area of the channel)
wetted perimeter of the channel
The equation to be used in determining the film coefficient is
dependent upon whether the flow in the channel is turbulent or laminar.
The Reynolds number, NR, is given by
NR = vDo
The Prandtl number, Np, is given by
Np = _k
Turbulent flow occurs where the Reynolds number, NR, a dimensionless
quantity for a fluid flowing, is in the range above 2_000 to 3,000; below
this range the flow is laminar. For the purposes of this analysis, a
Reynolds number of 2,000 was considered to be the point where the flow
pattern changes. Fluids in turbulent flow hav_ superior heat transfer
characteristics and a lower temperature differential than the same fluids
in laminar flow. It is desirable to maintain a turbulent flow pattern
over the entire operating range considered in this evaluation. By
maintaining turbulent flow, the temperature differential between the
coolant and the channel wall will be kept at a minimum.
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Temperature rise is shownin Figure 37 for the four liquids using
the channel configuration selected with a 2 gpm flow rate. A sample
calculation used for the determination of these curves and the chart on Figure
35 is given in Appendix II.
In view of the various factors assessed, it appears than an
appropriate thermal design will contain the following elements.
I. There be three cooling channels (0.O1 in2 cross-section each)
running circumferentially around the helix structure.
o A similar cooling channel structure will be used to remove
collector heat.
.
FC-75 will be used as the coolant with a flow rate of _gpm
which is adequate to maintain turbulent flow with reasonable
temperature drops and pressure differentials. (Pressure drop
in the helix cooling structure is 20 psi. '_ FC-75 maintains
a relatively low viscosity from -50°C to IO0°C. A flow rate
of 2 gpm will result in a wall to coolant temperature differential
of only 44°C with a 3 psi/in pressure drop in the channel.)
FC-75 has a low scaling rate and a minimum tendency to leave
varnish-like deposits on the wall of the cooling channels after
a long period of use. If consideration of the ambient temperature
indicates that the FC-75 will operate at a temperature much in
excess of IO0°C, then the system should be pressurized. In a
report prepared by the Stanford Research Institute (Ref. 3),
FC-75 gave the lowest scaling and corrosion rate of the fluids
discussed. The corrosion and scaling discussed in that report
are a buildup of film on the walls of the cooling channel due
to the use of organic coolants.
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5.0 THE AMPLIFIER CHAIN - DRIVER TUBE AND OUTPUT CROSSED-FIELD AMPLIFIER
S-band space qualified traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifiers having
outputs in the 20-50 watt range are now available as state of the art devices.
Typical of these tubes are the X1250 and _1261_ TWT's manufactured by the
Eimac Division of Varian Associates. Traveling wave tubes having power
outputs in the indicated range would be eminently suitable as drivers for
the axial injection crossed-field amplifier which has been proposed in this
design study. The crossed-fleld amplifier having 1 kw of RF output and
17 db of gain would therefore require 20 watts of RF input drive.
Both the X1250 and EM1264 TWT's have been designed for the 2.2-2.3 GHz
telemetry band. The design frequency for the crossed-field amplifier evaluated
by this study program has been arbitrarily chosen at 3 GHz. However, scaling
the TWT to an operating frequency of 3 GHz or reducing the CFA operating
frequency to 2. 3 GHz is quite feasible and does not affect the basic design
considerations that are being evaluated here. The X1250 TWT has an output
power of 50 watts. The EMI26_ is essentially the same tube scaled down to
a half-power version so that the output power is 20 watts. In either case,
the overall efficiency of the TWT package is about 30_ and each tube has
about 30 db of gain. The EM1269¢ should be adequate to drive the axial
injection crossed-fleld amplifier to the saturation value of output power.
However, under certain system conditions it might be desirable to use a
somewhat higher power version. This will depend to some extent on the RF
match to be expected from the radiating antenna. It should be remembered
that the crossed-fleld amplifier as a passive circuit element is transparent
between the input and output ports except for the ohmic insertion loss that
exists on the slow wave circuit. Therefore, any RF power reflected from the
output antenna will be returned through the crossed-field amplifier and will
be diminished only by this insertion loss. If this power level is excessive,
it may be desirable to place a circulator between the traveling wave tube
driver and the crossed-fleld amplifier output to the tube. In this case, it
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would be necessary to have the output of the traveling wave tube driver
increased to compensate for the forward insertion loss on this circulator.
For reference purposes, some of the operating characteristics and
descriptive details concerning the Eimac X1250 and EMI2_ traveling wave
tubes are included as Appendix III.
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6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the selection of a design approach leading to a I kw CW
amplifier which operates at S-band and is suitable for a space environment,
it was assumed that at the top of the list of desirab_ characteristics were
efficiency and life in the case of missions of extended duration. Both of
these characteristics directly affect the feasibility and cost of the
mission, as do such other characteristics as weight and size.
The crossed-field amplifier, in theory and by demonstration, is
the most efficient of the various basic types of electron beam microwave
amplifiers. In addition, it has been demonstrated that of the various
possible formats of crossed-field amplifiers, those of the reentrant stream
variety have achieved the highest efficiencies. It is therefore a new ver-
sion of the reentrant stream format, which was invented at S-F-D laboratories,
that has been proposed in this design study as being most able to meet the
requirements of the study. There is a further division of reentrant stream
crossed-field amplifiers into regenerative and non-regenerative types. That
is, those that allow RF regeneration via the electron stream and those that
do not. S-F-D laboratories has extensively developed that version of the
reentrant stream CFA that uses a drift section to remove the RF signal on
the reentrant stream so that RF regeneration does not occur. This feature
allows tube operation at much greater bandwidths and gain levels than are
possible with the regenerative type. The consequence of the higher gain
levels means that the driver tube for the crossed-field amplifier can be a
comparatively low power tube so that its efficiency does not materially
affect the overall system efficiency. In addition, the higher gain of the
non-regenerative approach leads to the use of a larger number of circuit
sections in the slow wave circuit of the device. Therefore, the thermal
flux density incident upon the circuit is decreased and the llfe expectancy
and power handling capabilities of the tube are improved.
The standard form of reentrant stream crossed-fleld amplifier,
both regenerative and non-regeneratlve, uses an emitting sole as the source
of current. The current emission mechanism consists of bombarding the
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the sole surface with the out-of-phase electrons in the circulating current
stream, thus multiplying the incident current upon the sole by means of
secondary emission. This creation of current by secondary emission from the
sole has proven to be a very useful mechanismin high peak power, pulsed
crossed-field amplifiers of the sort used in radar transmitters where a
limited dynamic range is required. That is, the tube always operates at a
saturation power level. However, this current generation mechanismis
not considered suitable for the type of CWamplifier requi_ed in the appli-
cation described in this study program. The axial injection concept which
generates the electron stream by a separate electron gun external to the
interaction space should provide superior operating characteristics in the
following areas.
i. Efficiency - the creation of current by back bombardment of the sole
is an inefficient process in a CW amplifier since the power consumed
in this back bombardment process is on the order of 20_ of the total
dc inpu_ and it is felt that the current can be produced much more
efficiently from a thermionic source so that a greater ultimate end
efficiency should be possible with the axial injection approach.
. Life - there is no accumulated evidence to demonstrate that a crossed-
field amplifier, utilizing the secondary emission current generation
process, is capable of the tens of thousands of hours of life that
may be required in some of the longer space missions. However, there
is an accumulation of operating experience that demonstrates that this
sort of life expectancy is possible with electron devices that achieve
current generation by thermionic emission. In addition, with the
axial injection concept where the current generation structure is
separated physically from the interaction region, it is possible to
scale crossed-field amplifier designs to modest CW power levels without
reducing operating voltages and sizes to the point where the thermal
flux density on the slow wave circuit becomes excessive, thus limiting
power handling capability as well as life expectancy.
. Programmed dc input power - the axial injection scheme used in con-
junction with the multi-element collector has demonstrated the
operation of programmed dc input power. That is, the actual dc power
put into the device is a function of the RF drive level. This tends
to maintain a high level of efficiency over a wide range of RF drive
levels and is most significant for amplitude modulated signals. It
was assumed in carrying out this design study that the modulation
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schemewould be FMand that only a saturated amplifier is required.
However,utilizing this format in the crossed-field amplifier opens
up the possibility of efficient AMmodulation and extends the
operating dynamic range of the device. On the other hand, even for
the saturated amplifier regime of operation utilizing frequency
modulated signals, the use of the multi-element collector reduces
the power dissipation level on the slow wave circuit and thus
increases the power handling capability of the device as well as its
expected life. Therefore, as detailed in p_ecedlng sections of this
report, it is proposed that the amplifier characteristics needed can
best be met by an axial injection amplifier having the following
operating parameters:
Frequency
Anode voltage
Cathode current
Gain
Circuit synchronous voltage
Delay line coupling impedance
Sole bias
Magnetic field
Efficiency
3 GHz
4.5 kv (with respect
to cathode)
O. 5 amp
17 db
370 volts
50 ohms
-1550 volts (with
respect to cathode)
3900 gauss
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APPENDIX I
PRESSURE DROP - FRICTIONAL LOSSES
(Sample Calculation)
Channel Configuration
Three Channels
a = 0.ii0 in
b = 0.090 in
L= 6.7 in
Assumptions
Flow rate, W = 2 gpm
Coolant = DC-331
Temperature of coolant, T = 20°C for this calculation
Properties of Coolant at 20°C (Ref I)
Density, O = 58.7 Ib/ft 3
Dynamic viscosity of coolant, D = 27.2 Ib/ft.hr
Calculations
i° Area of each channel, A
A = (0.ii0 in)(O.090 in,)
i ft2
144 in2
= 6.88 x I0 -5 sq ft
. Velocity in each channel, v
Flow rate for each channel, w = 3Wia _gpm2
2 ft3
w (_ gpm)(8.02 hr.gpm"
V --
A 6.88 x i0 "3 ft2
: 7.79 x to 4 ft/hr
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3. Perimeter of each channel, Pe
P = 2(a + b) = 2(0.110 in + 0.090 in)
e
= 3.33 x IO-2 ft
1 ft
12 in
. Effective diameter of each channel, D
4A 4(6.88 x 10 -5 ft2)
m -
P . i0_2e 3 33 x ft
= 8.26 x 10 -3 ft
. Reynolds Number, NR
ft
vDO (7.79 x 104 _r)(8.26 x 10-3 ft)(58.7 __Lhf__t)
NR - - ib
27"2 ft.h-----_
= 139o
. Pressure drop or head loss due to friction, hf
2
hf = f L_pv---
D 2g
As sume
where f, the friction factor, is found from a Moody diagram (Ref 2).
The Moody diagram shows friction factors versus Reynolds Number. From
the Moody diagram, f = 0.046. The length of pressure drop, L_p, is I inch.
ft_2[ I hr 2
(I in)(7.79 x 104 hr j _6OO sec )
hf = 0.046
x (12 in] ft2)(8.26 10 -3 ft),_-_,(64.4--
sec
= 3.36 ft of coolant
36°2 ft of DC-331 at 20°C- 14.7 psi
Therefore, the pressure drop per inch of coolant channel, _p is
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hf
AP- i i n (3.36 fIt__fl4.7 psi_
- " I in J_36.2 ft "
= 1.37 psi/in
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APPENDIXII
TEMPERATUREDIFFERENTIALBETWEENCOOLANTANDCOOLANTCHANNELWALL
(Sample Calculation)
Three Channels _ Sb = 0.090 in
L = 6.7 in ----
Assumptions
Power to be dissipated, P = i kw (0.33 kw per channel)
Flow rate, W = 2 gpm
Temperature of coolant, T = 20°C for this calculation
Coolant = FC-75
Prop@rties of Coolant at 20°C (Ref I)
Density, O = 110.2 ib/ft 3
Specific heat, C = 0.246 Btu/ib.°F
Coefficient of t_ermal conductivity, k = 0.0795 Btu/ft'hr'°F
Dynamic viscosity of coolant, B = 3.89 ib/ft'hr
Calculations
I. Area of each of the three channels, A
i ft2
A = (O°ii0 in)(O.090 in) 2
144 in
:_ 6.88 x 10 -3 sq ft
2. Velocity of fluid in each channel, v
F]ow rate for each channel, w -
V --
W
A
(_ gpm)(8.O2 hr.gpm'
6.88 x 10 -5 ft2
W 2
3 - 3 gpm
- 7.,_v° _ 104 ft/hr
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3. Perimeter of each channel, P
e
1 ft
P = 2(a ÷ b) = 2(o,no in ÷ 0.09Oin)
e
-2
= 3_33 x i0 f_
4. Effective diameter of each channel, D
.
D
4A 4(6.88 x Io=5 fte)
Pe 3.33 x 10.2 ft
= 8.26 x i0"3 ft
Reynolds Number, NR
ft 3 ft)(llO.2 1of-_t=)vDP (7.79 x lOb"_-_)(8.26 x i0" x
NR - - Ib
3.89
= 1829o
6. Prandtl Number, Np
Np = _kC =
Ib Btu
(3.89_-b-_.h_)(o.246_-VW._J
Btu
0.0?95 ft.hr.UF
= 12
7. Heat transfer coefficient, h (Ref 2)
For NR > 2000, turbulent flow occurs
k (NR)O.8(Np)O.4h = 0.023
For NR < 2000, laminar flow occurs
i i i
k (NR)_(_ _3cD_3(.__0'14
h = 1.86 _ -P" "_" "_s"
D-lIB
In this example, the flow is turbulent; hence
h : O.O23
Btu
0.0?95 ft.hr. OF
8.26 x 10 -3 ft
(1829o)°-8(12)o.4
: 1510 Btu/ft2.hr.°F
8. Temperature differential (OF), _T F
P
ATF - hP L
e
(0 33 kw)(3.$1 Btu
• hr.watt j
(1510 ft2:hr"Btu OF)(3.33 x IO-2 ft)(0.558 ft)
= $1°F
f_TC = _ _TF = 23°C
NOTE:
_s must be assumed since the wall temperature is not known. A value
can be assumed since, in the temperature Ka_ge expected at the wall,
does not vary greatly. Further, (_/_)_'_ does not change greatly
S
with small changes in _s because the expression is raised to the
0.14 power.
References
I. Dow Corning Bulletin O5-111
2. Jakob Hawkins, ELEMENTS OF HEAT TRANSFER, John Willey & Sons, Inc.
(New York - 1957) , 3d edition, pp 139-i_i
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APPENDIXIII
TRAVELINGWAVETUBECHARACTERISTICS
(X1250 and EM1264TWT's)
1.0 THE XI2_0 ' S-BAND, _0 WATT TWT
This S-band TWT, optimized for the 2.2-2.3 GHz space-ground
telemetry band, was designed and built for JPL. It represents a second
generation TWT for deep space missions. These include Voyager and Advanced
Mariner spacecraft. Present units, qualified for space applications, are
designed at the 20 watt level.
At 30_+ overall efficiency (without optional output filtering)
and 7.5 pounds, it exceeds the performance and form factor available in
any other similar unit. It employs a welded, hermetically-sealed enclosure
similar in concept to the other Eimac space qualified TWT's. This enclosure
is responsible for a good portion of the form factor improvement. The
basic design includes six outputs which can be used to remotely diagnose
TWT performance.
The unit operates without degradation for input llne voltages
between 25 volts dc and 50 volts dc, temperatures of -lO°C to +75°C, and
standard NASA and Military shock and vibration environments associated with
the ascent of present launch vehicles.
The requirements on life expectancy and reliability have not yet
been assessed, although individual TWT's have been operated for periods up
to i000 hours°
The accompanying data are representative of that now available.
i.I EngineerinK Model Data - XI2_O
TWT 118 without bandpass filter
Input voltage 30 volts
Input current 5.90 amps
Input power 177 watts
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RF output power
RF input power
RF gain
Efficiency
Parameter
Helix current
Cathode current
Helix voltage
Collector voltage
Anode voltage
Heater voltage
17.25 = 53 watts
-12.5 _dbw = 0.563 watts
29.75 db
Telemetry Voltage Parameter Level
14.20 volts
7.382 volts
-4.007 volts
-2.995 volts
4.728 volts
7.027 volts
29.5 ma
iOO ma
2029 volts
1283 volts
2176 volts
13.2 volts
1.2 Power Budget - XI2_O
TWT beam power
TWT heater power
Total TWT power
Power supply losses (at 8_)
Typical TWT power
Typical RF output power
Typical efficiency
150 watts
4 watts
154 watts
21 watts
175 watts
56 watts
32.o 
1.3 Mechanical Configuration - XI2_O
Length
Width
Height
Weight
RF connectors
dc connectors
Life, design
MTBF, 3-year mission
11-1/2 inches
5-3/8 inches
2-7/8 inches
7,8 pounds
TNC
Deutsch type 22650
20,000 hours
50,000 hours
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1.4 Design Requirements.c X12_O
Electrical
Input power (dc)
Input voltage range
Frequency range
RF output (fundamental)
RF gain (saturation)
Harmonic level
Input VSWR (operating)
Load VSWR (no damage)
Load VSWR (full operation)
Noise figure
185 volt s
25-50 volts
2.29-2.30 CHz
50 watts
30 db
-60 db
1.2:1
5:1
1.3:1
35 db
Monitor points Anode vok age
Collector voltage
Cathode voltage
Collector temperature
Helix current
Collector current
Environmental
Operating pressure
Operating temperature
Shock
Vibration
Acceleration
Sea, level to i0"6 mmHg
-lO°C to +75°C
200 g I msec
15 g rms (random)
14 g
2.0 THE EM1264 TWT
This TWT, optimized for the 2.2-2.3 GHz telemetry band, is a
half-power version of the X1250 at the same nominal 30_ overall efficiency.
It is now in development. Being a 20 watt unit in a 50 watt frame, this
unit represents a very conservative electrical and thermal design. Yet
because of the advanced packaging concept used in the basic 50 watt TWT
package and power supply, the 20 watt package is superior in form factor
to other units now available.
All environmental ratings of the 20 watt unit are equal to that
of the 50 watt unit. Life and reliability of the 20 watt unit, because of
its 2:1 derating in power level will be appreciably enhanced.
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As in the 50 watt TWT,special RF,components, dc logic for system
accessories, and configurations to further optimize the transmitter form
factor can be provided. In all cases, componentsadded are procured to
appropriate high reliability specifications in the samemanner as the basic
tube and power supply parts.
2.1 Power Budget - EM1264
TWT beam power
TWT heater power
Total TWT power
Power supply losses (at 8_)
Typical TWT power
Typical RF output power
Typical efficiency
56 watts
4 watts
60 watts
8 watts
68 watts
22 watts
32.4 
2.2 DesiKn Requirements - EM1264
Electrical
Input power (dc)
Input voltage range
Frequency range
RF output (fundamental)
RF gain (saturation)
Harmonic level
Input VSWR (operating)
Load VSWR (no damage)
Load VSWR (full operation)
Noise figure
Monitor points
72 volts
25-50 volts
2.29-2.30 GHz
22 watts
35 db
-60 db
1.2:1
5:1
1.3:1
35 db
Anode voltage
Collector voltage
Cathode voltage
Collector temperature
Heli_ current
Collector current
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Environmental
Operating pressure
Operating temperature
Shock
Vibration
Acceleration
-6
Sea level to I0
-10°C to +75°C
200 g I msec
15 grms (random)
14 g
mmHg
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ADDENDUM E
RADIATING COLLECTOR
1. COLLECTOR COOLING METHODS
The basic function of a collector in a linear beam device, e.g., a traveling
wave tube or a klystron, is to collect the electron beam and dissipate the thermal
energy thus generated. In nearly all cases, the collectors in 1 kW or larger tubes
arc either liquid (water) cooled or forced convection (air) cooled. Seldom are they
cooled by a heat-sink or by radiation. A 100-watt radiation-cooled collector has
been reported, but none larger. 1
In the case of tubes designed for spaceborne use, radiation cooling offers
the very unique advantage of not having to rely on heat-transfer mediums such as
air, water, or a solid mass of metal to remove the heat. The radiated heat energy
is simply directed into space, which for all practical purposes is a classical black
box having an absorption of 1.0 and an absolute temperature near 0° K.
In order to compare the radiation-cooled collector in proper perspective,
Table E-I shows a comparison of the dissipated power density in a blackbody (ideal)
radiation-cooled collector and conventionally cooled collectors.
TABLE E-I
Type of cooling
Water
Forced Convection (air)
Radiation, 1100°C
1400°C
1700°C
Collected beam-power
density (W/cm 2)
200 to 400
40 to 80
20
45
87
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An ideal radiator at 1100°C therefore dissipates less than one tenth of the
power per unitarea of the water cooled collector. Increasing the radiator temperature
by 300°C more than doubles the dissipation. At 1700°C, the radiator's dissipation
is again doubled, but itis stillonly a third as much as water cooling. Itmay be
shown, however, that since a jacket or fins are not required, the radiation-cooled
collector's mass is comparable to that of a water or an air-cooled collector. The
limiting temperature is determined by the maximum tolerable sublimation rate.
At 1700°C, the rate is stillreasonable for pure tungsten.
. RADIATION-COOLED COLLEC TORS
Two different types of radiation-cooled collectors were investigated on this
program. They are referred to as the window type (Figure E-la) and the windowless
type (Figure E-lb). In both cases, the electron beam is collected by a thin-walled
collector which also serves as the radiator.
In the window-type collector, the radiator is contained within the tube's
vacuum envelope, and the heat is radiated out into space through a transparent
window which forms a part of the vacuum envelope. In contrast to this, in the
windowless-type collector, the collector-radiator is an integral part of the vacuum
wall.
Both types of collectors must be able to function through three distinct
environmental phases: the earth phase (air atmosphere), the lift-off phase, and the
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orbital phase (space vacuum of 10 Tort). Depending upon the mission, the collector
may also be required to enter and operate in an extraterrestrial gaseous atmosphere.
Although each type of collector has associated problems which are unique,
many of the problems, e.g., reflector design, sublimation, secondary electron
emission, etc., are common and can be identified with both schemes. In the
discussions to follow, greater emphasis has been placed on the window-type collector
E-2
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Figure E-1. a) WindowTypeCollector, b) Windowless Collector
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and on common problems. The discussion is illustrated in the end by a design
example -- a 1-kW window-type collector.
3. WINDOW-TYPE COLLECTOR
Figure E-2 shows one approach to window-type colleetor. The basic
components are:
a. collector-radiator
b. window
c. reflector -- heat shield
d. secondary electron suppressor lens
These are described in the order given.
a. Radiator
One of the most critical parts of the collector assembly is the collector-
radiator element. This element should be as small as possible and operate as hot
as possible if high radiation efficiency is to be achieved. However, practical
considerations limit the minimum size and the maximum operating temperature.
From the vibration-shock standpoint, its mass should be a minimum.
The radiation from a metal surface varies as the forth-to-sixth power
of the absolute temperature, depending upon the material.Z For a theoretically
perfect radiator in thermal equilibrium, i.e., a blackbody (total spectral
emissivity = 1.0) QBB' the total energy emitted per second over the entire spectrum
from an area of one square centimeter is given by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:
QBB = cr (T 4- To4) (E-l)
E-4
Ii
i
(i)
E-5
where = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
= 5. 6751 x 10 -12 W cm -2 °K -4
T = absolute temperature of the blackbody in degrees Kelvin
T = absolute temperature of the surrounding in degrees Kelvin
O
This function is plotted in Figure E-3 as a function of the ideal radiator
temperature T and represents the maximum possible radiated power density as a
function of temperature.
In order to operate the radiator as hot as possible, the radiator wall
is made as thin as practicable to reduce the temperature drop between the inside
surface illuminated by the electron beam and the outer radiating surface. Typical
thicknesses range from 0. 005 to 0. 010 inch. The reduced thickness and consequently
smaller mass is also beneficial in terms of the environmental vibration and shock
requirements.
(1) Sublimation
The main temperature-limiting factor is the sublimation of the
radiator material in vacuum, that is, the rate of sublimation, since a shorter mission
will allow a higher sublimation rate to be tolerated. Vaporization of the radiation
material is detrimental for several reasons. First, the metallic vapor may deposit
on the ceramic insulators, causing a high-resistance leakage path or a short circuit.
Second, a deposit formed on the radiator window will become a mirror and reflect
a part of the heat back to the tube, causing overheating. The third reason is that
the collision between the electrons in the beam and the sublimate will seriously
affect the beam optics by generating ions which neutralize the electron space-charge
forces within the beam. The end result of this action is the formation of a very
tighely focused, high-power-density beam, impinging on the collector surface and
E-6
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creating a hot spot. A runaway effect may follow. Still another consequence of
sublimation is poisoning of the cathode material, resulting in a loss in electron
emission.
The sublimation rate for any metal in vacuum may be calculated
using the Langmuir equation 3 :
W = 17.14
where: W
P
M
= rate of evaporation in g/cm 2 -sec
= vapor pressure of material in Torr at temperature T
= molecular weight in the gas phase
T = _emperature in degrees Kelvin
This equation may also be expressed in a more useful form:
S = 1.85 x 106 ---p _/_
P V,I,
(E-2)
(E-3)
where: S = rate of sublimation of the solid material in cm/year
p = density of the solid material in g/cm 3.
These equations give i'eliable soultions in the case where a single, pure material in
high vacuum is considered. However, in a practical vacuum tube, the chances of
having an absolutely clean surface free of foreign condensation are rare, if not
impossible. Instead, a heterogeneous surface exists and with time, a rather
complex interchange of sublimates and condensates of various materials occur.
Therefore, the application of the Langmuir equation to obtain quantitative solutions
should be approached judiciously. The equation is far more practical when used
to obtain qualitative results.
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Figure E-4 shows the sublimation rate in cm/year (1 year =
8760 hours) for some materials commonly used in vacuum tubes. It is interesting
to compare the curves with Table E-II which gives the melting temperature of the
materials 4 in the same order they appear in Figure E-4.
TABLE E-II
Element
W
Ta
C
Mo
Pt
Ti
Au
Cu
Mn
Temperature (°C)
337O
2996
3550
2620
1774
1800
1063
1083
1260
Of the elements listed, tungsten, tantalum, and carbon are in
a class apart, being far superior to the others. The fourth best, molybdenum, is
two orders of magnitude worse than carbon, and four orders of magnitude
worse than tungsten.
Tantalum, listed in the top three, is a difficult metal to process
for application as a radiator. It has a tremendous affinity for oxygen, hydrogen, and
nitrogen, absorbing these gases at temperatures between 600°C and 1000°C. Beyond
this temperature, a reevolution of these gases occur. For complete outgassing, it
must be processed at a temperature of at least 2000°C .5
One form of carbon useful in tube work is electrographite. This
material is extremely difficult to fabricate in thicknesses of 0. 010 inch or less.
However, there is an isotropic form of sheet graphite, similar to pyrolytic graphite,
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called "Grafoil" 6 It possesses several interesting properties and is the only
product other than tungsten tested for emissivity.
Of the four refractory materials discussed above, tungsten is
the best, being about one order of magnitude better than the nearest competitor,
tantalum, in terms of sublimation. Tantalum is also less desirable because of
processing and fabrication problems. However, etched tantalum exhibits a total
emissivity in excess of 0.8 at 1300°C . Molybdenum is precluded because it would
have to operate about 500 degrees lower in temperature than tungsten to equal the
sublimation rate of the latter. The drawback with tungsten is that it is extremely
difficult to fabricate.
(2) Emissivity
Although it is most attractive with respect to sublimation,
untreated or shiny tungsten has a very low total-spectral emissivity. At 1400°C,
the total emissivity is only 0.222. _ Therefore, one phase of this study program on
radiation-cooled collectors was to investigate the various forms of tungsten surfaces
which appear promising from the viewpoint of emissivity. In addition, a totally
different material, graphite foil, was investigated.
(a) Emissivity Measurements
All told, the total emissivity of five different tungsten
surface finishes and one graphite foil were measured from 900°C to 1400°C. The
test piece, in all cases, had the shape of thin tapes or ribbons 4 to 5 inches long.
(b) Test Vehicle
Figure E-5 is a drawing of the emissivity test vehicle.
Except for the glass shell (high-temperature glass Dow-Corning No. 7052), the
envelope was of all metal-ceramic construction. Five pins were present in the
E-II
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alumina header. Two of the pins were used to carry the heating current to the test
specimen and two more were used for the potential leads. The fifth pin was unused.
Two pins were located in the glass envelope and served as feedthroughs for the
thermocouple leads.
The test specimen was mounted by means of molybdnum
clamps in an inverted V position. A thin molybdenum heat shield was located
between the clamps and header. In all cases, the system was baked out at 450°C
while being exhausted. A VacIon ® appendage pump with a speed of 1 _/sec was
used to maintain the vacuum and monitor the pressure at all times.
in operation.
junction.
Figure E-6 shows a photograph of a typical test vehicle
The plastic cup holds ice water for the thermocouple reference
The complete test site is shown in Figure E-7. A Rubicon
Model 2703 potentiometer was used to make the thermocouple measurements.
Voltage readings were made using the Hewlett-Packard Model 3400A RMS vacuum-
tube voltmeter, and the heater current was read on a Westinghouse Type PA5 AC
ammeter having an accuracy of =t:1% of full scale. The pressure was read on a
Varian Associates VacIon Pump Control Unit Model 921-0006. The Leeds and
Northrup Co. Optical Pyrometer, Model 8622-C, was used to measure brightness
temperature. It is calibrated to read blackbody temperature.
(c) Test Procedure
The test strip was heated by applying a 60-Hz ac current
to the test specimen. Because of the conduction cooling at the clamped ends, the
heater potential was measured in a zone of constant temperature across two points
spaced 2 inches apart and centered on the test strip. The potential-measuring
connections to the test strip were made with 0. 004-inch diameter tantalum wire,
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and the potential was measured using a VTVM having a ± 1% accuracy. By measuring
the thickness and width of the test strip, the radiating surface area lying between
the potential leads was found. Consequently, the power radiated from this known
surface area of the test specimen was measured with a high degree of accuracy.
The true temperature of the test strip was measured at the midpoint of the strip
using a 0. 003 inch diameter Pt-Pt/10% Rh thermocouple.
The gas pressure in the envelope was monitored with a
1.0 _/sec VacIon pump at all times, and in every case, the pressure was allowed to
reach 10 -6 Torr or lower before any measurements were made. In this way,
convection cooling due to the presence of gas was made negligible.
(d) The emissivity was calculated by using the expression
QTS
e t - QBB
(E-4)
where:
e t =
QTS =
QBB =
total emissivity of the test strip relative to a blackbody
radiated power per square centimeter of the test strip at a given
temperature
radiated power per square centimeter of a blackbody at the same
temperature as the test strip
The value of QTS is obtained at each temperature point by
multiplying the observed voltage and current to find the power dissipated and
dividing this power by the area of the strip contained between the two potential leads.
The blackbody radiation density QBB was calculated for
each temperature from the Stefan-Boltzmann law, Eq. (E-l}.
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(e} Preparation of Test Specimen
Tungsten, oxidized and reduced
One technique used successfully to mechanically roughen
a tungsten surface to increase iLs emissivity, is to slightly oxidize and reduce the
surface. Such a specimen was prepared by first taking a strip of pure tungsten
ribbon 0. 003 inch thick, 0. 064 inch wide, and 5 inches long, and air-firing it at
850°C to obtain a slightly oxidized surface. The surface at this stage is mostly
WO 3 and exhibits a greenish appearance. The specimen is fired next in a hydrogen
furnace to reduce the oxide. Treated in this manner, the original shiny surface
is permanently replaced with a grey, rough but uniform finish. This type of surface
finish is frequently used on heaters for indirectly heated cathodes; they bear the
generic name "dark heaters". The measured emissivity was quite markedly
improved over an uncoated ribbon, as shown in Table E-III.
TABLE E-III
True Temperature (°C)
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1450
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
Unstabilized
0.45
0.46
0.46
0.52
0.55
0.56
0.58
Specimen
Stabilized
0.36
0.39
0.42
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.50
The "Unstabilized" emissivity column indicates the
measurements obtained as the temperature was heated in steps up to 1450°C. The
column headed "Stabilized" lists the emisivity measured after a weekend of
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operation (67 hours) at 1400°C. Subsequent measurements taken after 740 hours of
operation at 1400°C showed no further change in emissivity.
The change in emissivity which occurred during the
first several hours is believed to be due to the volatilization of a thin WO 3 layer
which remained as a result of incomplete reduction. The existence of other forms
of thin oxides of uncertain composition -- possibly a metastable form of lower
oxides -- found beneath the surface layer of WO 3 have been acknowledged. 8 These
may have also contributed to the change in emissivity.
Graphite foil
A flexible graphite material with direction-dependent
properties similar to pyrolytic graphite, trade name "Grafoil", was measured.
This form of graphite is available in sheet form 0. 005 inch thick and 24 inches wide.
The size of the test specimen was 0.005 inch thick, 0. 100 inch wide, and 5 inches
long.
This material is 99.9% pure and may be readily vacuum
and hydrogen fired for use in vacuum tubes. It does not melt, but characteristic
of graphite, sublimes instead. The measured total emissivity values are listed in
Table E-IV.
True Temperature
(oc)
9OO
1000
1100
1200
1300
TABLE E-IV
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W Specimen
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.52
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
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TABLE E-IV (Cont.)
True Temperature
1400
1450
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W Specimen
0.22 0.55
0.23 0.54
The total emissivity fingures, although not nearly as high as e!ectrographite, (e t =
0.9 at 1200°C) are still high enough to be of practical interest.
Sintered tungsten powder
A rough tungsten surface was prepared by sintering
tungsten powder onto a shiny tungsten tape 0. 002 inch thick, 0.060 inch wide, and
about 5 inches long. The powder was sintered at 1650°C for 30 minutes in a hydrogen
atmosphere. The final size of the prepared ribbon was 0. 0045 inch thick and 0. 066
inch wide.
is given in Table E-V.
The measured total emissivity relative to a blackbody
TABLE E-V
True Temperature
900
I000
ii00
1200
1300
1400
1450
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W Specimen
0.14 0.
0.16 0
0.17 0
0.19 0
0.21 0
0.22 0
0.23 0
43
.44
.45
.46
.47
.48
.48
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The emissivity is seen to be better than double that for shiny tungsten and about equal
to that for the oxidized and reduced tungsten described earlier.
Tungsten, porous
Because pure tungsten is one of the most difficult
materials to machine, any tungsten system which is easily machinable is of interest.
In this case, the test strip was machined from such
tungsten disc impregnated with copper. The copper
matrix machinable. The ribbon was machined from
hoop 0. 005 inch thick, 0. 125 inch wide, and about 2
was then cut and mounted on the header assembly.
a system -- a 28.8% porous
adds strength and renders the
the disc in the form of a single
inches in diameter. The hoop
The assembly was then placed
in a vacuum bell jar and the copper vaporized out of the pores by heating the tungsten
strip. Once the copper was removed, the thin strip became extremely brittle and
would support no bending moment. The thickness of the prepared specimen shrank
to 0. 0035 inch on the removal of the copper.
The emissivity values are given in Table E-VI.
TABLE E-VI
True Temperature
¢c)
900
I000
ii00
1200
1300
1400
1450
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W Specimen
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.21
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.27
0.27
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The emissivity of this material is only slightly better than that for shiny tungsten.
However, this disadvantageis more thanoffset by its machinability. Oncethe required
geometry is machined and the copper fired out, the surface may be roughenedby
means of any of the methods presented in this discussion to raise the emissivity.
Tungsten, pyrolytic (1, 1, 1) orientation
The total emissivity of a pyrolytic tungsten surface
having a (1, 1, 1) crystal orientation was measured on a ribbon 0. 027 inch think,
0. 108 inch wide, and having a coated length of about 1-1/2 inch. The original
substrate was a sheet of shiny tungsten 0. 010 inch thick.
Varian has a proprietary process for chemical-
vapor-deposition (CVD) of tungsten in with the crystal orientation and the topography
of the surface can be controlled.
The procedure for chemical-vapor-deposition requires
the substrate to be heated on a plate inside a chamber. A mixture of tungsten
hexafluoride and hydrogen gas is maintained inside the chamber. The tungsten
hexafluoride, upon contact with the hot substrate, undergoes a thermo-chemical
reduction and deposits a layer of small tungsten crystals. Under proper conditions,
the crystals deposit on the surface as a dense array of vertical needles. The height
of the needles is controllable.
When viewed perpendicular to the surface, the appearance
is dark, almost black; however, when viewed at an angle, the surface appears to be
a metallic grey. The optical variation in color as a function of viewing angle is
similar to velvet. Table E-VII presents the results obtained.
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TABLE E-VII
True Temperature
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1450
Total Relative Emissivity
Shiny W
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
Specimen
0.56
0.55
0.53
0.56
0.57
0.57
0.56
The emissivity of this tungsten surface is the highest of
all the tungsten surfaces measured and is relatively independent of temperature in
the region 900 ° to 1450°C.
By closer control of the deposition parameters to
optimize the thickness, distribution density, and height of the columnar cyrstals,
it is thinkable that even higher emissivity value may be achieved. Another possibility,
yet to be tried, is to etch the tungsten surface. This might prove beneficial if the
column diameter-to-height ratio can be reduced.
Tungsten, oxidized and reduced with alumina
The last coating to be discussed falls in the same category
of "dark heaters" as the first specimen above -- i.e., a shiny tungsten ribbon 0. 002
inch thick, 0.060 inch wide, and 5 inches long was oxidized in air at 850°C. It was
then coated with alumina, fired in hydrogen to sinter the alumina, dipped in a
tungstate solution, and fired again in a reducing atmosphere at 1000°C. The final
firing decomposes the tungstate solution, with dispersion of tungsten throughout the
alumina.
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The total relative emissivity is given in Table E-VIII.
TABLE E-VIII
Total Temoerature
(°C)
900
1000
Shiny Tungsten
Total Ro.l_tivo. Erni_,qi,ri_r
................... |T
Unstabilized
1100
1200
1300
1400
1450
0.14
0.16
0.60
0.61
0.60
0.56
0.47
0.43
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
Specimen
Stabilized
0.22
O.25
0.27
0.29
0.32
0.34
0.35
The column headed "Unstabilized" refers to the first set of measurements obtained
as the temperature was increased in steps up to 1400°C. After operating at 1200°C
for several minutes, a permanently lower emissivity level was noted. No further
change was observed despite operation of the test strip at 1425-1450°C for 50 hours.
The "Stabilized" column gives the final emissivity results.
It is apparent that this type of surface should not be
operated above approximately 1000°C if the high emissivity of about 0.6 is to be
preserved.
The six sets of emissivity data are combined for
comparison purposes in Table E-IX.
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TABLE E-IX
Total Relative Emissivity
True
Temp.
oC
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1450
Shiny W
0.14
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.23
W oxid.
and Red.
0.36
0.39
0.42
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.50
Graphite
foil
0.52
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.54
Sintered
W powder
0.43
0.44
O.45
O.46
0.47
0.48
0.48
Porous
W
0.21
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.27
0.27
Pyrolytic
(1, 1, 1)w
O. 56
0.55
0.53
O. 56
O. 57
0.57
O. 56
W oxid. and
Red + A120 3
0.22
0.25
0.27
0.29
0.32
0.34
0.35
b. Window
(1) Requirements
The spectral distribution of a blackbody radiator at 1400°C has
most of its radiation concentrated in the infared region, i.e., 0.7 # to 7p (Figure
E-8). Only a small fraction of its total radiated energy is in the visible region.9
The requirements for a satisfactory window for space use are:
(a) high transmittance of the infared and visible spectrum
(0.04 to 7p)
(b) must not discolor or change its geometry when exposed to
radiation normally encountered in space
(c) must be usable as a part of the vacuum envelope, i.e.,
no gas permeation
(d) must be rugged, i.e., able to withstand mechanical and
thermal shocks.
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(2) Window Materials
(a) Glass
None of the glasses commonly used in vacuum tubes have
satisfactory infared transmittance levels -- averaging only about 60%. In addition,
they are not mechanically and thermally rugged. When exposed to radiation such
as that found in the Van Allen Belt, discoloration occurs, although this can be
minimized to some degree with the addition of cerium. 10
There are numerous, rather exotic glasses being developed
for use in the infared spectrum. The goal is to extend the infrared cutoff wave-
length beyond that normally associated with glass (2.5t_) • The impetus for this
effort comes from the workers in infrared instrumentation -- primarily military.
(b) Quartz
High-grade fused quartz, on the other hand, has a
transmittance of about 90% up to a cutoff wavelength of about 5t_.11 Quartz will
set up internal strain when exposed to a severe dosage of radiation, and has more
of a tendency to discolor than sapphire. It lz has excellent thermalshock property --
a necessary feature since the beam is instantaneously turned on or off. This is due
-6
to its very low thermal expansion ( 0.5 x 10 / °C) and in spite of its being large
quartz-to-metal seals required for a tube window are weak due to the thermal
expansion mismatch and to the low strength of quartz.
(c) "Lucalox" 13
A promising window material is "Lucalox, " a polycrystalline
alumina ceramic, free of microscopically small pores normally found in conventional
alumina ceramics.l] Lucalox is translucent and has 90%transmittance in the visible
region and over 80% in the infrared region with cutoffat about 6p for a sample thickness
of 0.5 mm.
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Alumina is relatively insensitive to radiation; therefore,
the same shouldhold true for Lucalox.
This material is available up to about 6 inches in diameter
and is significantly iess expensive than sapphire.
(d) Sapphire
Single-crystal, clear sapphire is an all-around better
window material than glass or quartz. It has a transmittance of about 870/014 with
a cutoff at 5 p (sample thickness 0.1 inch). An antireflection coating of magnesium
fluoride may be used effectively to increase the transmittance to over 90%.
Sapphire has less of a tendency to darken than either quartz or glass when exposed
to neutron bombardment. Also, the thermal conductivity of sapphire is 20 to 30 times
greater than that of glass or quartz. Conductibility is important in minimizing hot
spots and consequent thexmal stresses, not only in the window material but
especially in the less rugged braze seal area. Metalizing and brazing of sapphire
is done in the same manner as for polycrystalline alumina, and the seals are very
rugged.
Sapphire is also able to withstand thermal shock very well.
(3) Available Window Sizes
At this time, the largest sapphire disc windows commercially
available are 5.5 inches in diameter, with 6 inches representing the state-of-the-
art. This is also true of the "Lucalox" windows. Optical-grade quartz windows
are available in diameters up to 12 inches.
Should larger sapphire windows be required, a mosaic or
geodesic dome configuration made from numerous smaller windows brazed together
may offer one solution.
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(4) WindowCoating Test
Any appreciable deposition of material onto the window dueto
sublimation of the collector will pose a serious threat to the life of the tube since it
will reflect the heat back to the radiator, anda runawaycondition may result. Most
metals havea relatively high reflectance coefficient in the infrared region as shown
in Figure E-9.Is This figure gives the reflectance of several materials most likely
to be usedin the collector plotted as a function of wavelength.
(a) Thickness Guidelines
Of the six emissivity test specimensdiscussed earlier,
five were kept heatedat a temperature between1300and 1400°Cfor a prolonged
period of time to see if enoughmaterial would sublimate from the test strips to
leave an observabledeposit on the inside surface of the glass envelope.
In terms of evaluating the thickness of deposit, the
following guidelines presented in Table E-X below were used.
TABLE E-X
Observed Film
barely descernible only when viewed edgwise
barely discernible
obvious deposit -- but mostly transparent
with room light and even illumination
one-way mirror deposit- becomes transparent
with bright light on one side.
Approximate Order
O
of Thickness (A)
5O
100
500
1000
The above guidelines are useful only to establish very
rough order-of-magnitude type approximations.
in Table E-XI.
(b) Test Results
The results of the window-coating tests are summarized
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TABLE E-XI
NO.
4
5
6
Tungsten, oxidized and
reduced
Graphite, "Grafoil"
Sintered tungsten
powder
True
Temperature
1375 ± 25
1350 ± 25
1325 + 25
E laps ed
Time
(hours)
1988
2513
1344
Observable Coating
on Glass
_ 5O
None
50
Tungsten, 28.8% Porous
Tungsten, phyrolytic
Tungsten, oxidized and
reduced with alumina
1375 ± 25
1400 ± 25
432
Terminated
after 25
Copper. See text.
See text.
300
As noted, little or no observable deposit could be seen on the
inside surface of the glass envelope for specimen Nos. 1, 2, and 3 after about 2000,
2500, and 1300 hours, respectively. The glass envelope for specimen No. 4, the
porous tungsten strip, showed a deposit of copper on the inside surface. This copper
was originally vaporized out of the pores of the porous tungsten in the bell jar and
condensed onto the test strip clamps. Operating the test strip at 1375°C for a few
hundred hours resulted in some of this copper being revaporized from the base of the
test vehicle to the glass envelope. As mentioned earlier, the extreme brittleness of
the test specimen frustrated all efforts to remount it on another header assembly after
firing out the copper.
Because specimen No. 5, the tungsten strip with the pyrolytic
tungsten coating, could not be bent to fit inside the test vehicle, it was necessary to
measure its emissivity in a bell jar station. Consequently, this specimen could not be
sealed off and life tested. However, judging from the method used to manufacture
pyrolytic tungsten, it is believed to be extremely pure.
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SpecimenNo. 6, the tungsten with the surface oxidized and
reduced, is similar to specimen No. 1 except for the addition of alumina. Here, the
deposit on the glass becamenoticeable after only 25 hours of operation. The trans-
mission loss through one glass wall containing the deposit amountedto 14°Cbrightness
whenmeasuring a tungsten filament at 1400°C,with the deposit accounting for about
8°C of the loss.
(e) Calculated Sublimation Ratevs Observed
At a temperature of 1400°C, the calculated sublimation rate
for tungsten is 6 x 10-4 _/year. At 1300°C, it is 2 x 10-5 _/year. These values are
several orders of magnitude lower than thatrequired for a visible film. Itis highly
probable, therefore, that any visible trace of window coating in specimens Nos. 1, 2,
and 3 must be from the platinum thermocouple.
c. Reflector
(1) Radiation Angle
The purpose of the reflector is to reflect the thermal energy radiated
backward (toward the tube), so it is redirected outward through the window.
This thermal radiation must be radiated away from the space vehicle
in a beam pattern so the appendages on the space vehicle, such as antennas, solar panels,
etc., will not be irradiated and damaged. Radiation cone angles of 180 ° to 90 ° are
realistic values from the design point of view. To confine the beam angle to less than
180 °, an external reflector (i. e., outside the vacuum wail) may be attached so it
becomes an extension of the inside reflector.
(2) Reflector Design
To achieve the highest thermal efficiency, the reflector must extend
clear back to the collector entrance to minimize back heating. In addition, the reflector
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must be "open" enough around the radiator so the heat path from the area near the
collector entrance to the window is restricted as little as possible.
Fortunately, most metals useful in tube fabrication exhibit very
high reflectance. As an example, tantalum, molybdenum, nickel, copper, and gold
exhibit over 80_/o reflectance over most of the infrared spectrum. The latter two have
over 95% reflectance th.roughout the infrared spectrum.
If the reflector is also used as an insulated heat shield, there is a
possibility of the reflector material sublimating. The reflector should then be made
of a refractory metal such as molybdenum or tantalum. A second heat shield may be
located immediately behind the reflector to minimize heating of the tube body. Its
purpose is to reflect the heat radiated backward by the reflector itself.
On the other hand, if the reflector temperature is kept below about
500°C, gold plating may be used to improve the reflectance from an average of 92 to 99%
for molybdenum and 94 to 99% for tantalum.
(3) Collection of Solar Energy
Should the collector point directly at the sun, the amount of solar
energy collected and focused on to the radiator will be directly proportional to the
external reflector aperture area. The total solar energy above the earth's atmosphere
and at its mean distance from the sun is 0.14 W/cm 2 with the energy distribution for
the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions being 10, 40, and 50¢/o respectively. 16
For a 5-inch diameter window, the external reflector aperture may
be 10 inches in diameter, in which case, the collected power is 71 watts. This repre-
sents only about 5% of the beam dissipation and should not be a problem.
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d. Suppressor Lens
The slow secondary and thermiontc electrons generated in the collector
may be suppressed by a thin Einzel lens located just before the entrance to the collector.
The lens is designed to generate a potential depression of about -50 volts or so with
respect to the collector to create a barrier to the returning electrons from the collector.
Those electrons not turned back to the collector end up colliding into the wall. Also,
the potential depression serves to drain away the ions generated in the collector region.
This lens is designed to operate at cathode voltage, eliminating the need for a separate
lens power supply.
e. Design Example
(1) Electrical Design Data
Based on the results of this study, a window-type collector, Figure
E-2, was designed encompassing as many of the guidelines presented as possible. The
collector was designed to be compatible with a 1-kW linear beam device, e.g., the ESF
klystron described in Addendum B. The radiator was designed around a tungsten surface
having a total emissivity of 0.55 at 1400°C. It is uniformly illuminated by the beam with
a power density of 37 W/cm 2. The electrical design parameters are given in Table E-XII.
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TABLE E-XII
Beam Perveance (Body) 0.5 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2
Vcathod e 0 kV
Icathod e 0.29 A
V 5.25 kV
collector
Vbody 7.0 kV
Pcollector 1522 W
Collector depres sion 25 %
Beam Perveance (Collector) 0.76 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2
Beam radius at entrance 0. 0675 inch
Because the depressed collector is at a potential lower by 1.75 kV
than the body, the effective perveance of the beam in the collector region is higher,
being 0.76 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2.
The radiator itself is supported by two thin tungsten rods at right
angles to each other. The rods are curved to preset the preferred direction of motion
due to thermal expansion. Also, the bent rods are arranged so they lock the radiator
in an axial position; i. e., the radiator is prevented from either rotational or trans-
lational motion along any axis.
The window chosen for this design is a 5-inch diameter sapphire
window coated on both surfaces with an antireflective coating of magnesium fluoride.
The reflector is formed from molybdenum and the surface is given
a high polish on both sides. Gold plating is applied to both surfaces of this reflector
to improve the reflectance of the surface to over 95%.
A thin Einzel lens is used as the suppressor lens.
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4. WINDOWLESS COLLECTOR
Eliminating the window in a radiation-cooled collector does not change the basic
requirements for an efficient collector system. A radiator operating at the highest
possible temperature with the highest emittance coupled to an efficient reflector is still
required. In terms of radiation efficiency, operation at 1000°C plus is highly desirable,
if not necessary, to keep the size and mass at a minimum.
Without a window, of course, the window-coating problem is nonexistent, but
the sublimation rate must still be kept low because of the danger of coating the ceramic
insulators in the tube. In fact, a 300 _ coating on a window is unlikely to result in
catastrophic tube failure, whereas the same amount deposited on a ceramic insulator
can cause catastrophic failure. Therefore, sublimation of the radiator material is still
a major design factor.
The requirements for a windowless collector are as follows:
le
2.
3.
4.
5.
o
High radiation efficiency (i. e., high emissivity)
High oxidation resistance of the outside surface
No gas permeation
No outgassing or sublimation of inside (vacuum) surface
Minimum outgassing and sublimation of outside radiator surface in space
vacuum
Environmentally rugged.
The primary difficulty is seen to be a materials problem and not an electrical
one.
The design of a windowless collector was approached by considering the radiator
to be made from a composite mateVLa!. In this manner, the inside or coLe._,,r surface
could be treated separately from the outside or radiator surface.
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a. Radiator
In the above list, the first two requirements refer to the outside radiator
surface. These requirements are very similar to those called out for rocket nozzles;
hence, a substantial amount of investigation has already been done to develop certain
materials -- notably the silicides -- for space use.
Especially oxidation resistant is molybdenum disilicidewhich forms an
oxide layer (SIO2)that acts as a barrier to oxygen diffusion. This coating is also
stable in space vacuum even at high temperatures.
At least three methods of applying a coating of molydisilicide exist. The
firstis the metalliding process 17 which, although discovered 160 years ago, was only
recently developed. This process makes use of a molten fluoride salt bath at 675°C as
the electrolyte. The part to be coated is made the cathode, and the coating material
is made the anode. The process is similar to electroplating except that the anodic
material, in this case the silicon, diffuses into the moly cathodic material forming a
diffusioncoating. The silicidecoating forms at a rate of about 0.0015 inch/hour.
This scheme isclaimed by the developers to be superior to other methods because of
the diffusionbond which is formed.
The second method is vapor deposition of moly disilicidedirectly onto a
substrate which does not necessarily have to be molybdenum.
The third known method is the Linde Plasmarc process. 18 In plasma-
arc spraying, an electric arc is used to heat and ionize a gas. The plasma gas then
combines with a second gas carrying the coating material in powder form. The powder
is melted and propelled toward the substrate. The substrate remains below 200°C in
most cases and is protected from air by the inert gas (argon or nitrogen) used in this
method.
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The coating of moly disilicide formed by the metalliding process is
reported to have a total emissivity of about0.65. A 0. 002-inch-thick coating is
reported to have survived 2500hours in air without failure at 1430°Cto 1480°Cand
25 hours at 1700°Cbefore failing in air.
Based on the results of the abovesurvival test at 1475°C,operating the
samecoating at 1260°Cshouldextend the life considerably beyond2500hours. The
operating temperature of 1260°Cwas selected to make the collector with emissivity
0.65 have the same area as a window-type collector with emissivity 0.55.
Onceagain, tungsten was selected for the inside wall becauseof its very
low sublimation rate at this temperature. Despite the very high melting temperature,
it is very susceptible to oxidation and so must be well-bonded to the molydisilicide
coating.
b. Gas Permeation
In terms of gas permeation through the composite layers of tungsten and
molydisilicide, no data could be found for this combination of materials. It was thus
decided to fabricate a test vehicle suitable for testing the composite envelope at
elevated temperatures in air.
c. Test Vehicle
Figure E-10 shows a photo of the test vehicle to measure gas permeation
through a composite layer of molydisilicide 0. 002-inch thick and pyrolytic tungsten
0. 020-inch thick. The moly disilicide was vapor deposited onto the tungsten body.
Only the smaller diameter tip had the 0. 020-inch-thick tungsten wall.
Figure E-11 shows a cross-sectional view of the test vehicle. The 0.75-
inch outer diameter x 0.25-inch-wall tungsten tubing was made thick to prevent permeation
from this area. In this way, any measurable permeation will be through a known surface
area at the tip end only. The tip was to be heated in an air furnace up to m 1300°C.
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Unfortunately, a leak occurred at the tip endwhich could not be repaired
and this test could not be madewithin the time left on this program.
. HEAT-PIPE-COOLED COLLECTORS
This section will be limited to a brief explanation of the heat pipe and its appli-
cation to microwave tubes. Available references are cited to assist those investigators
wishing to pursue this method further. 19
The heat pipe is a device which can carry heat with a temperature drop equivalent
to a thermal conductivity several thousand times that of copper or silver, and it can
z0
exhibit this property at temperatures far beyond that of the melting point of copper.
It can be used to conduct the heat from any part of a tube to a heat sink block or to a
radiator. Its operation is based on two principles: vapor heat transfer and capillary
action. Figure E-12 shows a cross-sectional view of a heat pipe. It is an evacuated,
closed chamber, containing only a fluid and a capillary wall or wick. Heat from a
source such as a collector heats up one end of the pipe causing vaporization of the
liquid. The vapor pressure at the hot end is necessarily greater than that at the opposite
condenser end and causes the vapor to flow toward the condenser. Upon reaching the
cold end, the vapor is condensed, releasing the originally acquired thermal energy.
As the liquid in the wick vaporizes at the evaporation end, the void in the wick is
replaced by liquid transported from the condenser end by means of capillary action.
Since pumping is accomplished purely by capillary action, gravity is not necessary for
operation -- making heat pipes very attractive for space use.
a. Significant Properties
The most significant properties of a heat pipe are:
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(1) Low temperature drop betweeninput andoutput ends
(2) As distinguished from a solid conductor, temperature drop is not
proportional to the heat flow
(3) Heat flux density may be very different at the evaporating and
condensing ends. Heat may be concentrated into a small area or
dispersed.
b. Fluids
Some of the fluids used in heat pipes are methanol, acetone, water,
fluoridated hydrocarbons, mercury, indium, cesium, potassium, sodium, lithium,
lead, bismuth, and various organic salts, z i
The wick materials include sintered porous matrixes, woven mesh, and
fiber glass, as well as longitudinal slots of various types.
c. Life-Test Results
The operating lives of heat pipes have been reported to be in excess of
10,000 hours without failure or signs of degradation for various types of fluids and
containers. One reported life test which is still in progress gave 16,000 hours at
610°C for a nickel envelope heat pipe using potassium as the fluid, z z
d. Heat Transfer Rate
Figure E-13 shows the heat transfer rate in watts as a function of tem-
perature for two fluids: sodium and potassium, z3 The heat pipe was 3/4 inch in
outer diameter x 12 inches long. The wick consisted of 88 channels, 0.006 inch wide x
0.016 inch deep, cut into the inside surface and covered with a screen.
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e. Heat Pipe on a K1ystron Collector
A Varian VA-888, a 1-kW C-band magnetically focused klystron, was
operated with a heat pipe at RCA. The collector was 1.5 inches in diameter x 5.25
inches long. The heat pipe was 4 inches in diameter x 24 inches long, with the
condenser end having a 10.5 inch diameter finned section. A low-velocity air flow
was used to cool the finned end. Six kilowatts were dissipated by the heat pipe with
the fluid (water) temperature at 150°C.
f. Heat Pipe Cooling a Space Tube
If the space transmitter tube cannot be near the skin of the vehicle, a
heat pipe may be used to transport the collector heat to the radiator.
Figure E-14 shows a possible scheme for cooling a space-tube collector
using a stainless-steel heat pipe and sodium as a fluid. The heat is dissipated by
radiation at the condensing end.
The temperature at which such a system can operate is not well-knowm
The problem is very similar to the windowless direct radiator described above. Many
air-cooled vacuum tubes have run a long time with wall temperatures of 300°C. At
this temperature the 1-kW radiator would need an effective area looking at space of
2
about 2 ft 2. The heat pipe mentioned above running at 610°C would require about 50 in.
radiating area. Heat pipes using the reactive alkali metal fluids are adversely affected
by permeation of gas, perhaps comparably to vacuum tubes. The heat pipe experiments
are thus some evidence that tube collectors can be run at equivalent temperatures.
Where a direct-radiating collector is used, the body of the tube is of
necessity somewhat removed from the vehicle surface. Here a low-temperature heat
pipe at 100°C or so would be very useful for conducting the tube body heat. Also in a
crossed-field tube where a large fraction of the waste energy is dissipated on the rf
circuit, a heat pipe could replace the more complic:tted pumped liquid system.
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ADDENDUM F
CATHODE LIFE
i. EMISSION REQUIREMENTS
It was hoped at the beginning of this study that an examination of the longevity
records of linear beam tubes using various types of cathodes would lead to a clear
recommendation of a cathode type for this application. The choice seems to be reduced
to three types, all of which are strong contenders for the honors. The final choice
may depend on what emission density the designer may need at the cathode to be con-
sistent with other design requirements. If the emission density requirement is of the
order of 100 mA/cm 2 or less, both the impregnated tungsten cathode, the more conven-
tional oxide cathode, and its modification the nickel matrix oxide cathode could be used
since all have shown long life in practice. At this level perhaps the oxide cathode would
have an edge primarily because of its longer history in the tube art, although there is
some evidence that the matrix cathode would be better at the voltages involved with this
application. If the designer has to choose a higher emission density such as on the
order of 1 A/cm 2, then the impregnated cathode would have a clear edge.
One can estimate the cathode size that would keep the current density to approxi-
mately 100 mA/cm 2. If one chooses a perveance of 1 x 10 -6 A/V 3/2 and assumes an
efficiency of 33%, the beam power needed is 3 kW and the current will be 500 mA at
6 kV. For the emission density to be the desired value the cathode diameter would
have to be 1.0 inch. Whether or not this is an acceptable diameter depends on how
much the beam must be converged to pass through the drift tube. At the proposed fre-
quency of 2.3 GHz and with a 6 kV beam, the drift tube diameter would be chosen as
about 0.25 inch (2-radian diameter). The beam diameter to clear this would be chosen
as about 0. 160 inch, giving a required convergence of about 6 to 1 on diameter or 36:1
on area.
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Sucha convergenceis within the state-of-the-art, but the ultimate designer
may find that better overall performance could be obtainedwith a higher emission
density. Thus it is not clearly evident that a limit of 100mA/cm 2 is permissible.
Fortunately, it appears that higher current densities of 1 A/cm 2 or so are consistent
with long operating life from impregnated cathodesas will be shownin the following.
, LIFE TEST RECORDS
Life test records for a number of tube types have been examined in an attempt
to find what types of cathodes are consistent with long operating life. The records
examined were primarily those for reflex klystrons for which considerable data are
available and for power amplifier klystrons for which the data are few. Conventional
"receiving" tubes were not examined since these have been extensively reported in the
literature, and their cathode environment is different from linear beam tubes.
a. Reflex Klystrons
Varian has had an extensive life test program for its reflex klystrons
for many years and has accumulated voluminous data. Most of this is in the usual
statistical form which is useful for predicting random failures and not easily converted
to predicting the ultimate life expectancy of an individual tube on a long mission where
wear-out is the ultimate failure mode. However, some useful conclusions can be derived
from the data.
The procedure for the life tests is to select a small sample from each
month's production and to run these under normal operating conditions for a period
slightly longer than the warranty period. Most of these are removed at this time even
if they are still operating normally, but a small percentage are left on till they eventu-
ally fail. Even some of these are removed before failure due to the need of the life
test equipment for other tubes. Thus, most tubes are tested only for periods of from
1,000 to 5,000, or in some cases, 15,000 hours, depending on the tube type and
customer requirements. This information is readily and accurately convertible into
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statistically meaningful "Mean Time Before Failure" numbers. Table F-I showsthe
"90% ConfidenceLevel" MTBF's (in order) for a number of the longer-lived reflex
Idystron types.
types. Onemight expect from this that a giventube of this sort would have a good
chanceof operating for this length of time in a system, but this does not seem to be
the case. Examination of the data indicate that very few, if any, of the tubes in the
test sample have operatedas long as the MTBF for its respective type, either because
they had failed or becausethey had been removedfrom test for space reasons. Thus,
the MTBF appears to be an optimistic indicator of life expectancy. This is a result of
its dependencyon random rather thanwear-out failure mechanisms.
In an effort to find a better measure of life expectancyfor a long mission,
a more detailed examination of the life test history was made of all tubeswhich had
survived the first 5,000 hours of life test. This eliminated from the study tube types
with short life and the early failures of tubeswhich have longer MTBF's. Of the some
550tubes examined, approximately 66 tubeswere tested for 15,000 hours or more.
Seventubes have accumulated over 40,000 hours each, and four of theseare still going
strong. Of the 66 tubes kept on test for more than 15,000 hours, 26have failed, 23
removed for lack of spaceand 17are still operating. Thesenumbers are quoted not so
much for their own sakebut to show that long lives are indeed achievedby some tubes
and to show that the number of tubes testedfor these long periods is so small that
statistics based on them shouldnot be interpreted too literally. This latter is espe-
cially true when one examinesparticular tubetypes, for seven of the 11 tube types
tested more than 15,000 hours had only oneor two samples. The other four types had
from five to 26 samples, and their statistics begin to have somemeaning.
The life test history of six of the tube types is summarized in Figure F-1. This
is a kind of histogram showingthe age of eachtube whenit was removedfrom life test.
Crosses represent tubes removed becauseof failure. Dots represent operable tubes
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removed because of space limitations, and open circles represent the age of tubes
still on test at the time of the survey. The relative sparsity of data above 10,000
hours is readily seen. Data on VA-244 and VA-259 types have been combined because
they are almost identical.
The ages at which failures occur as seen in this figure confirm the earlier
statement that the MTBF numbers are not good for predicting the expected life of a
given tube. A more conservative indicator would be the average age at failure, which
is simply the sum of the ages of tubes that failed divided by the number thereof. This
is shown in Figure F-1 (indicated by "Ave.") and in Table F-I. A moment's consider-
ation will show that this is too pessimistic a number because it does not take into
account long-lived tubes which are still operating or which have been removed before
failure. Also, it puts undue weight on the earlier failures since the sample size is
larger at that time.
Another measure of life expectancy might be called a "median survival
age." This would be defined as that age which is survived by a number of tubes equal
to the number that has failed before reaching that age. It should be noted that this is a
median of a rather special population, namely that population which includes only those
tubes which have reached this age and those that have failed at a lesser age. No oper-
able tube which had not reached this age (whether removed or still operating) is included.
As in the case of the average age at failure, the earlier failures are given undue weight
because of the larger number of tubes on test at that time, but this "median survival
age" is probably the best measure of expected life for a given sample that can be derived
easily from these life test data. The median survival age is shown in Figure F-1 and
Table F-I by "Med".
Another way of displaying these data is to make a plot (as a function of
age) of the ratio of the number of tubes reaching or surviving that age to the sum of that
munber and the number of failures up to that age. If s tubes (survivors) are still on
test at a given age, and if f_ tubes have failed at lesser ages, the ratio is s/(s + f).
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This is the same as the ratio of "survivors" to the original number of tubes less the
number of tubes removed without failure before reaching that age. In other words,
this is the surviving ratio of a population which decreases as operable tubes are
removed. Thus, operable removals are includedin the statistics until they are re-
moved, but not afterwards. This has the effect of giving a survival probability at any
age, but with a decreasing confidencefactor becauseof the reduction of the size of the
population.
Figure F-2a showsthe survival probability for a number of types.
Where this curve drops below 50% corresponds to the "median survival age" referred
to before. From Figure F-2b which showsthe corresponding population sizes, it can
be seen that confidence is high for ages less than about 10,000 hours, and moderate to
poor for greater ages.
Somediscrepancy may be observedbetweenthe MTBF information and
the other datapresented here becauseof the elimination of early failures from the
latter and becauseof slightly different time spans in accumulating data.
An examination of Figures F-1 and F-2 and Table F-I show that the
longest-lived tubes fall into two categories -- those with median survival agesabout
35,000 hours and those about 20,000 hours. The statistics on four of the six types
shownin the figures are relatively meaningful while those for the VA-204 andVA-504
are rather sparse. However, the VA-204 clearly belongs in the longer-lived group
becauseone of its two failures occurred at 42,000 hours. The VA-504 is less clear
since its oldest tubewas removed while still operating at 22,000 hours. This type is
included for a special reason to be discussed.
Of the types having the longest life, the VA-221 andVA-204 are both
local oscillators having conventionaloxide cathodeson a nickel base andare tested at
a current density of 80 to 110mA/cm 2. The VA-244 andVA-259 operate at a higher
power output level of 1 watt, but the cathodecurrent density is again about 100mA/cm 2.
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The cathode in these tubes is a modified conventional oxide in which fine nickel particles
are sintered onto the base nickel before coating. This "matrix" or "sponge" oxide
cathode has the advantage of permitting a thicker oxide coating without too high a
resistance through the coating and has other advantages such as better adherence and
less susceptibility to back bombardment. It operates at conventional oxide cathode
temperatures. It is believed that long life at higher current densities is possible with
the matrix cathode, but the preser_ data does not cot.firm (or deny) this.
Two of the tubes in the next group of median survival age, the VA-220
and VA-222, both use the same identical oxide cathode of conventional type. Like the
VA-244 and VA-259, these operate at about a 1-watt level with a slightly higher current
density of 110 to 120 mA/cm 2. It is not believed that the shorter life is due to this
small difference in cathode loading. Rather, it appears that other factors are involved,
as is certainly the case in tubes further down the list in Table F-I. Tubes like the
VA-209 and VA-225 that use the identical cathode used in the VA-244 have much smaller
MTBFs and, hence, presumably also shorter median survival age even at lower cathode
current density.
It is quite apparent from these data that low cathode current density does
not insure long life -- it merely makes it possible if other factors are favorable. On
the other hand, the data also do not show that higher current density is inconsistent
with long life in klystrons. Klystron designers have assumed that this is the case, just
as it has been shown to be true for triodes and other negative grid tubes, and have kept
to the low current density in most designs where longevity is a requirement. An
exception to this is the VA-504 which has a conventional oxide cathode running at a
loading of 220 mA/cm 2. This is a two-cavity oscillator with an output of 20 watts at
13 GHz. It has shown good life with an MTBF of 19,716 hours. Unfortunately, only
two tubes were tested for more than 10,000 hours. One of these failed at 15,000 hours
and the other was still operating when removed at 22,000 hours. Thus confidence in
the median survival age of over 20,000 hours is rather small, but at least tubes should
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be expectedto live well past 10,000 hours. This confidenceis bolstered by the experi-
encewith power amplifiers described in the next section.
b. Power Amplifier Klystrons
Power amplifier klystrons are known from field experience to be very
reliable, long-lived devices, but obtaining statistics to demonstrate this is extremely
difficult. It is economically prohibitive to undertake concerted life test programs on
reasonable numbers of tubes as is done with the smaller reflex types. The expense
lies not so much in the cost of the tubes themselves, but in the capital investment in
the equipment necessary to operate each tube. This often turns out to be practically a
complete transmitter with drivers, dummy loads, cooling facilities, monitoring, and
safety interlocks, etc. Also, in the few life tests that have been performed, keeping
the equipment operating has proved to be much more of a problem than the tubes. Con-
sequently, what data there is on tube longevity is based primarily on field reports
which are rather sketchy. Most customers do not report at all, some return the self-
addressed postcard type failure reports with minimal information, and a few are quite
conscientious in this regard. In rare cases it is possible to get reports on the ages of
operating tubes, and these are most helpful. Only a very small percentage of tubes
shipped are ever reported.
Interpreting these field-reported failures in terms of expected life for
cathodes of different type and usage is a very difficult task. Not only is the sample
size very small, but also the reasons of failure are many and varied. Probably about
50% of the failures are for reasons not related to the tube (system-produced failures),
and most of the tube-related failures are due to causes other than cathode problems.
Also a sizeable fraction of failures are not failures at all, to judge from the number of
tubes returned for repair that turn out to be just as good as on the day they were first
shipped.
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Because of the nature of these reports, aboutthe best information that
canbe derived is the average age at failure of the reported failures. As discussed in
connectionwith the reflex tubes, this is a pessimistic number since it doesnot take
into account older operating tubes. Also it is pessimistic in terms of predicting
cathodelife because most of the failures are not cathoderelated. Thus cathodeliie
expectancyshould be assumedto be much longer than the average age at failure reported
later in this section.
Co Life Test Programs
Two life test programs have been undertaken at Varian on power ampli-
fier klystrons, and both illustrate the problems of such tests. The first of these was
on a C-band amplifier producing a 5 kW cw output. Its cathode was of the porous tung-
sten "impregnated" type operating at a density of 1 A/cm 2. Two tubes were tested.
One of the tubes burned out at somewhat less than a year because of stoppage of the
cooling water. The other was operated for a full year (approximately 9,000 hours) and
showed no signs of degradation when it was removed at the end of the test. For classi-
fication reasons this information cannot be further documented.
The other deliberate life test involves the testing of four units of a four-
cavity klystron amplifier putting out i kW cw at about 10 GHz and using an impregnated
cathode at about 1 A/cm 2. These tubes each accumulated only about 9,000 hours of
operation in the two-year period of the tests because of equipment malfunctioning.
Unfortunately, the tests could not be continued because the sponsor had to close out the
contract and take back the equipment. Throughout this period the performance of the
tubes was essentially constant even though there was a slight decrease of beam current
(less than 10%), and a corresponding rise in the temperature limiting voltage. This
change was quite consistent among the four tubes and is not observed generally in tubes
having similar types of cathodes, it is believed that the change was not ct_e to deterio-
ration of the emission characteristics of the cathode surface, but rather to a change in
cathode temperature caused by a change in thermal emissivity of the heat shields as
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they gradually darkened. The heat shielding in the structure of this cathodeis slightly
different from the normal.
From the results of these controlled life tests, all that can be said is
that these tubeswith "impregnated" cathodesoperating at about 1 A/cm 2 would surely
last on the averagemore than 9,000 hours. There is no way from these tests to tell
howmuch longer they would last.
d. Field Reported Data
As mentioned, this is always sketchy, but the most significant of this
data is summarized in Table F-II. It is seen that the average age at failure for all
these types is on the order of 15,000 hours or more except for the 4KM50, 000 LB, all
of whose failures were due to mechanical reasons. In fact, most failures of other
types are also due to causes not related to cathode emission, as may be seen from
Tables F-IIIa, b, c, and d.
As an example of the sparsity of data received from the field, the data
for VA-856 are based on five returned postcard reports from a total of about 300 tubes
shipped over a period of 4-1/2 years. These are also reports of 10 operating tubes
each having more than 20,000 hours of life. Calculations based on all available data
indicate an MTBF of 45,000 hours for this tube type.
One of the best documented tube types is the VA-842, thanks to the con-
certed cooperation of RCA and the Air Defense Command. This tube is a 1-megawatt
pulse amplifier used in the BMEWS network. Statistics for the three-year period
ending December 1967 are shown in Table F-IV. Note that the average age of all
operating tubes (27,776 hours) is about 2. 6 times the average age of all the failed tubes
(10,555 hours). These data include reworked tubes which have significantly reduced
the average ages. For NASA purposes where only new tubes would be significant, the
average ages are 33,469 hours for operating tubes and 12,726 hours for failures.
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TUBE TYPE:
DESCRIPTION:
S/N
K2-74
K2-49
K0-55
F2-3
F2-55
F2-59
F2-85
F2-99
A2-46
K1-52
K1-45
Kl-15
G1-18
D1-31
F1-3
F1-1
F0-149
F0-74
F0-69
F0-36
F0-31
21 Tubes
TABLE F-III(a)
FIELD LIFE DATA
4KM50,000LR
10 kW External Cavity Klystron Amplifier Frequency Range -- 755 to
985 MHz. Cathode -- Eimac Matrix Type, Unipotential Operating at
150 mA/cm 2 cw Tropo Scatter
Hours
20,358
14,308
13,073
13,945
13,223
11,110
11,887
10,178
20,288
17,770
18,146
17,770
28,156
11,000
19,061
20,985
11,346
17,407
20,826
22,066
16,905
350,788
C omments
Low Power Output
Arcing in Output
Cause of Failure Unknown
Obstruction in Coolant Passage
Still Operating
Low Power Output
Prefocus Coil Shorted
Coolant Restriction
High Body Current
Filament Short
Water Leak
Filament Short
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
Water Leak
High Body Current
Average Life of 21 Tubes Above
350,788/21 = 16,704 hr/tube
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TUBE TYPE:
DESCRIPTION:
TABLE F-III(b) (Cont.)
FIELD LIFE DATA
4KM50,000LB
10 kW External Cavity Klystron Amplifier
Frequency Range -- 350 to 475 MHz
Cathode -- Eimac Matrix Type, Unipotential Operating at 150 mA/cm 2
Tropo Scatter
S/N Hours Comments
C2-87
C2-106
C2-50
B2-33
B2-45
C2-26
B2-29
A2-74
B2-58
B2-17
i0 Tubes
3,978
8,843
10,617
3,032
5,009
15,542
4, 187
3,614
5,339
6,899
67,060
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Collector Water Leak
Ceramic Insulator Leakage
Tube Bent by Mishandling
Average Life for 10 Tubes Above: 67,060/10 = 6,706 hr/tube
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TUBE TYPE:
DESCRIPTION:
TABLE F-IH(c) (Cont.)
FIELD LIFE DATA
4K50, 000LQ
10 kW External Cavity Klystron Amplifier
Frequency Range -- 600 to 985 MHz
Cathode -- Pure Metal, Unipotential, Bombardment Heated Operating
at 130 mA/cm 2
S/N Hours Comments
H1-38
K1-72
J0-77
J0-86
J0-48
H0-60
F0-126
7 Tubes
16,780
13,284
8,760
16,764
3,485
12,000
14,663
85,736
Output Arced -- Equipment Problem
Cause of Failure Unknown
Obstructed Flow of Coolant in Collector --
Equipment Problem
Filament Opened -- Tube Problem
Cathode had been too Hot -- Equipment
Problem
Evaluation not C omplete
Cause of Failure Unknown
Average Life of 7 Tubes Above: 85,736/7 = 12,248 hr/tube
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TUBE TYPE:
DESCRIPTION:
TABLE F-III(d)
FIELD LIFE DATA
3KM50,000PA
20 kW External Cavity Klystron Amplifier
Frequency Range m 225 to 400 MHz
Cathode -- Eimac Matrix Type, Unipotential Operating at 200 mA/cm2cw
1"I._'I-._ r_r_'nf'r,r,,1 I;_I_ A,_I_
S/N Hours Comments
B3-11
B3-23
H2-44
I2-64
K0-98
GO-92
F1-53
I0-1
F0-163
G0-53
F0-188
F0-76
E0-102
F0-139
L9-396
D0-26
D0-32
D0-79
A0-15
L9-409
L9-376
A0-112
22 Tubes
16,259
9,297
10,916
13,226
16,791
11,286
9,362
21,087
17,623
12,880
16,602
11,031
13,698
20,946
21,647
18,293
15,032
30,805
10,163
10,885
9,286
26,632
342,747
Output Cavity Arc
Melted Collector
Lost Cooling
Open Filament
Open Filament
Melted Collector
Melted Collector
Cause of Failure
Cause of Failure
Shorted Filament
Cause of Failure
Output Cavity Arc
High Body Current
Shorted Filament
Melted Collector
Shorted Filament
Clogged Collector
Low Beam Current
Open Filament
Shorted Filament
Low Power Output
Low Power Output
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Average Life of 22 Tubes Above
342,747/22 = 15,579 hr/tube
40,000 hours reported on
one tube
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TABLE F-IV
SUMMARY OF BMEWS DATA FOR THREE YEARS
Polulation
Filament Hours
Ave. Filament Hours
ENDING DECEMBER 1967
Varian VA-842
Operating F ailed
New Rework
31
1,037,550
33,469
Rework New
16
267,924
16,745
64
814,462
12,726
21
82,677
3,937
Overall 47 Tubes 85 Tubes
1,305,474 Hr 897,139 Hr
27,776 Hr 10,555 HrAverage
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Table F-V shows the ages of 20 of the oldest tubes operating as of February 1968. Note
that there are 11 tubes with more than 30,000 hours each, andthree with more than
50,000 hours and still going strong.
While this tube type is not nt all typical of the tube soughtfor the prevent
application, the statistics are interesting becausethey are so much more complete than
those of other tubes, andthey indicate how the information on the other tubes shouldbe
interpreted. Since the average age of operating tubes is more than twice the average
age of failed tubes, and some tubes are still operating at more than five times that age,
one should expect cathodelife many times the average age at failure for the other types.
This is especially true since most of the reported failures are due to other than cathode
wearout. Thus oneshould expectall the tube types in Table F-II to operate for several
tens of thousandsof hours.
e. Summary
Data have been presented which show that tubes using any of the three
types of cathodes can have average ages at failure of 15,000 to 25,000 hours. Life
expectancy of these types is really much longer than this, but the amount cannot be
predicted because of the sparsity of data available. In trying to estimate the cathode
life expectancy, one has to recognize that most of the failures, especially in the power
tubes, are due to things other than cathode wearout. The cathode life expectancy is
thus much longer than the ages quoted. Therefore, one can say that all three of the
types of cathodes considered here would have life expectancy in the tens of thousands
of hours when used under the conditions shown.
More specifically, the conventional oxide cathode as used in the VA-221
at about 80 mA/cm 2 has shown an average age at failure of 28,000 hours and a mean
survival age of 34,000 hours. This is consistent with information from conventional
triodes.
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TABLE F-V
LONG LIFE VA-842
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
_16
17
18
19
2O
Serial
No.
225
218
317
342
514
408
295
166FR
505
316
393
518
411
401
374
332
497
543R
265FR
469
Filament
Hours
56,603
53,902
52,699
46,445
45,826
45,306
43,141
42,O65
41,871
41,792
41,353
39,719
39,074
38,843
34,813
34,588
32,898
32,561
32,508
30,229
Site
No.
I
I
I
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
I
I
II
I
I
II
I
Grand Average of All Operating Tubes
(46 Tubes) = 26,692 Hours
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The oxide matrix cathodeas used in the VA-244 and the VA-259 has
shownalmost identical life (26,000 and 34,000 hours) operating at a loading of 100 mA/
2
cm . The oxide matrix cathodewhenusedin power amplifiers at loadings of 150 and
200mA/cm 2 has shownaverage life to failure of 15,000 hours, with the life expectancy
designers over the conventionaloxide cathodefor applications in the higher voltage and
higher power tubes.
The impregnated tungsten cathodehas also shownan average ageat
failure of 14,000 hours in the VA-856 at a loading of 2500mA/cm 2. Noneof these
were reported as emission failures, so again the cathodelife should be tens of thousands
of hours.
3. CONCLUSIONS
It would appear that conventional oxide cathodes can be used successfully for
long life up to at least about 100 mA/cm 2, oxide matrix cathodes up to about 200 mA/cm 2,
and impregnated cathodes up to 2500 mA/cm 2. These are not necessarily upper limits
since no evidence has been derived that higher current densities reduce life, but the
evidence does support the contention that these densities are permissible. Many
designers prefer the matrix oxide over the conventional oxide cathode even at low
current densities when the beam voltage is over a few kilovolts. Evidence presented
here does not confirm or deny this, although it does show that this type of cathode is
consistent with long life.
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ADDENDUM G
HELIX CIRCUIT THERMAL STUDIES
i. INTROD UC TION
Both the electrostatically focused klystron described in Addendum B and the
traveling wave tube of Addendum C propose to use slow-wave circuits which are
related to the helix. For the power range around 1 kW these are the best circuits for
bandwidth and impedance. Since the circuit must be electrically isolated from the
surrounding tube body, there is a problem in dissipating large amounts of power in
the circuit.
Very recent advances in tube technology have improved the prospects for high
power in helix circuits. Most important is the techniques of using high-purity beryl-
lium oxide insulators to support the circuit. Beryllia has thermal conductivity com-
parable to metals, so the barrier to heat flow is no longer in the insulator. To get the
heat from the circuit to the insulator and from the insulator to the body, new techniques
of metal-to-ceramic brazing have been developed to cope with the inherent differences
in thermal expansion of the materials.
Brazed helix-type circuits have been used successfully in high-power tubes
(e. g., 2 kW at S-band}. These have been largely laboratory models, however, and
the theory and practice of the thermal dissipation problem can profit by further
development. In view of the importance of the thermal problem, we have done a
detailed theoretical analysis of the ring-loop circuit proposed for the TWT.
This work is presented in considerable detail. Analytic expressions are derived
for the differential temperatures generated in the circuit structure as the result of the
various heat fluxes. Calculations based on these expressions are then presented to
show the adequacy of the ring-loop circuit at the 1-kilowatt cw power level. Results
of a thermal experiment made on an actual section of brazed circuit of the proposed
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ring-loop configuration are presentedwhich confirm the analytical expressions for
calculating temperature differentials from assumeddistributions of heat flux.
While other tubes, suchas the ESFK, would use slightly different circuits, our
analytic techniqueandprogramming are adaptableto any of the helix family of circuits.
The experimental results lend credibility to the analysis.
2. THEORY
a. Analytical Expressions
Figure G-1 presents a simplified model for the general treatment of the
thermal characteristics of helix type circuits. In the figure, T represents the ambient
o
or tube body temperature maintained at the base of the dielectric support rods T 1 - T
' O
is the differential temperature rise across the dielectric support rods, and T 2 - T 1
is the differential temperature rise in the circuit element due to heat flux flowing from
the unsupported portions of the circuit towards the dielectric support rods. In the case
of an actual helix, the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the circuit material can be
multiplied by the cosine of the pitch angle to account for the additional path length
resulting from the angle of the helix winding. For ring-loop or ring-bar circuits, this
factor is not present. The small temperature drop existing in the loop or bar connect-
ing the rings is also neglected in the present analysis, but could be added on to T 2 in
cases where it is considered important. Thermal radiation losses, which would pro-
vide some additional circuit cooling in an actual structure, are also omitted from the
present analysis.
It is further assumed that the temperature drop across any of the inter-
faces is negligible. This assumption is valid provided appropriate techniques are used
in forming the interface. The proposed circuit uses brazing techniques to insure a
good thermal bond between the BeO support rods and the circuit and tube envelope.
G-2
TO
Circuit_
Tube
Envelope
Support
Rod
n = Numberof Support Rods
Figure G-1. Geometry Usedfor Calculating Heat Flow
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To take into account, analytically, the fact that the coefficients of thermal
conductivity for most materials depend upon the temperature of the material at each
point, it is assumed that these coefficients may be adequately expressed over the range
of interest by an exponential of the form k = _ exp (-fiT). In this expression k is
C C
the coefficient of thermal conductivity and _ and fl are constants for any given material
and temperature range. The exponential form was chosen in order to simplify the
integration of the incremental temperature rise in the structure. This type of function
also fits very closely the characteristics of a number of materials over the temperature
ranges of interest.
The three basic sources of heat generation in the structure are beam
interception on the circuit, rf losses in the circuit, and rf losses in the dielectric
support rods. Since these may all vary independently of each other the problem is
analyzed in its separate parts. Although it can normally be assumed that the beam and
circuit losses are distributed uniformly over the circumference of the circuit, the
analysis has been carried out to include the effects of concentrated or lumped power
losses as well.
It is further assumed that the dielectric losses are all generated at the
circuit interface such that the total heat flux passes through the entire support rod.
Although this is a pessimistic assumption for the distribution of the dielectric losses,
the rf fields are actually highest near the circuit, and a more accurate description
would only complicate the analysis. The dielectric losses are generally small com-
pared with the total heat flux of the circuit.
(b) Temperature Rise Across Support Rods (T 1 - T 0)
The differential expression for radial heat conduction through a material
is
dT
P = k A -- (1)
c dr
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Where P is the thermal power in watts carried across an area A by a differential
temperature gradient dT/dr whenthe coefficient of thermal conductivity has the
value k . Assuming that k as a function of temperature canbe expressed in watts/
c C
cm °C as
-ill T
kc I = ale (2)
and integrating the differential temperature rise between r 1 and r2, we have the heat
flux carried by a solid cylindrical support between the circuit and the tube envelope in
watts/linear i,mh:
e-tilT0 -tilT1)2.54 (2_1) - e
W1 = fil In (r2/rl) (3)
If the support is not a complete cylinder, but consists of a number of
rods, n, each occupying 0 radians of circumferential space (as illustrated in Fig-
ure G-l), the heat carrying capability of the structure is reduced by the fraction
n0/2_. Similarly, if the dielectric support material is not effective over the entire
axial length of the circuit (as in the case of discreet disc supports, or when it is
determined that the dielectric between individual circuit elements is ineffective in
conducting heat from the circuit) an additional factor, F 1, may be used to account for
the fraction of the axial space over which the dielectric support material is effective.
Thus, the appropriate expression, which is valid for either rod or disc supported
structures, may be written as
2.54 nOFl(_l le-fllTO _ e -tilT1)
Wl = fll in (r2/rl) (4)
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in watts per linear inch. Whenrectangular support rods are used in place of the
assumedwedgeshapedrods, the aboverelationship is still applicable, provided an
equivalent 0 is defined based on the following relationship:
W
0 - h in (r2/rl) (5)
where w and h are respectively the cross-sectional width and height of the rectangular
support rods. This relationship may be recognized as being simply the limiting case
for rectangular geometry or for very large r 1 and r 2.
c. Thermal Temperature Rise in Circuit (T 2 - T 1)
The temperature rise within the circuit itself due to heat flowing from
unsupported portions of the circuit towards the dielectric support rods is calculated in
a similar manner. The differential expression for the circumferential heat flow
around the circuit element illustrated in Figure G-1 is simply
P = k A d--_-T (6)
c dl
where A is the cross-sectional area of the circuit element, and dT/dl is the tempera-
ture gradient along the element. Again, it will be assumed that k may be expressed
• C
as an exponential to account for variations in thermal conductivity with circuit tem-
perature, so that
-fi2T
kc2 o_2 e (7)
in watts/cm °C. For heat that is generated uniformly around the circumference, at
any point along the unsupported portions of circuit the heat flowing towards a support
rod will be proportional to ¢, that is, the distance away from the midpoint between
support rods where the circuit temperature is highest. If the total heat generated per
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linear inch of circuit is W2, the fraction of this power density, P, flowing circum-
ferentially in the circuit elements at any point is
2_ w2 (s)
in watts/inch. By integrating the differential temperature rise around the circum-
ferential length of circuit between 0 < _ < (_/n - 0/2) and by assuming a mean circuit
radius R and a radial thickness t for the circuit elements, a relationship is obtained
between power density and circuit temperature. To account for the fact that the cir-
cuit only occupies a portion of the axial space, a factor F 2 is introduced which repre-
sents the fraction of the axial space that is actually occupied by the circuit elements
carrying the heat flux. F 2 is normally simply the ratio of the width of the circuit
element to the circuit pitch, or the 5/p ratio of the circuit. The appropriate expres-
sion for heat flow is then
W 2
2.54 (4_o_2) t / -fl2T1 -f12T2/_F 2 e -e
f12 (n-0) 2 (9)
in watts/linear inch.
In addition to uniformly generated heat around the circuit circumference,
localized heat may be generated in the vicinity of the midpoint between support rods.
The origin of such localized heat could be the result of greater ohmic losses due to
higher circuit temperature at this point, or from additional losses occurring in the
connecting bar in the case of either ring-bar or ring-loop circuits. The inclusion of
these losses in the analysis is particularly important in the correlation of calculated
values of temperature rise with the results of the thermal experiment conducted on
the ring-loop circuit.
Heat flux which is constant with _ as well as that which is proportional
to _ may be included in the analysis simultaneously. For symmetrical structures,
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if a fraction p of the total power is generatedlocally in the regions midway between
the support rods as opposedto 1 - p of the power generated uniformly around the
circuit, the expression for the thermal power at any point, _b, along the circuit becomes,
in place of the expression given in Equation (8),
P = W2 [(1-2_p)_b + ___P]2n (i0)
in watts/inch.
then becomes
The integrated expression relating temperature and power dissipation
t /e-fl2T1 -f12T2)2.54" 4_2_F 2 -e
W2 = ¢2 (1 27rp_ (11)fi2 -P+ n_]
where q_ = (_/n- 0/2).
When p is equal to zero (no localized generation of heat), the above
expression reduces to the expression given in Equation (9) for uniformly distributed
power dissipation around the circuit circumference.
d. Circuit Losses at Saturation
The actual heat losses which must be dissipated by the circuit consist
principally of the following:
W D = rf losses within the dielectric supports
W C = rf circuit losses
W B = beam interception power losses
(12)
When these are expressed in terms of watts/linear inch of circuit, they become related
to the W 1 and W 2 used in the above derivations by means of the following relation-
ships:
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W2 = W C + W B
W 1 = W 2 + WD = W C + W B + WD
(13)
The intercepted beam power density can be estimated from the anticipnted
beam transmission and from an assumption that at saturation most of this interception
will occur over some small portion of the circuit representing the last dB or so of
the saturated gain in the tube. The dielectric and circuit rf losses are calculated from
an assumed room temperature loss and from some knowledge as to how these losses
increase with temperature.
Since it is common to express rf losses in terms of dB/circuit wave-
length, the conversion to watts/inch of circuit at any given power level is desirable.
For all practical purposes it can be assumed that the rf power flow along the circuit
remains at a constant level in the region of saturation. Under these conditions, the
percent power loss as a function of a given dB loss is simply:
AP dB
m
P 4.343 (14)
The watts loss/inch then becomes
WC = (P)(dB/in. 1 (15)4.343
In terms of dB/wavelength, the power loss in watts/inch of circuit becomes
(dB/wavelength) F P
WC = 0. 05126 (Vp/C)
(16)
where F is in GHz, P is in kW, v is the phase velocity of the circuit at the designated
P
frequency, and c is the velocity of light.
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The changesin rf losses as a function of temperature is taken into
accountby meansof the appropriate temperature coefficients. If _C and _D are
respectively thethermal coefficient of resistivity of the circuit material and the
thermal coefficient of loss of the dielectric, the actual rf losses are related to the
room temperature losses by
F ]
WD = WD20 [1 + _D(T-20)J (17)
W C = WC20 ¢i + _C (T-20) (18)
The square root in the case of the circuit rf losses is due to the fact that the skin depth
varies inversely as the resistivity of the material. Dielectric losses, on the other
hand, vary in direct proportion to the loss tangent of the material.
e. Thermal Calculations
From the above analytical expressions it is possible to calculate rather
accurately the thermal behavior of a given circuit design. The above relationships
were programmed for computer computation for ease in making calculations for a
number of different circuit designs. If dielectric loss were not included in the analysis,
it would have been possible to calculate TO, T1, and T 2 explicitly as a function of watts
dissipation/inch of circuit length. However, since the inclusion of dielectric losses
leads to independent values for W 1 and W2, the computation for temperature differen-
tials across the support rods and across the circuit elements must be carried out
separately, each as a function of watts/inch of dissipation. In addition to tabulating
the numerical data, the computer was programmed to provide two plots of temperature
vs power dissipation. The first of these plots gives T 1 vs W 1 for various values of
T O as a parameter; the second gives T 2 vs W 2 with T 1 as a parameter. These plots
are used along with the computed data for the various components of heat loss as a
function of temperature to determine the thermal characteristics of a given circuit
G-IO
under varying operating conditions. This is illustrated by the examplepresented in
Figures G-2 and G-3. The actual computer plots are for the proposed circuit design
with the constants given below.
The following parameters were used in making the computations:
Thermal Conductivity in watts/cm °C:
BeO 2.0 exp (-0.00178T)
Molybdenum 1.3 exp (-0.00028T)
Thermal Coefficient of Loss Tangent:
BeO negligible below400°C
Thermal Coefficient of resistivity:
Molybdenum 0. 004
Circuit Parameters:
Circuit loss (20°C)
Dielectric loss (20°C)
Phase velocity (Vp/C)
Mean circuit diameter
Inner diameter
Radial thickness
Envelope diameter
Number of support rods
Width of support rod
Radial height of rod
0.2 dB/wavelength
0.08 dB/wavelength
0. 118
0. 221inch
0. 197inch
0. 024inch
0. 395 inch
2
0.077 inch
0. 081inch
The thermal calculations assumeequal ring thickness and ring spacing
with only the circuit contact area of the BeOrods effective for conductingheat flux.
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They also assume uniform distribution of losses around the circumference of the
circuit.
Construction lines for a specific operating condition illustrate the use
of the computer plots for determining the differential temperature rise in a circuit.
In the example shown, a 600°C maximum allowable circuit temperature was assumed.
A beam interception power density of 525 watts/inch was also assumed.
In Figure G-2 the calculated rf circuit losses are graphically added to
the assumed beam power losses to obtain the totalwatts loss/inch as a function of
circuittemperature. Ifthe circuitlosses are based on a 600°C value, itis seen that
the appropriate temperature for.T 1 is 300°C. However, from this an average circuit
temperature of 450°C may be assumed, which can now be used to obtain a more accu-
rate value for the circuit rf losses. When this is done a totalpower loss of 660 watts/
inch is obtained along with a new value for T 1 of 305°C.
In Figure G-3 the dielectric losses as a function of temperature (which
are constant in this case for BeO temperatures below 400°C) are added to the 660 watts/
inch value to obtain the totaldissipationpower which must be transported across the
support rods to the tube envelope. By using the 305°C value obtained for T 1 along with
the totaldissipationlosses of 690 watts/inch (the sum of the beam interception losses,
rf circuit losses, and BeO dielectric losses) a required tube envelope temperature,
T , of 100°C is obtained. If thisvalue is unsatisfactory for the type of operation con-
o
templated, other values of assumed loss must be made.
The curves may be used in a number of different ways to arrive at
combinations of power loss which would constitute satisfactory operation. In the above
example it is seen that up to 525 watts/inch of beam interception power can be tolerated
in addition to rf losses, provided the tube envelope is maintained at 100°C. Higher
plmse velocity circuits would exhibitless rf loss/inch of circuit length than that calcu-
lated in the example.
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The circuit dimensions used in the above calculations are linearly
scaled from the circuits used in the thermal dissipation experiment and for measuring
impedance and velocity in the TWT study. A simple dimensional analysis shows that
the temperatures reached as a function of watts/linear inch of circuit length are con-
stant under linen.r dimo.n,qinnnl .qc_nling /,qonlin_ will hnxr_ n _mnll _ff_ot nn ÷h_ _; .... ;+
loss, but this is not very important. )
. CIRCUIT THERMAL EXPERIMENT
As an experimental check on the thermal dissipation capabilities of the pro-
posed circuit design, a test circuit was fabricated using special brazing techniques to
minimize the temperature differential across the metal-ceramic interfaces. The dis-
sipation characteristics of the structure were measured by passing 60 Hz ac current
through the circuit as a means of generating circuit heat. The ac power to the circuit
was accurately measured as was the calorimetric power from the water cooled barrel
used to enclose the circuit. Although the circuit temperature was not accurately
monitored, the circuit was observed in a darkened room for color temperatures, and
changes in the average ac resistance of the circuit were recorded at the various power
levels.
The circuit element was made from 0. 010-inch molybdenum sheet. Figure G-4
shows the principal dimensions of the circuit as it is punched from the sheet stock in
the form of a series of connected rings. The actual circuit is made by folding the flat
circuit stock into the form of a series of closely spaced rings which are connected
alternately at the top and bottom by a single connecting loop. Figure G-5 shows the
final circuit geometry along with the two symmetrically placed BeO support rods which
are brazed both to the circuit and to the tube envelope.
The circuit brazing is accomplished by first sputtering a thin layer of molyb-
denum onto the surfaces of the BeO rods. A very thin layer of Cu plating on both the
circuit and the rods forms the wetting agent for making the actual braze. After brazing,
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a quick acid etch removes the remaining thin films from everything except the brazes.
The braze to the outer shell is made after completing the circuit braze and employs a
lower-melting-point alloy as the wetting agent.
The circuit test section was 1 inch long and initially consisted of 50 rings with
0. 010-inch spacing between rings. Both velocity and impedance measurements were
made on the brazed structure prior to testing the structure thermally. These mea-
surements compared favorably with unbrazed measurements and are reported in the
TWT section.
The actual thermal test was made in a vacuum bell jar. Measurements were
made of ac current and voltage, water coolant flow, temperature of the coolant flowing
into the test structure, and temperature of the coolant flowing from the structure. At
each point the calorimeter power measurement of the heat transferred through the
supporting structure agreed with the ac power flow into the structure to within 1 or 2%
of the maximum power reading recorded (505 watts).
Some difficulty was encountered in making an adequate connection to the circuit
at the higher power levels. In the process of trying to improve the connection, the
braze to several of the end turns became destroyed. The highest power tests were
finally made with only 45 rings in the circuit. At the 505-watt power level, this
corresponds to a circuit power density of 561 watts/inch.
Unfortunately, a test of this type does not simulate exactly the conditions which
exist in an actual tube. It would be difficult to design such a test short of constructing
an actual tube. However, as a test to confirm the type of thermal calculations made on
these structures, the test was quite satisfactory.
In an actual tube, both the rf circuit losses and the beam interception power
are distributed more or less uniformly around the circumference of the circuit. Due
to the high resistance of the loop relative to the rest of the circuit, most of the ac
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power used in the thermal experiment was dumpedinto the region of the loops alone.
As a result, at the 561-watts/inch power level, the loops were glowing with a moderately
bright red color, estimated to be in the 800°Crange. Under these conditions no color
was observed in the rings, indicating that they could not have been much hotter than
600 or 650°C0
Figure G-6 is a plot of the calculated circuit temperatures that would exist in
the circuit with various fractions of the total power concentrated in the region of the
loops. With power uniformly distributed around the ring, the hottest point of the
circuit is seen to reach only 400°C at 561 watts/inch. If all of the power were localized
in the loops, the calculated ring temperature would reach nearly 750°C.
An examination of the circuit geometry shown in Figure G-4 indicates that the
relative resistances of the loop and the ring are in the ratio of approximately 1 to 1.7
when the circuit is all at the same temperature. If the temperature of the loops were
827°C and the average ring temperature 407°C, the resistivities of the circuit elements
would be in a ratio of 1.7 to 1.0 which would make the resistance of the loops equal to
that of the rings. These are also reasonable circuit temperature assumptions in view
of the observed data. It may be assumed that at 561 watts/inch equal power is dissi-
pated in both the rings and loops. It is further noted that, due to the temperature
gradient around the ring, a substantially greater proportion of the power generated in
the ring is actually generated in the vicinity of the loops where the ring temperature is
greatest. Consequently, it is not unreasonable to assume that roughly two-thirds of the
total power dissipation enters the circuit in the vicinity of the loops and only one-third
is distributed uniformly over the circumference. Figure G-6 shows that under these
operating conditions, a power level of 561 watts/inch should produce a maximum ring
temperature of 625°C. Had the actual ring temperature been appreciably higher tha_
this, a color temperature in the ring would have been apparent.
Thus, it is felt that the experiment gives a reasonable check on the validity of
the thermal calculations. Since the most critical power loss associated with the actual
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tube design is probably that of beam interception (which would not involve the loops in
any way), the thermal capabilities of the circuit under actual operating conditions would
be substantially greater than the 561 watts/inch measured in the above test.
Unfortunately, the upper limits of the circuit capabilities were not determined.
Power was increased in too large a step, and a runaway condition was reached which
destroyed a number of the brazed joints in the center region of the circuit. Although
this point was well above the 561 watts/inch level, recorded data was not obtained.
A plot of the average ac resistance/ring is given in Figure G-7. At 561 watts/
inch, the indicated resistance has increased by a factor of approximately 4.5 times.
This would imply an average circuit temperature of around 750°C. Again, since so
much of the power was concentrated in the loops which were operating above 800°C,
this accounts for most of the increase in resistivity. Actually, the accuracy in
determining the room temperature resistance was rather poor. An ohmmeter gave a
reading of 0.20 ohms corresponding to 0. 0040 ohms/ring. The extrapolated ac
resistance indicates a value of only 0. 0033 ohms; however, the accuracy of the ac
meters at the lower current and voltage readings is inherently poor. Assuming a
0. 0040-ohm room temperature value, the average increase in resistivity would have
been 3.7 times, which would imply an average circuit temperature of only 600°C.
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